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:he papers in tnl.E. vc-um-:- were prepared for a symposium presented Sept

1972, at the Great Basin Anthropological Conference at the University of Utan, .SaLl

Lake City. These athr:re represent many of the peop.Le recently doing cr

ethnological researcn in the great Basin culture area. As chairpere_h :f -

slur: I ocn-,ac:-.:i a e_ntnropo:o6ists who had recently don,!

Basin so that as many people as possible who were working in this area could Le in-

cluded in the .ympcsium. "rn- r,:sultin papers are largely on western gr-at Basin

Indians; sore researcb is rpeing conducted elsewhere in the Basin, but tnos

were unab.,e t) part the symposium or were unknown to the editor and

people contacted. :17_ cf in eignt papers are by people recently or current r:,

pieting doctoral diss:-rta*:-Ion3 on Great Basin Indian communities which suf-zrests tna*

a plea made at the 1c4C, Gr-a Basin Anthropological Conference may be Learini-7

Two important and widely divergent gaps in the material pre-
sented should be noted here. The participants in the [1964] Con-
ference recognized the absence of any systematic attention to
problems in physical anthropology or to sociological studies of
modern community organization and ethnic interrelations in the
unique historic and :;ociocultural setting of the Great Basin
-:.stern stat,:z.

The paprs a -ari7ty of questions and represent two diff,r,

Braithwaite, Mortara, and E. Rusco are political scientists while the other aothor: A.

anthropologists. For the- reasons, the papers are presented in the alphabetical

of the authors' names.

The discussants ha)e commented on tne papers as they were prepared for prcsntat:

at the conference, while some authors have made minor revisions for this volume.

did not allow further exchange or revision of papers and comments. Not all papers w-re

available to Professors d'Azevedo and Jorgensen in time for the preparation of comment:

and I regret this er_'or.

*Fred Egg an and Warren d'Azevedo, Introduction to Warren d'Azevedo et. al., The
Current Status of Anthropological Research in the Great Basin: 1964. Desert Resean::
Institute, University of Nevada, Reno. Pp. xix-xx.
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SOUTI-IERN PAIUTE COITIUNITTES

Douglas C. 3raithwaite,

Rural Development Center
Tifton, Georgia

This paper concerns the Southern Paiute residents cf two bi-cultural norni-

ties in SouthPrn Utah and Ncrtnern Arizcna. Specificall::, it exarlines these

?alut,e people are ,.n-2ping wits tne contervorary syster and societ*.

their relatively powerless position.

The original research was done as a Ph.D. dissertation through the conceptual

framework of political science because cultural interplay is essentially a polit-

ical problem -- a ques,-ion of power relationship. Political leadership in the r.onr-

munities studied is particularly difficult because leaders not only cope with their

own powerlessness in an absolute sense, but they must also cope with their own

personal identity as it relates to the ccntrado:lon3between the two cultures which

they confront. It is primarily the leaders' mastery of these cultural contradic-

tions which generates increased political power and facilitates growth toward a

mutually satisfying bi-cultural society.

The two cases here, Kaibab, Arizona and Cedar City, Utah, together represent

the general experience of the Southern Paiute culture and were subject to approxi-

mately the same historical process. During the 19th century, both Paiute communities

lost the power to control their cultura. l way of life at about the same time, in

about the same way, to the same LrIglo-American culture. In one of these Paiute

groups (Kaibab) the leadership has regained a great measure of that power in that it

now controls a fair amount of its destiny again. The other group (Cedar City) has

not and, in fact, is in a very powerless state. Both groups continue to be sur-

rounded by the same socio-religious Anglo culture while at the same time being sub-

jected to significant variations in attitude and behavior from that dominant society.

By almost any standard both the Kaibab Paiutes and those who live in Cedar City are

more deprived and have less power in their relations with others than most of their

Anglo neighbors. The deprivation goes even deeper than ',this, however. When the

Kaibab and the Cedar City Paiutes are compared, the relative deprivation between

them is the difference that stands out most sharply.

1



In Kaibat, Arizona there is an isolated reservation, organized on its own and

affiliated with both the B.I.A. and inter-tribal groups. They have a new tribal

office building and a community center and other buildings are under construction.

Their homes are at least as good as the homes of the Anglos in that area and much

newer, as a general rule. They have paved reads, water and sewer. Although there

is an Anglo community nearby, the Paiutes have a good deal of political power and

are the majority.

In contrast, in Cedar City, Utah the two Paiute bands form a single, disorganized

minority ghetto located entirely within the largest town for hundreds of miles. The

Indian Peaks band has been terminated while the Cedar band has not.* Neither one

receives significant government aid. The Paiutes of Cedar City live in extremely

sub-standard housing without pavement, water or sewer, while being surrounded by new

subdivisions. Group organizations are minimal and there are no formalized ties with

either the B.I.A. or inter-tribal groups. Within the larger, Anglo-dominated commu-

nity they have almost no political power and are a small minority of the total popu-

lation.

These differences point out how unlike the experiences of the Kaibab Paiutes are

from those of the Cedar City Paiutes. At the core the difference has been between

their power relationships. In every case the Kaibab Paiutes are more nearly equal,

more powerful and, therefore, less deprived within their local environment than the

Cedar City Paiutes. Not only in the more obvious insufficiencies such as material

wealth, occupational and educational experiences and political power, but also in the

more subtle deprivations of the spirit and the psyche have Cedar City Paiutes been

treated unequally.

Although the Paiutes of Kaibab and Cedar City belong to the same culture and

generally react outwardly in similar ways and are in fact relatives who keep close

contact with each other, they are coping differently. The Paiute villages exude a

different feeling just as many small towns in rural America give one a feeling of

decay and despondency, as if the world were passing them by, while others, which

*
Termination of the trust relationship with the United States government under

House Concurrent ResolutiOn 108, passed in 1953. Ed.



appear' to Le operating under the same physical give one tne feelin,=7

vitality and .r.alth. Suci, community spirit is difficult to get a handle on because

it includes every aspect and facet of the community life; therefore, its separate

elements are hard to isolate and analyze with assurance.

Explanations for the differences between these two Paiute communities are many

and lengthy, but briefly the study found that because of historical, economic, and

social differences, a significantly more healthy psychological environment is present

in Kaibab.* Leadership has developed and is now solving enough of the problems and

cultural contradictions between traditional Paiute values and Anglo-Mbrmcn values and

between ideals of equality and the realities of Native American politics. Through

reducing these contradictions to a tolerable level, they have been able to effect a

shift in the power relationship in their bi-cultural political environment in the

direction of equality.

The marked differences can be easily summarized in the following indexes derived

from questionnaires which were given to all the residents over fifteen years of age

in both Paiute communities. The General Psychological Characteristics index is made

up of several sub-indexes of personality or an individual's psychological makeup.

The indexes are political participation, sense of civic competence, attitude toward

change, view of the world, racial stereotype, political awareness, Paiute image, and

the discrimination index.

These indexes were adapted from Matthew & Prothro (1966), using standardized

instruments and procedures. The total of all the indexes on the General Psycholog-

ical Characteristics index cannot prove anything, but it does point out the stark

differences between the two closely related Paiute communities.

TABLE I

Comparison of General Psychological Characteristics
(Total Paiute Community)

High Score Low Score
(43 possible) (-22 possible)

Average Score

Kaibab 32 -1 15
Cedar City 22 -6 7.6'

*
These differences center around termination, the lack of an economic and polit-

ical base, and the size and general attitude of the Anglo-American community. Ed.

'4See Matthew and Prothro (1966), pp. 499-528.
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In both cases the Kaicac responien:s 6CC.11u approximately twice as high as the

Cedar City respondents.

The Kaibab Paiutes' spirit, measured bL: indexes, indicates strongly that

the Kaibab Paiutes, as a gr:',up as well as ind.lvidually, are healthier and more hope-

ful about their lives, actlivities, and futures than are the Paiutes in Cedar City.

In contrast to the relatively hopeful spirit of tne Kaibab village, the Cedar

City Paiute village gives one the strong impression that tnis ghetto is at least stag-

nated and is, perhaps, in serious trouble.

iiA look at the scores of individual leaders from both communities indicates a

similar trend.

TABLE lIS

C3mparison of General Psychological Characteristics
(Paiute Leadership)

Cedar City Leaders Kaibab Leaders
(average 12.6) ,average 23.2)

Band Headman 10 Council Chairman 25
Band Headman 15 Council Member A 23
Other Leader A 12* Council Member 20
Other Leader B 16* Council Member C 32
Other Leader C 8* Coumil Meier D 29
Other Leader D 17 Church Leader E 10*
Other Leader E 9*
Other Leader F' 14 *

*Angio-Appointed Leader

As can readily be seen; the average score of the Psych:Aogical Characteristic

index for the Cedar City leaders is roughly one-half the average of the Kaibab leaders.

Bi-cultural incerface is a two-way street. A great deal of care was taken in

examining the relationship of the powerful segment of the communities to the powerless,
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are definitely not part of it. It is :hat tne difference between the relative

deprivations of the two Southern Paiute p4ulatich centers is staggering.

Nevertheless, it seems that the single most important manifestation of the dif-

ferences between the two Paiute case studies, relating deprivation and other vari-

ables notwithstanding, lies in their vastly different collective psychological

spirits. This seems to be the key barrier to political development. Such a conten-

tion would be very difficult to prove but hevertheless for whatever (muses, all

observations and data do point out powerful and basic psychological differences in

Kaibab and in Cedar City. Kaibab is collectively psychologically prepared for organ-

ization and increased responsibility, participation and power. The Cedar City Paiutes

as a group just do not appear to have this kind of readiness at this time.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Donald R. Matthews and James W. Prothro, Lgroes and the New Southern Politics,1966 New York: Harcourt, Brace and World.



CHATIFELS OF POLIrIICAL EXPRESSION AMONG

THE WESTERN SHOSHONE-GOSHUTE OF NEVADA

Richard O. Clemer
Department of Anthropology

State University of New York, Binghamton

In the United States, political parties have in the past been a major channel of

political expression. Political expression concerns the persuasive faculties of a

group of individuals which intends to convince others that its own conception of the

proper distribution of power, the means of attaining it, and how to use it is ,-se

tially more correct and just than either the status quo or other alternative

ical expression is important because it is crucial in achieving political action,

which in turn accomplishes the attainment of power, its redistribution, and its use.

Recently, the Democratic and Republican parties have been making strenuous efforts

to draw members of minority groups into party politics. This effort was quite evident

at the recent Democratic convention, where party rules were carefully re-written to

incorporate minorities into state delegations. The assumptions underlying these efforts

)Minorities will achieve more effective political expression within the party

machinery than outside of it; 2) Such political expression will result in political

action that is more favorable to these minorities; 3) The parties will achieve more

public support by catering to minorities. However, examination of the channels of

political expression which the Western Shoshone and Goshute tribes already have at

their disposal indicates that for American Indians, the standard party machinery and

"democratic process" of elections and voting is probably largely irrelevant, and that

American Indians will probably continue to achieve political action by using charne]s

of political expression that are exclusively Indian.

One of these exclusively Indian channels is the Western Shoshone-Goshute tradi-

tional leadership. In aboriginal times, Shoshones were organized in loosely-struc-

tured villages that had a village chief and usually a ceremonial chief and hunt chief

besides. Contact with Euro-Americans and acquisition of horses necessitated a band

form of social organization and a military force to deal with the invaders. In the

initial contact period, some of these chiefs achieved paramount importance through

band and military leadership. One of these was Te -Moke, whose band centered around Ruby

7
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Valley, N-- :aria .

Te-Moke tc nave L.7er, acconasA paramount chif by most of the

Western Shoshone han-ls, "iLlte Knives" and the bands around Reese

River, and T -Flake seems tJ IZLitc-C1 a:hut,_ and Steptce Valley Shoshones with

the Snoshones along Rlver 1- fedtration. Consequently, the U.S.

Government tried to on iay)r 2e-:',,);.e and 7_t:: chi,,fs who were affiliated with him

in an effort to win c_;:rrtain and: co,1,,:s5_ons in Nevada. When the Treaty of

Ruby Valley was negotiat2d in lat,3, tre Treaty as paramount spokesman

for the Western Shoshone Nation, and for many years thereafter, Te-Moke and his sub-

chiefs acted as the primary cnannels of political expression through which Shoshones

negotiated with the U.S. Government. It was largely through the efforts of Te-Moke's

son and his interpreter tnat the Government was persuaded to establish the small reser-

vations of Ely, Elko, South Fork, Puby Valley and Duckwater during the 1930's and'40's.

However, in 1934 Congress pas:,ed the Indian Reorganization Act, and a new era in

U.S.-Native American relations was opened. The Act was written and proposed to Con-

gress by John Collier's "Indian New Deal" administration as a means for systematizing

Indian governments, introducing European parliamentary procedures to Indian groups, and

making t easier to introduce Gov:rnment ;regrams nd projects to Indians. According

to Julian Steward (1969), who worked with the Collier administration for a short period,

Collier intended to recreate as much as possicle the communal sovereignty of Indian

tribes that had ruled the continent before contact with Europeans. However, Steward

regarded Collier's scheme as an ill-fated attempt to recreate a mythical past for

Native Americans that had never existed, and to create essentially socialistic forms

of social organization that could never achieve true sovereignty or success in a capi-

talist society. His own recommendations for Western Shoshones and other tribes among

whom he had worked for many ye,rs were ignored, and according to Ed Kennard and Gordon

MacGregor (1953), who also worked for the Collier administration as consultants, the

recommendations of most of the anthropologists associated with the Bureau of Indian

Affairs were not adopted. Most of these recommendations made the same point; recon-

struction of Indian communities could best be made by building on indigenous leader-

ship patterns and social organization, rather than introducing something foreign.



While the anthropologists were writing studies and making recommendations, Indian

Bureau personnel were meetingv - Indians of various tribes who manifested interest in

Collier's reorganization plans. When the Indian Reorganization Act was presented to

Congress, it had the support of those Indians with whom Collier had been holding meet-

ings. The Act was then presented to Indian tribes on most of the larger reservations.

The Act stipulated that at least 30 percent of the eligible voters on a reservation

must vote to make the referendum valid, and that the conditions of the Act would be

applied tc that reservation if a simple majority voted to accept it. Acceptance meant,

among other things, access to the Indian Revolving Loan Fund and organization of an

elected "tribal council" that would act as the group's spokesman to the U.S. Government.

The council's actions would be subject to approval by the Secretary of the Interior.

In eastern Nevada, only the Duck Valley and Goshute tribes opted for reorganization.

However, as part of its policy of returning limited amounts of land to Indians, the

Collier administration established several small reservations for western Shoshones

between 1937 and 1942. These were the Ruby Valley, Odgers Ranch, South Fork, Elko,

Ely, Yomba and Duckwater reservations. The South Fork, Elko, Yomba and Duckwater groups

were offered the opportunity of reorganizing, accepted the Act, and formed tribal coun-

cils. I have no information on whether or not the Ruby Valley, Ely or Battle Mountain

groups were offered the opportunity of reorganizing; however, none of them ever did,

except Ely, which adopted the Act in 1966. Neither reservations nor tribal councils

were set up for Indian communities around Austin, Beowawe, Eureka or Wells.

Since the Act required only 15 percent of the eligible voters of a reservation

plus one to approve reorganization, approval of the Act on any particular reservation

did not necessarily indicate widespread approval by the group in question. Based on

field work in 1937, Jack Harris (1940) says that a substantial number of Duck Valley

Indians were not happy with the tribal council established in 1936, and that these

"conservatives" considered the council to be nothing more than a puppet govern rent

under control of the Indian agent at Owyhee. Indeed, among the five Western Shoshone

groups that accepted reorganization between 1936 and 1942, fewer than 300 persons

voted for the Act, and substantial numbers of Shoshones--including many to whom the

Act had never been presented--did not approve of the new "tribal councils." Among
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these was Machach Temoke, son 0_ ci and inheritor of Te-Mbke's position as

principal chief. For Machach Temoke and Ills &11)-cl.iefs, the advent of tribal councils

meant the rise of new leadership which could t-clipse the positions of the traditional

chiefs, whose influence had been quite effective in holding together the Western Sho-

shone nation during the 1920's and '30's. It also meant that with the tribal councils,

the white man could exercise more control and have more influence over Indians. There-

fore, during the 1940's when the South Fork, Elko, Duck Valley, Duckwater, Yomba and

Goshute tribal councils were organizing, gaining strength, and developing governmental

structures along lines mandated by the Indian Bureau, Temoke and his sub-chiefs were

beginning to solidify their traditional positions of leadership.

In the past 15 years, political activity of the tribal councils and the Western

Shoshone traditional leadership has grown and divergent philosophies have been artic-

ulated by both groups. Of the tribal councils, Duck Valley, Elko and South Fork are

the most active; the traditional leadership under Frank Temoke--grandson of old Te-

Mbke--has organized its own Traditional Council consisting of members and constituents

from Ruby Valley, Duck Valley, Elko, Wells, SoL*11 Fork, Beowawe, Battle Mountain,

Carlin and Goshute--where the tribal council represents only those Indians living at

Ibapah. The tribal councils recognize the government of the United States and the

state of Nevada as their sovereigns, and operate within laws and regulations estab-

lished through the United States political and legal system. The Traditional Council,

in contrast, maintains that Western Shoshones are not U.S. citizens but are citizens

only of the Western Shoshone Nation of Indians, that the 1863 Treaty of Ruby Valley

conveys sovereignty on the Western Shoshone Nation and equality between the Western

Shoshone and the United States, and that U.S. li.aws and politics are binding only on

the white man in his relations with Indians, and not on Western Shoshones.

The divergent goals of the tribal councils and the Traditional Council reflect

these basic differences in philosophy. The tribal councils are generally concerned

with the issues and topics of a local, bread-and-butter nature, and formulate goals

within the framework of Government programs and agencies. Improved housing, jobs,

health, sanitation facilities, road improvement, and stock and agricultural programs

are among the topics which involve the councils heavily. The Traditional Council
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z'ignts, r.un- and gnts, treaty rights, the esterh 2:-.oshont land

atus an:: of ih

hmerica. trial councils, wnicn nave cooperated witn the 'IA's

Zforts to find Indian groups that could represent entire tribes in proceedings of

the Indian claims tne traditionais ha'-;e consistently refused to partici-

pate in the fijng cf ,.a,ms. The ,raditionai leadership insists that filing such

claims consti' ,tee sa,e cf 'ri.Da and at prices far bel.:w the land's actual value,

and that only restoration of full hunting and fishing rights on public domain without

ice.nsing- or -p nin4 of violic domain to Indian settlement without con-

di-i-ns or fees, pay Te=nt 7f r:yalties 'r1 mineraJ_ and other wealth taKen out of -Preaty-

re:-,gnized tarn, and ` the paramount right of Western Sho:thones to mak-

d,_isions r-,garding use :f pu,c: domain Land within the Western Shosnme Treaty area

-an 7oqoensate 11-): use and occupancy of their lands by U.S. citizens

and J -fnment - 'er tn- 00 y:ars.

kss-..;rtion ot Shosnon,s' rights as members DI a so.ereign nation and as the owners

by 1.r aty right has in;olv-2d the traditionals in conflicts with the State of Nevada on

numerous occasions. D:fian.:.e -f State fish and game laws on the public domain contin-

ually aggravates State officials and usually brings $50 or $100 fines from judges who

do not honor an Indian's hunt for a winter meat supply above the law or distinguish

between laws to regulatc plasuv.,.. hunters and a hunt for subsistence. And the tradi-

tionals' meetings of the mid-1960's, at which several hundred Indians at a time

denounced claims attorneys hired by the tribal councils with BIA approval and backing,

initiated heated disagreements between traditional spokesmen and tribal council offi-

cials over the position of Indians vis-a-vis the United States and the best strategy

for maximizing Nevada Indians' access to land. Thus it is the traditionals on various

reservations who provide the opposition leadership in community politics, and who

actively take the par of "conservatives" or dissidents who either disagree with the

tribal council's policies or present grievances and complaints on local issues on

which the council or the BIA are expected to act.

Occasiunalay the t:-iba] councils and the traditional leadership line up on the

as-,s its positi_h on s-2n as
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same side, when conflicts concerning the relationsnip of U.S. society to Indians and

the exercise of western Shoshone sovereignty are brought about by the actions of fed-

eral, state, 'r local governments which strongly affect Indian communities. This

happened in 1968, when the Nevada Legislature contemplated the passage of three bills

that would have adversely affected all Nevada Indians, on and off reservations. One

bill would have outlawed use of peyote, another would have abolished free hunting and

fishing licenses for Indians, and the third would have placed a state tax--in addition

to federal taxes--on pinenuts, a favorite food resource of most Southwestern-Great

Basin Indians. The Duck Valley Tribal Council and the Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada

as well as other Indian groups, d'nounced the bills, and representatives of both groups

spoke against them at a public session of the legislature. Representatives of the

Traditional Council lobbied heavily against the bills, mobilizing public support

against them, and condemning them as violations of the 1863 Treaty of Ruby Valley.

All three bills were defeated.

In the past year, the traditionals have once more asserted the position that own-

ership of the public domain of eastern Nevada rests with the Western Shoshone Nation

by right of sovereign treaty with the U.S. Government in condemning the Bureau of Land

Management's destruction of over 40,000 acres of pinyon-juniper forest over the past

fifteen years. The destruction is part of the BLM's land clearing project, ostensibly

to increase browse for deer and other wild animals. However, the effect of the clear-

ing project in some areas is to eliminate patches of forest--300 to 400 years oJd--

that provide cover for deer, and replace these trees with exotic grasses that are not

suited for wildlife, but rather for cattle and sheep. In other areas, the pinyon-

juniper removal only stimulates new growth and promotes a thicker stand of trees. In

still other areas, where trees are left to decay where they fall, the tangle of dead

limbs and brush prevents any grass from growing, except in negligible quantities, and

the area has become unsuitable for cattle, sheep, deer, and for pine-nut gatherers as

well. The Forest Service has also cleared some acreage, and a pinyon-juniper stand

on Overland Pass above Ruby Valley stands out as a dead-gray patch where the Forest

Service killed the trees but left them standing as ghostly testaments to bureaucratic

procedure.
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"1-1,r L*17--whic.,1. has push--_d its clearing projects much more extensively than the

For-st Srrvice--is a target of traditional criticism for three basic reasons: First,

it claims xclusive right to dot=dne us, and disposal of the area that traditionals

consider to b- Western Shoshone Treaty territory, second, in the pinyon-juniper clear-

ing project, it is dostroying trees that are a customary source of food for Nevada

Indianz-; third, it is attempting to serve the interests of cattle and sheep ranchers

rather than th intsts of indiguncus t ildlif. and Native peoples and is trying to

introucr forign to nctLu- ju,t Euro-Americans have tried to introduce

foreign lif- styl-s to Indians. The traditionals' criticism has found support in

sympathetic news redia, an rig Palutu groups of Nevada, and in the Sierra Club, the

Native American Rights liund, and other non-Indian conservation and Indian interest

groups. So far, the tribal councils have remained silent on the pinyon-juniper issue;

thus Chief TemoVe and th, 7,-.aditional Council have increased their political importance

and influence and strenc,h, n'd the l., position as a political entity in the eyes of the

non-Indian public, which is some-tim.;s loathe to legitimat, political expression that

is not phrased in terms of political parties, legislative governments, and the U.S.

style of interest-group representation. Among the traditionals' supporters on the

pinyon-juniper issue are Senator Edward Kennedy and Representative Ron Dellums, who

were both reached through private contacts and totally outside the Democratic party

organization as well as outside the usual lobbying channels.

Although the tribal councils and the Traditional Council are often political

rivals, their constituencies overlap. The Traditional Council is an all-tribal body;

although the Ruby Valley, Reservation Goshute and Battle Mountain communities are its

staunchest supporters, it maintains constituents in almost all the Western Shoshone

communities, andi.:1 based rather than community-based. The tribal

councils, though opposed by the traditional leadership in principle because of their

origin in the Bureau of Indian Affairs rather than the Western Shoshone tribe, are

the only local bodies through which local issues and actions can be manifested.

Therefore, some traditionals participate in tribal council politics, and occasionally

gain control of a council in much the same way that an opposition party gains control

of a legislature in the Anglo-American style of two-party representative government.
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i.: '"Luit to phrase. the :,es_rn Shosnchri hL_iticai situation in U.S. polit-

ical terms, tut one rivnt say tnat trita.L. co,ncils . -pr- sent the populist, tread -

and butter, everyday aspect of poidtical expression, and the Traditional Council repre-

sents the philosophic, "forei,=-n policy' aspect political expression. For issues

and actions of a local nature involvin.7 coop-ration with Government agencies for the

purpose of local jurisdiction, reservation upkeep and improvement, and local health,

welfare and employment, the tribal councils serve as channels of expression to the

Inter-Y1-7fl 1 Council or the Bureau of Indian Affairs and thence to the executive and

legislative branches of the U.S. Government, to which the councils accord jurisdiction

reality by nature of, the} t origin and structure. For issues and actions of a tribal

nature involving protest of tribal council actions, protest of U.S. Government policies

and assertion of Western Shoshone sovereignty and land-based nationhood, the Traditional-

Council serves as a channel of expression to the Indian public, the United States pub-

lic, the tribal councils, and the U.S. Government, and relies on its own ingenuity and

resources to achieve its effect totally outside the structures established within the

U.S. Government and political system.

With the tribal councils and the Traditional Council providing channels of polit-

ical expression, Western Shoshones have little need for the political parties which

are now making such strenuous efforts to incorporate minorities and minority issues

into their ranks. The tribal councils have access to direct links with the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and indirect links through the Inter 1,'::_bar, Council with the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare, the Department of Commerce, and various community-

based development programs and state agencies, with standard party politics playing

little role on the Indian end of transactions. An example of how these links with

the U.S. Government function in a political sense for Indian communities is the ini-

tiation of the E-Shoni Corporation, a company wholly owned and controlled by the Elko

Colony Council. The company manufactures fishing lures and amplifying sound systems

and employs over two dozen Indians. Through the political channels open to tribal

councils in Nevada, the Elko Shoshone Colony received assistance to set up the company

from the Manpower Development Training Administration, the State of Nevada Office of

Employment, the Economic Development Administration, and the University of Utah, with
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partizan politics ciayin; no role at all in the entire procedure.

The Western Snosnone Traditional Council likewise takes action on benalf of Sho-

shones on a tribal basis with= involvement in party politics, by utilizing tech-

niques of a dramatic and persuasive nature that have characterized minority political

activity and have frustrated advocates of party organizations as channels of expres-

sion and action. Exampl?.z of such action are the successful building of an Indian-

led ecology movement stemming from crticism of the BLM's pinyon-juniper clearing

project, and the en:orcement of "no hunting" regulations for non-Indians on reservation

land, when a rqbunted party of Indians dressed themselves in war paint and feathers and

drove five hunters of tht- Ruby Valley Reservation in the fall of 1968. The Indians

conveyed a political message in this manner much better than they could have done by

going to their local elected official--the sheriff--and asking him to put the tres-

passers off.

It is ironic that in its relations with Western Shoshones, the U.S. Government

has twice established er acknowledged certain political leadership which it regarded

as the official representatives of the Western Shoshone and Goshute peoples. In 1863

and for many years thereafter, the Government acknowledged Te -Moke and his sub-chiefs

as spokesmen for the tribe; then in the 1930's and '40's, the Collier administration

established the tribal councils, and the Government attempted to supplant Te- Moke's

descendants with learlers established according to the Government's new rules that

would function more closely under BIA supervision. It is doubly ironic that the old

leadership has survived along with the new and is still a potent political force, and

that, in attempting to manipulate Western Shoshone leadership and political patterns,

the United States has bcxed its own political system into a corner from which it can

hardly hope to persuade Shoshones and other Indians that there is any advantage to

participating in party politics, campaigning, or elections. Even if termination would

force the bf reservations and the reduction of reservation corgi nities to

mere towns or cities, it is unlikely that Indians would be easily persuaded to aban-

don the comunity-based political organizations which they now have, and it is even

more unlikely that the Traditional Council, with a broad base throughout the Western

Shoshone and Goshute tribes, would cease its efforts to perpetuate Western Shoshone
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for voicing their own policies regarding the ast-7 and disposal of land and resources

in the Shoshone and Goshute treaty areas.

As channels of political expression, the tribal councils and the Traditional

Council have achieved much more political action and public support on behalf of Sho-

shones than have the Democratic or Republican parties. It is therefore unlikely that

either the Republican or Democratic parties will b.=.: able to draw many Native Americans

into party politics as long as traditional leadership patterns persist and as long as

tribal councils or other community-based representation are active. As the disaffec-

tion with political parties in the United States grows, and with more than half a

dozen new political parties formed in the last ten years, it is possible that the

Republicans and Democrats will be looking for new channels of political expression

long before Native Americans do. For Native Americans are finding that their situa-

tion, knowledge, ideas and heritage are now of interest to the inheritors of conquest

in much greater proportion than their numbers would warrant, and than any old-style

effort to "win the minority vote" on the part of the two ballot-box parties could

drum up.
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FACTIONALISN IN A NORTHERN PAIUTE TRIBE AS A CONSEQUENCE
OF THE INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT.1
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I. Introduction

Smith and Mason Valleys, Nevada have been a home for Northern Paiute Indians sinc-

at least the 1850s (Hittman 1965). Following white settlement of the valleys, wnicn

began in 1859 in Smith Valley and in 1860 in Mason Valley, Northern Paiutes abandoned

their foraging ways to become ranch and farmhands. Acculturation was rapid and by th,-

first decade of the twentieth century most of traditional Paiute culture had disinte-

grated. Between 1869 and 1892 Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes participated in the 1570

Ghost Dance religion, which functioned as a transformative social movement for them

(Hittman 1973), and originated the 1890 Ghost Dance religion, which functioned as a

redemptive social movement for them Hittman 1971).* In 1896 opiates became popular

among them and until 1934, large numbers of Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes were addicLf:d

to yen shee and later to morphine (Hittman 1971).

The Yerington Paiute Tribe was created in 1936 under provisions established by the

Indian Reorganization Act. The Yerington Indian Colony, located in Mason Valley, became

the early "capital" of tribal life. Campbell Rannh, a ranching-farming reservat:cr

Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes, also located in Mason Valley, was purchased in 1936;

its purchase resulted in a displacement of the capital of tribal life to this reserva-

tion. In spite of the fact that bilateral kinship casts a web which encloses all Smith

and Mason Valley Paiutes in a single social system, residents of Mason Valley's Yering-

ton Indian Colony and Campbell Ranch have eyed each other with suspicion and at times

contempt ever since the formation of this modern day tribe: the tribal council was

originally synonymous with the Colony but soon became dominated by Campbell Ranchers.

This domination of tribal politics lasted until 1966, when a trend began which eventu-

ally returned control of the council to the Colony. The history of this tribe for

nearly forty years has been marked by factional disputes. Yet members of the tribe

speak earnestly about the need for tribal unity, emphasizing this with the slogan, "We

are one tribe." The following paper describes some c.f the dynamics of factionalism in

*See Aberle 1966, chapter 19, for a classification of social movements. Ed.



this modern day tribe.

II. The Yerington PFA.ute Tribe

Until 1917 Northern Paiute Indians cf Smith and Mason Valleys were scattered

throughout both valleys, residing upon the ranches and farms where they found employ-

ment, or nearby the towns of Yerington, Mason, and Wabuska in Mason Valley, and Wel-

lington and Smith in Smith Valley. The Tenth Federal Census enumerated two hundred

and eighty-two Indians living in both valleys in June of 1880. Between the years 1896

and 1934, there were approximately four hundred Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes. In

1937, a Bureau of Indian Affairs census reported that there were three hundred and

eighty-two Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes. And in 1968, a demographic survey under-

taken by VISTA workers reported that there were two hundred and ninety-three Smith and

Mason Valley Paiutes.

A. Yerington Indian Colony

In 1917 the federal government purchased 9.456 acres of land approximately

one mile southwest of the city of Yerington. Designated as the Yerington Indian Colony

the land was intended fcr occupancy by non-reservation Paiutes. On and near this land

Paiutes had camped ever since time immemorial. In 1917 they were forced to relocate

their tule houses, surplus army tents, and lumber houses in two rows along either side

of the unpaved road which ran down the center of the Colony. The BIA's 1937 census

reported thirty-seven households and one hundred and thirty-eight Indians living at the

Colony in that year. VISTA workers reported twenty-six households and one hundred and

twenty-three Indians living at the Colony in 1968.

In 1941 and 1942 the BIA had twenty-two so-called rehabilitation houses constructe..

at the Colony; two others were purchased from the Hawthorne Naval Base and moved to the

Colony. These two-room, twelve-by-eighteen feet in size, lumber houses replaced most

of the other types of dwellings. The tribal council gave priority for occupancy to

elderly persons. As they died, younger Paiutes with growing families replaced them in

the rehabilitation houses. It was not uncommon to find up to five persons living in

these small houses, which lacked indoor plumbing, in 1968. Mbst Colony Paiutes work

as farm and ranch hands, and as domestics.
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The Colony qua geographical area has been and still is the hub of Indian life in

Smith and Mason Valleys. The reasons are as follows:

(1) the largest percentage of tribal members reside there;

(2) the Colony's proximity to Yerington (and in earlier times to the once-thriving

but now extinct town of Mason), where medical services, groceries, and alcohol

are obtained;

(3) the Colony's proximity to the Methodist Indian Mission, where many socio-recrea-

tional activities as well as the early tribal political activities took place;

(4) the existence of a gambling house at the Colony until the early 1950s; and

(5) since 1954, the location of the Bethel Indian Mission at the Colony, where church

services, funerals, and occasional tribal activities are held.

B. Campbell Ranch

In July, 1936 the federal government purchased 1,036.24 acres of prime alfalfa

land in Mason Valley and designated it as a farming and ranching reservation for land-

less Indian families. In November, 1941, an additional one hundred and twenty acres of

land were purchased and added to Campbell Ranch.

The federal government purchased Campbell Ranch after residents of the Yerington

Indian Colony voted thirty-one to three on June 15, 1935 in favor of applying the

Wheeler-Howard Bill to Smith and Mason Valley Paiute life; and after they voted on

December 12, 1936 in favor of accepting the Constitution and By-Laws drawn up for them

qua Yerington Paiute Tribe.3 The first tribal council, elected in November, 1936, was

an all-Colony council. The original list of prospective applicants for Campbell Ranch

assignments included only Colony residents. Factors such as the delay in the transfer

of Campbell Ranch to the federal government and the realization by Paiutes, arising

out of their long acculturation experience as ranch and farmhands, that it would be

miraculous if any Paiutes could survive on Campbell Ranch, led several Colony Paiutes

to withdraw their names from the original applicant list. When Campbell Ranch was fin-

ally occupied in 1937, of the twelve assignees, four families were from Smith Valley

(they were not even included on the original reserve list); and when one Mason Valley

Paiute family abandoned their assignment in 1938, they were replaced by yet another
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Smith Valley Paiute family. As a result, there was a severe decline in the Smith

Valley Paiute population; in 1968 there were only sixty -Eight Indians living there, and

some of them were not Northern Paiutes.

Campbell Ranch was divided up among the original twelve Paiute families into

assignments ranging from twenty-four to thirty acres in size. BIA experts predicted

that it would be impossible for anyone to survive on less than forty acre assignments

in these years.
4

Yet, one of the original assignees still ranches; the Smith Valley

family which moved to Campbell Ranch in 1938 still ranches; and five of the original

families survived from eight to fourteen years upon the reservation. Since 1937, how-

ever, the number of occupants has decreased while the size of assignments has increased.

By 1951 there were nine families ranching at Campbell Ranch; each family held approxi-

mately sixty acre assignments. In 1968 there were eight families residing there, but

only five of them were actively ranching, and the size of each's assignment was roughly

eighty acres.

Campbell Ranchers plant fields of alfalfa or grains, raise cattle and/or horses,

and are forced to seek off-reservation employment. In its early years, ranching and

farming were possible provided that an assignee could call upon immediate relatives for

labor, capital, or equipment. Those families who survived on Campbell Ranch were pre-

cisely the ones who had close relatives on adjoining assignments.

Because the original assignments were so small, and because part and parcel of the

New Deal for Indians was the goal of re-establishing Indian communities (cf. Kunitz

1972), the government forced Paiutes to work the reservation as a collective enterprise.

Several of the original assignees opposed this because they heard or saw how a similar

scheme failed among neighboring Washo Indians.5 Nevertheless, Campbell Ranch functioned

largely as a collective enterprise during its first years of existence. The original

assignees were given one hay wagon, two mowing machines, a cellar in which to store

seeds, and later (in 1941) a commercial tractor, to share. While each family purchased

their own herd of cattle under the revolving credit system, bulls were owned and cared

for collectively. Mbreover, the BIA sold all of the Campbell 3anch alfalfa crop to an

Antelope Valley rancher, who, incidentally, was also given permission by the government

to winter part of his extensive herd of cattle within the fenced perimeters of the



reservation.
6

Campbel7 Ranchers a:_ways preferred an individualistic to a collective ethic.

Probably this was associated with their pre-contact foraging ways which were related

to the absence of permanent structural groups larger than the extended family (Steward

1938). The individualistic ethic of these valleys' white settlers would also have

influenced Paiutes. In any case, when families became financially able, they pur-

chased their own equipment with which to work their individual assignments. The clash

between the spirit of fr-,2 Tlatc.rpfise and that of collective enterprise is revealed by

the Campbell Ranch-dominated tribal council which frequently has to enact resolutions

enforcing cooperation among Campbell Ranchers in such activities as fence mending,

pasture seeding, irrigation ditch cleaning, care of the water pump, and so forth.

Although it was never enforced, the tribal council passed a resolution in 1948 stipu-

lating that Campbell Ranchers who failed to help during these activities would be

fined $5.00.
7

III. Yerington Paiute Tribal Factionalism

One does not have to remain long among Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes before dis-

covering a condition of rivalry between Campbell Ranchers and Yel.un Indian Colony

members. Tribal council minutes attest to the historicity of this datum.

Yerington Indian Colony Paiutes make the following charges against their Campbell

Ranch kinsmen. They are usurpers from Smith Valley who took over tribal poljtics; they

borrow money from the Colony's treasury and use it for ranch business, without ever

paying it back; they are so preoccupied with their own affairs that they show no inter-

est in Colony affairs. In addition, Campbell Ranchers are said to act in a haughty and

superior manner; indeed, to act more like whites than like Indians.

Campbell Ranchers view Colony Paiutes with considerable disdain. They characterize

life at the Colony as a Dead End. If all else fails, they say, one can always marry a

cousin--a disvalued custom following contact--and settle down in a rehabilitation house

and have ten children. The Colony is also characterized as a place to which those

Campbell Ranchers who fail at ranching can retire, or a place to which Paiutes who

can't make it in the white world can fall back. One Campbell Rancher used the metaphor
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of two frogs in two bowls of r-.11,: r. order cna2.'acteri:',e the differences between

these two tribal social segments: Colony Faiutes, he said, were like the frog who
does not try to escape and sc it drowns in the nailk, while Campbell Ranchers were like

the frog who swims so hard in order to escape that the milk turns to butter, thereby

allowing it to escape. Another Canpbeli Rancner ridiculed my query as to whether or

not Colony Paiutes would be able to afford the rent schedules on the mutual self-help

houses being proposed in 1968: they coulln't pay the $2.00 per month utilities bill,

he said, and so how would they be able to pay rent!

In describing Colony Paiutes, Campbell Ranchers use many of the pejorative terms

local white racists use against Faiutes; i.e., terms such as "shy," "dumb," and "back-
wards." One Campbell Rancher, the offspring of an Indian-white mating, and light in

skin color, even hyper -sized that the inferiority of Colony Paiutes is correlated

with the high incidence of full blooded Paiutes living there. If Campbell Ranchers

characterize Colony kinsmen as shy, dumb, and backwards, they contrast these behaviors
with their own. They proudly relate how well they (and their children) interact with
whites, and how well their children perform in the public schools. Finally, Campbell

Ranchers view the Yerington Indian Colony as an area where "winos" con negate. In

response to the Colony charge that Campbell Ranchers qua council members :eglelt the

Colony, Campbell Ranchers respond that the only business the Colony ever has is "drink-

ing business."

These self and other images held by Campbell Ranchers and Yerington Indian Colony

Paiutes, respectively, are reinforced by the attitudes of local whites. In general,

whites characterize the Colony as a "festering sore" and a place where drunkards congre-
gate. Campbell Ranchers are characterized as a better class of peopl-, 8

Clearly, the basis of this rivalry lies in the creation of the Yerington Paiute
Tribe under the Indian Reorganization Act. The Yerington Indian Colony was treated by

B1A officials as the tribal "capital." The preamble to this tribe's constitution reads,
"We, the Indians residing on the Indian Reservation at Yerington, Nevada, known as the

Yerington Colony site...." The vote to accept the Wheeler-Howard Act (the Indian Reor-

ganization Act), the constitution, and the by-laws was taken among Colony residents
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1-ys. The first triba.1 sc,uncil was an all-Colony council, and most of tne Lus-

floss of the tribe was conducted either in one of two Colony rehabilitation h-)uses, 0/'

in tne Methodist Indian Mission which was located close to the Colony site.

The purchase of Campbell Ranch, however, changed this. Campbell Ranch is eiejlt

miles from the Colony. This distance, coupled with the voluminous economic t.ransactlm,

,ngendered by the formation of the reservation in 1936, eventually led to a dicplacemeni

in the locus cf tribal polirAcal life from the Colony to the Ranch.9

The displacement occurred within the space of a few years and was abetted by sev-

eral factors. First, a bunkhouse included in the original Campbell Ranch purchase was

converted into an all-purpose community center. Between 1941 and 1943, the building

served as a day school; between 1968 and 1970, the building served as the school hous

for Operation Headstart. Since 1940, the building has served primarily as the site of

monthly tribal council meetings. Second, three Campbell Ranchers were elected to the

second tribal council, in 1937. Thereafter, not only were tribal council meetings hell

at Campbell Ranch, but until 1966 every council contained five Campbell Ranchers, while

thirteen of the fourteen who have served as tribal chairman were Campbell Ranchers.

The thirty-year control of tribal politics by Campbell Ranchers sustains faction-

alism. Some of the ways in which factionalism is manifested can be indicated.

A perusal of triba:i. council minutes reveals that most tribal businoss revolves

around Campbell Ranch activities: loans for farm equipment, repayment issue cattle,

the problem of the need for communal work on the reservation, and so forth, occupy most

of the business time at council meetings. Colony matters discussed at council meetings

are as follows: collection of rent from rehabilitation house assignees; collection of

a monthly license fee from the Colony's gambling house owner; obtaining paint from the

BIA in order to repaint the Colony's houses; reassignment of houses following the death

or vacancy by occupant; and control of certain Colony residents' drinking behavior.

Both in length of discussion time and frequency of appearance, these matters are out-

weighed by Campbell Ranch matters.

The symbolic importance of Campbell Ranch in tribal matters is clearly revealed
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in that tribal council meetinas were suspendcd ciu.rin-, the .:riceltural seasons of cer-

tain years. In 1947, council meetingb w oasended 12t.1,:en May 5 and November 13; in

1951, between June and October; and in 19 I, between Jun;. and S,Ttember. This consti-

tutes another' source of aggravation among Colon;" Paiutes.

The dependence of Campbell Ranchers upon the EIA encouraged them to institutiDn-

alize their control over the tribal council. Although there is no constitutional basis

for it, a procedure of electing five Carrpbell Palch:=1-rs and two Colony Paiutes was ini-

tiated by Campbell Ranchers in 1940. Beginning in 1043, election ballots were divided

into two categories--Ranch and Colony--and candidates were voted upon accordingly. The

1949 council legitimized this procedure by a formal motion which read as follows:

"Regulations for candidates will be as follows-- Campbell Ranch 5, Colony 2." Although

only ordinances are binding for longer than a year, this motion has functioned as an

ordinance.

The Yerington Paiute Tribe, then, was created as a single corporate body. The

Yerington Indian Colony, where the largest percentage of Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes

resided, served not only as the early tribal "capital," but also as the social and po-

litical synonym of the tribe. With the purchase of Campbell Ranch and the relocation

of Paiutes upon this reservation, it became a second social segment of the tribe.

Campbell Ranchers came to dominate the tribal council and to wield political power over

tribal affairs. Hence, the genesis of factionalism in the Yerington Paiute Tribe.

Three issues over which factionalism crystallizes can be described:

(1) Money Matters

The Yerington Paiute Tribe nas no regular source of income. Most of the

money in th- tribal treasury derives from Colony taxes. Colony members pay a monthly

utility tax, which goes towards water and electricity costs. Between 1943 and 1949,

Colony Paiutes paid a $2.00 per month tax upon the rehabilitation houses, the money to

be used for repairs and repainting. Between 1943 and the early 1950s, the different

proprietors of the gambling house located at the Colony paid a monthly license fee

which was divided between the tribal treasury and the city of Yerington. Campbell

Ranchers pay $35 per agricultural season, the money to be used for cleaning out irri-

gation ditches in the spring. Prior to 1968, when Colony Paiutes regained control of
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the tribal council, this money was kept in a separate fund: after 1968 this money

was placed in the tribal treasury.

Colony Paiutes claim unequal redistribution of tax moneys, i.e., Campbell Ranch-

ers take advantage of the common treasury: since they control the vote, they use the

treasury for their own purposes and neglect Colony needs. This situation led a Colony

council member in 19)42 to propose a motion that there should be two treasuries rather

than one, the Colony treasury and the Ranch treasury. Campbell Ranchers controlled

five votes on the council and defeated the motion. Several years later, however, a

debate over how to divide up income obtained from the sale of items made by a sewing

club eventually led to a division of tribal funds into two separate treasuries. Never-

theless, because Campbell Ranchers dominated tribal politics, Colony Paiutes assert

that they borrow money without ever returning it to the Colony treasury.

Money matters, then, are a constant focus for the expression of factionalism.

In 1967, when the tribe allowed the Sierra Pacific Power Company to construct a 120,000

volt H frame over Campbell Ranch, endemic factionalism erupted. Sierra Pacific agreed

to provide free electricity to Campbell Ranch homes, to pay damages for injuries to

livestock, and to give $500.00 to the tribe. Campbell Ranchers, who traditionally

argued (and voted) that any Colony taxes be divided equally between both social seg-

ments' treasuries, now argued that this money rightfully belonged to them. Colony

Paiutes, marching under the "We are one tribe" banner, argued that the money should be

divided equitably. Because Campbell Ranchers in 1967 and 1968 no longer controlled

the vote, there was equitable distribution of the money.

(2) Campbell Ranch Assignments

There are always fewer assignments at Campbell Ranch than Paiute families

who request them. Those Campbell Ranch families who survived on their original assign-

ments were able to do so only by trading off uncultivatable lands for cultivatable

lands following abandonment by fellow assignees; and by stressing certain kinship ties

among related Campbell Ranch families and thereby pooling labor and equipment. One

family in particular, pseudonymously called the Morgans, has been especially success-

ful at this. John Morgan and his stepfather were two of the original assignees. Both
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reservatioh. They cocperated in that ,clin returned to Smith Valley and worked

as a cowboy, 1,,hi,o the rest of nis family, along with his step-father's family worked

both Campoell Ranch assigunents as if fney were a single assigrunent. In succeeding

years two :f Joni' Morgan's sons obtained separate assignments at the reservation, as

did his bretner-in-l_aw. While ;hcse relatives worked off the reservation, John Morgan

worked their ass gr:%ents for them. Not only does the Morgan extended family control

most of the land at Campbell Ranch, but they also control council politics since two

or more of them are usually voted in as councilmen.

Thus, it has been almost impossible for "outsiders" to receive assignments at

Campbell Ranch. The Morgans are especially resented. But since the modern vehicle

for the expressior. of anger is the tribe, it is the Morgans qua Campbell Ranchers who

are resented. Campbell Ranch families who fail not only blame their failure upon the

Morgans rather than upon the meager governmental assistance they received, but since

they go to live at the Colony they then express their resentment in terms of the Colony

versus the Ranch.10

(3) Enforcement of Social Control

Article VI, Sections lh and li of the Yerington Paiute Tribe's Constitution

empower the tribal council to "promulgate and enforce ordinances ...providing for the

maintenance of law and order...which are intended to safeguard and promote the peace,

safety, morals, and general weLfare of the Yerington Paiute Tribe...." Relatively few

times has the council so acted. In 1940, for examine, upon promptings by misinformed

and ignorant governmental representatives, the council voted to ban peyote from the

reservation (Hfttman 1970). One issue over which the council has frequently been

called upon to act concerns the behaviors of those who drink too much.

Because of the large Indian population living at the Colony, the Colony's prox-

imity to Yerington city, and because of considerable in- and out-migratioh due to job

opportunities in Smith and Mason Valleys, there are always Indians with drinking prob-

lems residing on or near the Colony. Paiutes are loathe to complain about such per-

sons to the tribal council since there are no Smith and Mason Valley Paiute families

without at least one "wino" in them. But when a Colony house becomes a drinking house, -t"
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and husbands frequent it, then the temperance passions of their wives are aroused and

they lodge complaints with the tribal council. Three times in the history of the

Yerington Paiute Tribe tne tribal council has been petitioned by Colony members to

evict Colony assignees who allow their houses to become drinking houses; and in each

of these instances the council has so acted. Since kinship is a strong factor in

tribal life, and since Smith and Mascn Valley Paiutes are related to one another,

evictions inevitably stir up some resentment. And since council members predomin-

antly have been Campbell Ranchers, blame is ultimately laid in their laps. Campbell

Ranchers, in turn, legally charged qua tribal councilmen to effect social control,

find yet more evidence which reinforces their attitudes of superiority over Yerington

Colony Paiutes.

IV. Conclusion

The return to Mason Valley of two members of the (pseudonymously called) Astor

family precipitated a trend in which the Yerington Indian Colony gradually regained

control over the tribal council. Occupancy in 1970 of Mutual Self-Help homes at the

Colony and Ranch, however, has disrupted the pati,ern of factionalism described in this

paper. What new forms of factionalism will emerge remains to develop and then to be

observed.

The Astor family returnees became active in tribal politics and challenged the

legality of electing five Campbell Ranchers and two Colony Paiutes to tribal councils.

Their efforts led to the abolishment of the system. In the 1966 and 1968 elections,

four Campbell Ranchers and three Colony Paiutes were elected to the council. Campbell

Ranchers bitterly resented this turn of events. Despite the fact that the Chairman of

both councils was a Rancher, protest absences from council meetings by Campbell Ranch

councilmen resulted in Colony control of many of the votes. This trend culminated in

1970 when four Colony Paiutes were elected to the tribal council.

The Astors are a large extended family living at the Colony. One of their mem-

bers was the tribe's first Chairman. He and his two brothers were J_-glnal Campbell

Ranch assignees, but none of them remained there very long. It was the tribe's

first Chairman's nephew and his wife who returned to Mason Valley in 1964. They were

soon elected to the tribal council and their interest in politics encouraged a third
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Astor family member to run for office; sh was 7.1,,-ctd Lc the 1966, 1968, and 1970

councils. The brother of the return- p.;_tt-L_r2T-1 fol.- a uacar:t Campbell Ranch assign-

ment, and despite objections on the part r-f the MorEan family, he received the assign-

ment in 1968.

Disruption of the tribal political star:I.:, occasioned by the active interest in

politics of the Astor family points up on,- etr,nographically fascinating dimension of

factionalism: the relationship between Paiute extended family group'_ and the

tribe's two social segments, the Ranch and the A)lony. Whereas the vehicle for the

expression of factionalism is usually the Colony versus the Ranch, often the (Campbell

Ranch) Morgan family alone is blamed for neglec-, of the Colony in tribal political

affairs. Fuel is fed to this fire whenever Campbell Ranch families abandon their

assignments and move to the Yerington Indian Co]ony. In three such cases, each blamed

personal misfortune upon the Morgan Family, charging that they used all of the irri-

gation water, stole cattle, borrowed equipment without returning it, and so forth.

Curiously, with the rise of the Astor family to a position of importance in tribal

politics, several Colony Paiutes, who normally express resentment against the Morgan

family, sided with them against the new usurpers. Indeed, Colony Paiutes who once

lamented Campbell Ranch control over tribal politics even opposed the Astor family's

efforts to change the system of electing five Campbell Ranchers to each council.

One conclusion, then, is that the principles of cognatic kinship and of the

bilateral extended family are as important today as they were in the past. This

situation fairly well determines the type of factionalism which exists in Yerington

(infra).

A second conclusion concerns the legal reality yet social fiction of the tribe.

The value of tribus unitas was inculcated among Yerington Paiute tribal members by

BIA officials. The minutes from tribal council meetings reveal this. For example,

when a debate over the division of tribal monies erupted during a council meeting,

the BIA agricultural-extension worker remarked: "No individual or groups of indivi-

uals could make use of this money in any way whatsoever except where it benefited the

whole tribe." (December 12, 1942). Smith and Mason Valley Paiute informants often

tagged on to discussions of factionalism the phrase, "After all, we're still one tribe."
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Hence, the tribe stands as a zIngle corporate zody, both legally and ideologically, in

the minds of tribal rreembcrs. Yet in daily life it is a social fiction. Scarcity of

economic resources, viz., Campbell Ranch, has had many consequences for tribal life.

It has created a point of divisiveness among Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes; it has led

11Fanchers to consolidate political power via control over the tribal council;

and it has led to a situation "actic,nalism ever since the Yerington Paiute Tribe's

less than innaculate conception (cf. Jorgens n.d.)
.11

This paper fills a loid suggested by Nicholas in his programmatic paper on factions,

i.e., the need for ethnohistorical rather than conjectural historical studies on the

genesis of factional disputes and their relationship to socio-cultural change (1965:46).

The genesis of the Yerington case lies in that experiment in planned socio-cultural

change, the Wheeler-Howard Act of 1934. Factionalism within the Yerington Paiute Tribe

resembles what Beals and Siegel define as "pervasive factionalism," endemic intra-group

conflict, dependent upon a "particular kind of external pressure but also upon a par-

ticular pattern of strain within the community" (1960b:399). The BTA is the source of

external pressure: meager funds allocated for the Campbell Ranch operation, following

its creation, coupled with the type of paternalism which was characteristic of the

Indian Reorganization Act (cf. Kunitz 1972), necessitated intensive transactions between

Campbell Ranch clients and BIA patrons. Campbell Ranch, then, came to displace the

Colony as the tribal "capital," while J.Ranchers assumed control over the tribe

vis-a-vis the extra-legal method of permitting only two Colony Paiutes on each tribal

council. A "pattern of strain" followed these developments, i.e., Colony Paiute resent-

ment on account of their loss of power, disproportionate representation in tribal

politics, and their feeling of general exclusion from tribal life. Though Beals and

Siegel suggest that in general pervasive factionalism leads to a breakdown of cooper-

ative activities (1960b:399), this paper, which has focused upon the genesis and sus-

taining causes of pervasive factionalism within the Yerington Paiute Tribe, shows that

there probably was more cooperation among Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes following the

creation of this modern day tribe than ever before since the days of white settlement

of the two valleys. On the other hand, this author agrees with Beals and Siegel that
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pervasive factionalism, at least as manifested by the Yerington case, is dysfunc-

tional and leads to social disjunction (1967:20-25), and this author disagrees with

Nicholas who sees all types of factionalist disputes as eufunctional, since they

"perform [the] necessary functions in organizing conflict," and hence lead to social

conjunction (1965:47).

FOOTNOTES

1. Several members of the Yerington Paiute Tribe read an earlier version of this manu-script and agreed in essence with my description of tribal factionalism. Also,Mr. Everett C. Randall, Yerington BIA Coordinator, and Mr. Alph H. Secakuku, Tribal
Operations Officer, read the same manuscript and offered critical comments as well
as corrected some of my errors. Otherwise, factual and interpretive errors are thefault of the author.

2. Research among Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes was conducted between 1965 and 1972.
At various times I was aided by two National Science Foundation grants, and by aresearch grant from Long Island University, where I am currently employed. This
financial assistance is greatly appreciated.

3. The vote accepting the Constitution and By-Laws was fifty-six to four.

4. These documents, e.g., letters, memoranda, tribal council minutes, are on file in
the Carson City, Nevada BIA office building. I wish to thank BIA personnel for
their generous hospitality whenever I visited the Carson City office in order to
study such documents.

5. I was unable to discover any evidence for this.

6. Campbell Ranchers were also responsible for feeding his cattle. They were not
remunerated for their labor, and, in fact, expressed resentment to me about this
whole affair.

7. Initially, Campbell Ranch homes were constructed close to one another. To what
extent this was on account of practical factors, e.g., a single water pump served
all of them, or on account of the Collier-inspired quest that Indians return to
"community" living (cf. Kunitz 1972) is not known by this author. By 1945, how-
ever, Campbell Ranchers received governmental approval and assistance in moving
their homes onto their respective assignments. The majority of them did so, and
as a result, the reservation then assumed its appearance as that of a dispersed
Indian settlement, in contrast to its earlier "Colony" appearance.

8. Certainly one reason why local whites maintain a better opinion of Campbell Ranch-
ers than of Colony Paiutes is because the former are engaged As relatively inde-
pendent 'small scale entrepreuners as are the local whites. Because Campbell Ranch
is located eight miles from Yerington, Paiute children living out there are forced
to ride the school bus twice daily. In doing so, they are brought into closer
contact with the white children. Greater possibilities exist for inter-racial
friendships, as a result, as compared with Colony Paiute children who daily walkto and from school.



9. Ey 1936 hardly any Smith and Mason Valley Paiutes owned horses. Several families
did own automobiles. The eight mile separation of Campbell Ranch from the Yer-
ington Indian Colony, then, was a critical factor in the genesis of factionalism.

10 Three ex-Campbell Ranchers I interviewed were especially resentful.
One couple, called the Roc; :2iiers here, worked their assignment from 1937-1957.
When an accidental fire destroyed their home, the Morgan family-controlled tribal
council would or could not assist them. Thp Rocsfellers were forced to abandon
twenty years of sacrifice and relocate to the Yerington Indian Colony. Thereafter,
both began to drink heavily: Mr. Rock feller died of pneumonia, following a drunk,
in 1970. While he was still alive, he revealed to me the poignancy of the Campbell
Ranch experiment in directed cultural change. He reported that in one year at
Campbell Ranch, following payment of bills and loans, his family received a check
from the government for ten cents. In the 1860s, Rockefeller's grandfather worked
for the first white settlers of Mason Valley for ten cents per day!

11. To n:el,l4ithis the BIA encouraged Colony Paiutes to hold their own monthly council
meetings. In the early 1950s several such meetings occurred. Their purpose was
for Colony Paiutes to reach consensus over some issue which was on the agenda of
the regularly scheduled tribal council meetings held at Campbell Ranch.
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to utilize the minimal resources they do ',aye t.) b.:nefit only certain mt2nlers of the

conrunity, tnose with access to political 1-,ower 1,he ccmmunity.

Reservation resources have lung been monopolized uy a family groupings. (A

family groupir43 is the individuals sharing one family surname) . This is a society of

bilateral kinship reckoning, but patriiateral dez;cent of names in the past few gener-

ations provides a rieans of identifying and grouping individuals. The intermarriage

of family groupings forms the affinal network. A few family groupings at the center

of the network are both closely intermarried and have extensive ties throughout the

community to form the kinship core. Those individuals who have been politically active

and politically powerful tend to be or married to members of the kinship core.

What was the influence of this sociopolitical structure on recent development programs?

The major program goals of the 0E0 and associated-agency economic and community

development at Rye Meadow from 1965 through 1971 are:

1) to improve physical conditions and raise the standard of living through IRS

sanitation and water projects, BIA self-help housing, and electricity and telephone

service;

2) to encourage unity and leadership potential within the community and improve

communication beyond the community through the commurity action program and the state

and 3) to reduce economic dependency on welfare by training in work habits, job

skills, and home management, and by creating job opportunities through the Work Trainini

and Experience program, construction of an industrial facility on the reservation, and

a proposed water storage dam and recreation complex.

The reservation community which experienced these programs is small -- 400 people

in 1971. Most of the members have been born at Rye Meadow and/or have parents also

born here who were allotted land here around 1900. Only five percent of the 1971 popu-

lation are "outsiders," that is people not born locally or of local parents. Outsiders

gain entry to the reservation community by marrying local Indians and usually come

from other reservations within 300 miles.

The reservation consists of 35,500 acres and was established under the Indian

Reorganization Act (IRA) in 1936. Prior to that time people lived on allotted or
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public domain lands nearby. In 1936 a tribe was organized and 20,000 acres of non-

arable grazing land were set aside from the public domain, which was extremely over-

grazed at that time. Between 1936 and 1940 arable ranch land with water and grazing

rights in nearby national forest and other public lands was purchased for t:-le Rye

Meadow Indian tribe. Rights to most of the 4,000 acres of allotted land were signed

over to the tribe oy 1950. Today the community consists of 80 households clustered

in camps of the aboriginal model. Camps are extended, Joint, or single household units

of kinsmen anct are l'-)catd on land parcels of five to 20 acres which are assigned to

community members by the tribal council.

The tribal council was formed in 1936 and consists of eight members elected for

four-year terms. This was the only designated poiitical body of the tribe until 1969,

when a tribal development board was organized to administer the economic development of

the community. Poiiti,:al power is defined here as that power delegated by a group to

a small political body to make decisions for the group. The tribal council has been

the official decision-making oody of the community since i936 and the number of years

individuals serve on the council can be regarded as an index of political power.

Exercise of this power is reflected in the allocation of tribal resources in the com-

munity economy, which has long been focussed or cattle raising.

The only economic use of the reservation land until 1969, when a manufacturer

moved into the tribal industrial facility, has been a tribal cattle industry. A tribal

cattlemans' association was established in 1941 and since then Indians who run cattle

on tribal land .uat be members of the cattlemans' association and participate in the

cooperative activities of the association. No other Indians, or whites, run cattle

on tribal land. The tribal cattle industry and low-paying jobs on local white ranches

have been the major source of Rye Meadow income until tne past decade, when some jobs

have been held by Indians in a local mine or school. Even those employed some of the

year, on the reservations as cattleowners or off the reservation, frequently require

welfare aid in the form of surplus commodities and Indian General Assistance or Aid

to Dependent Children payments. In the past decade the unemployment rate of the male

work force (those aged 14 to 65 and physically able to work, not in the armed forces
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This situation has pertained since the reservation was established. The extent of

cattlemen's control of reservation resources is reflected in the cattle income dis-

tribution for 1063 and 1968. In 1963 the cattic! income went to 11 households; heads
of 10 of these households are shown in Figure 1. These households had a total of 60

people, or 20 percent of the 1963 population. Eight of the cattlemen had served on the

tribal council at some time from 1936 through 1965, and some were serving in 1963.

Cattlemen are members of the kinship core or married to females of the core families.

The 1968 gross cattle income is known for some households and estimated for others.

In addition, data are available on the tribal revolving loan fund. In 1968 there were

13 loans outstanding from the tribal fund, totaling $92,000. Eight men who were cattle
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Figure 1 Some recent cattle owners, terms on tribal council (1936-71), selected
genealogical data.
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recently, sane at -heir scan was issued by the tribal council, and the other

two men had brothers v.ho w2ro councilmen when their loans were granted. These eight

loan holders earned $3_;,800 gross income from cattle in 1968, 60 percent of the 1968

tribal cattle income. The loan holders earned about half of the $12,000 net cattle

income for that yea, ark) the balance was earned by another man also on the council

who does no` a tribal 1.oan. Twenty-six men sold cattle in 1968 but only a few

earned enough pay than exp-_-n:,es. Desite the tribal council control of reser-

vation resources for cat-Li raising, most cattlemen do not earn enougP from their work

to support their no2usehc.ds. In faot, the state university Cooperative Extension

Service has estimated -hat only seen to ten household units could be supported as

cattlemen on reser;atc:n and if the ranching was welJ managed. The control of tribal

resources for cattle ran.!hing is an adaptation to the marginal resources and opportun-

ities available to Rye M--,,;dow Indians. Trlbal resources and program benefits acquired

since 1965 are in .1":Ee pal t clas-t2ibuted in a similar manner.

Jobs in tribal OE, programs have been allocated by the tribal council to kinsmen;

such a situation occurs in other tribal OK programs (Jenny 1966, Bee 1969).

Self-help housing is nct directly administered by the tribe or funded by 0E0; it

is a BIA project. Hc,w.r, triva' council approves land assig.Lents for new home-

sites, and a tribal housing committee, appointed by the council, recommends distri-

bution of the new housing. Thirty-one people originally applied in 1965 and 15 houses

were built in 1968. Seven of the original applicants received new homes. The other

eight houses did not go to original applicants, even though they were still on the

reservation, but to eight other people. The seven houses as -'geed to original appli-

cants went to households with members in or closely associated with the kinship core;

heads of these households or their close kinsmen had served on the council. The

other eight houses went to five people who had themselves been on the council or whose

fathers, sons or brothers had been councilmen; one person whose mother was in the kin-

ship core; and a woman and her son who are not members of the kinship core and do not

have close affiliations with anyone on the council. Most of the new houses were
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constructed in cans where one or more households are involved with tribal cattle

ranching.

The development program goal to raise the standard of living has been largely met

through construction and repair of housing and other improvements. But the distri-

bution of new housing has been influenced by tribal council biases and a major seg-

ment of the second program goal, to foster community unity, has failed. Another

aspect of the second goal, strengthening of leadership, has been achieved, as the

council continues to have benefits and resources to allocate to selected community

members.

The third goal, the reduction of economic dependency, was to be net through gen-

eral economic development and the Work Training and Experience program (Title V of the

EOA). This program was open to welfare recipients; all but 10 or 15 households in 1965 1

and in 1971 were receiving some form of welfare. The tribal council had no direct con-

trol of the program but one of the work activities for men in the program was to rebuilc'

an irrigation dam and repair ditches, projects of benefit to cattle owners on the reser-

vation. Also, the continued control of the tribal council over the cattle industry

served to maintain a view that cattle ownership was possible and preferable, for people

with the right connections. People of cattle households were among those eligible to

participate in work training, but few did. About one-third of the households on the

reservation contain cattle owners. Only 17 percent of the males who completed the 36

month work training program but 50 percent of the males who quit the program were of

these households. In general, the males who participated in work training were young,

with a mean age of 29 years in 1965 when the program started; none of the males owned

cattle. (Females of cattle households were 30 percent of those completing 36 months

and 50 percent of those females dropping the program. Females in work training had a

mean age of 35 years in 1965.)

As of January 197? the employment and welfare rates were similar to those of 1965,

despite the addition of factory employment to the reservation economy. The third

program goal, the reduction of economic dependency, has not been met. A combination of

influences probably has worked against achievement of this goal: preference for
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cattle ranching; cultural values stressing independent, outdoor activity; available

employment at wage levels near or below minimum wage and welfare payment scales; and

belief in a "treaty" view that assumes the federal government owes payment to Indians

for past injustices.

In conclusion, goals of development programs at Rye Meadow have been only par-

tially met. Perhaps time will show greater changes. A major reason why the goals have

not been met is the sociopolitical structure given support by the OEO community action

philosophy. This structure has controlled or influenced allocation of program benefits,

a strategy which serves to maximize scarce resources in order to maintain Rye Meadow

Indian identity.

FOOTNOTES

1. Rye Meadow and family names are pseudonyms. This study is described in more detail
in my doctoral dissertation. (University of Oregon, 1973).
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for a reservation near the town of Brownsville. Thus the initial effort to establish

the relationship was made by the Indian Bureau and its local agency. The Indians re-

sponded by moving onto the land from their settlement at the edge of town. The land

henceforth became theirs, held in trust for them by the federal government. This

initial transaction may be viewed as one in which the government offered a resource

which the Indians did not have and which they wanted. Their movement to the reserva-

tion constituted tacit acceptance of the Bureau's offer, and engendered in them some

obligation to reciprocate, although the exact nature of the repayment was left open for

the moment. Further tangible presentations by the government such as a well, a day

school, and medical services--once accepted by the Indians--produced still another

series of ties between the two groups. During these preliminary transactions the agency

created the impression that there need be no tally kept of the favors accepted by the

Indian community, nor of reciprocal goods or services returned to the agency. In,addi-

tion, the impression was given that these resources were only the beginning, that as

the Indians' need for additional goods and services materialized the agency would supply

them. This constituted the beginnings of a patron-client relationship3 in which the

agency's resources were accepted by the Indians, thus cementing the contract. The

government's offer of land and Bureau services was seen by the Indians as too great an

opportunity to pass up. The need for additional resources from the agency resulted in

establishing the government's influence over the Indians and their dependence on out-

side aid. Once such a relationship is established the government, as patron, may then

assert its influence to manipulate its client, the Indian community. The form this

influence over the Indian community has taken has varied, but generally involves the

ability to set the conditions under which the reciprocal flow of goods and services

will operate.

II

There are two widespread suppositions concerning patron-client relationships which

I hope the present analysis of agency-reservation interaction will dispel. First,

there is the belief that the relationship is one-sided, with the agency (as patron)

always on the giving end and the Indian community (as client) always the receiver.
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To appreciate that the relationship is DI m-tu:31 gi.v:-and-uake, we need

only look at the response of the Indians to a Ce-a int:odL,ctic,ns, from the early

day school and clinic to present programs suoh as headsLart, Operation Mainstream, and

the activities of the Save The Children FederatIon. In each case there has been enthu-

siastic support shown by the Indian people as evidenced by the numbers

of individuals involved in these programs . '11113 viression of support is itself an

offering (albeit intangible) on the part of tLe II_LtaliS to the agency, and few would

argue that the Bureau has no need for such positive responses to its efforts. Its very

existence depends on Indian support of its actions.5 In the saw way, a request in 1966

by the tribal council to the agency for help in establishing a program of town and

county law enforcement on the reservation quickly brought the agency's tribal operations'

officer to the reservation. He worked with the tribal council and the residents and

was instrumental in convening a series of meetings with officials of the nearby town of

Brownsville. In terms of the reciprocal relationship being described here, his response

to the community's call for aid was further confirmation of the agency's desire to

maintain the relationship. It was also another offer of a service to the Indians,

which they in turn accepted. Clearly, this transaction was simply the latest gesture

in a long series of reciprocal offerings by one part and acceptance by the other.

We are often misled into thinking that somehow the goods and services which pass

from one party to the other must be of equal worth, that any single offering must

balance its predecessor in the ongoing exchange. Focusing on the tangible aspects of

the transactions exclusively obscures the central reason for the existence of a rela-

tionship of this nature: each partner to the transaction is attempting to secure re-

sources not otherwise available. It is precisely this decision by both parties to

interact in order to secure resources from the other which allows us to recognize the

contractual nature of the patron-client tie. The idea that either the materials ex-

changed should be of equivalent value, or that the patron snculd dispense resources of

greater value misses the point: both parties feel that what they receive is exactly

what they desire, and each is willing to return what the other requests.
6

In addition, it is unproductive to argue that the agency as patron is always in
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a position to control the relationship through the kinds of resources it commands and

offers to the Indian community. Resources alone do not guarantee superiority. Unless

the client accepts them with the conditions imposed by the patron they give the latter

little advantage. Yet there is clearly one sense in which the partron does control a"-

transaction in the patron-client contract. It is he who determines which values are to

be put into circulation. These values are the conditions or stipulations (the "strings")

attached to the resources offered, and the client's acceptance of the resources con-

firms his acceptance of these values. As Paine (1971:15) puts it:

The questicn is, can one explain . . . the sense in which it is mean-
ingful and correct to maintain both (1) that the patron is superior
to the client in regard to the exchange of goods and services, and
(2) that the patron and client exchange different goods and services
whose commensurability resides precisely in the context of equal
worth, inasmuch as both can afford the presentations they make and
both value (need) those they receive.

I think one can arrive at the answer only by turning attention
away, for the moment, from the tangible presentations themselves to
the notion of 'value' and its circulation in a patron-client trans-
action. Here we do find an asymmetric relationship. Ultimately,
what distinguishes the patron from his client is that only values of
the patron's choosing are circulated in their relationship. There
may be goods and services that are passed in the relationship in one
direction only, but these do not provide a basis for distinguishing
the patron and client roles. . . . Further, the client demonstrates,
to his patron and others, his acceptance of the value which the
patron has chosen for circulation between them; herein lies the
'loyalty' and 'dependence' for which the client is rewarded. The
reward of the patron is in this acceptance by the client of the
chosen value.

As an illustration of the utility of the notion of the patron's control of the

values in a transaction, consider the following situation. During a meeting of the

tribal council in the summer of 1971 the agency superintendent warned the people of

Brownsville that they were risking the loss of federal funds for housing by their fail-

ure to cooperate. He had witnessed the latest in a series of disagreements among the

people present at the meeting, with the result that a workable plan for the erection of

a number of low-cost dwellings on the reservation had been delayed. Now, his ulti-

matum about the possibility of an indefinite delay in the housing program represents

the superintendent's offer of resources and the subsequent decision to cooperate with
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the new tribal council and the agency relypsenteci. for Tht, Indian people tneir offer in

the transaction. Yet behind the offer of a housing program lay the values of the

agency and the Bureau: the orderly conduct of tribal business without political con-

flict, and the acceptance of the idea that the federal government knows in most cases

what is best for Indians. The Indians chose to cooperate and the new houses will be

ready for occupancy during the spring of 1973. This expression of loyalty to the

agency in return for tangible resources sorely needed by the Indian community is evi-

dence cnce again that the client's acceptance of his patron's offer involves reinforce-

ment of values or conditions introduced into the relationship by the patron.

There are many instances, however, when the Indians have refused to agree to the

stipulations accompanying the agency's presentation, and in the process have specified

their own conditions under which they will acdept outside resources.? This turn of

events may temporarily reverse the familiar patron and client roles during a series of

agency-Indian transactions. For example, when the agency representative reminded the

tribal council during a meeting that they could pass a certain resolution without put-

ting it to a full vote by the public in attendance, the chairman refused, and called

for the vote anyway. The councilmen in this instance did not support the agency's

values attached to a procedure in the public decision-making process (a process which

the federal government had introduced to the Indians along with the tribal council

structure in the 1930's).

Ill

The foregoing instance of the reversal of roles, whereby the agent finds himself

play',ng the client role to his patron, the tribal council, brings us to a second wide-

spread assumption about the patron-client contract: the belief that the patron is

invariably the party with the higher rank or the greater amount of resources. Conse-

quently it is assumed that agents of the federal government invariably play the role

of patron in their interaction with Indians encapsulaced on reservations, who in turn

must be their clients. Yet we have just noted an instance in which the conditions the

tribal council attached to making a political decision--that it obtain the unanimous

support of all present--was accepted by the agency people at the meetings. Both they II
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and the Indians present recognized that the condition of unanimity and not the exec-

utive power of the tribal council would be upheld. Without the support of the tribal

council the agency's programs would undoubtedly suffer; to agree to the council's con-

dition in this instance seemed the wisest course. Certainly, it was the council's

values which were respected in this case and the affirmation given them by the agency

people was tangible evidence of this. The roles were now reversed, and the tribal

council was patron to its client, the agency.
8

The preceding incidents remind us that it is not always accurate to assume a priori

that the Indian agency is the patron in its dealing with Indians, even though it cer-

tainly has vital resources which the Brownsville cmmunity desires. It must be recog-

nized that anyone, regardless of his position in the larger society, may play the role

of patron or client, and that a single individual may also assume the two roles during

a series of transactions.
9

Accordingly, the agency may be patron or client in relation

to the Indian community, and the Indians may do the same. The critical point in defin-

ing these roles is the behavior of the persons involved. The patron chooses the con-

ditions for the exchange of goods and services, and he will only support a client who

confirms these values. The agent need not invariably assume the role of patron simply

because he represents the federal government to a small community of native Americans.

As we have seen, there are many instances when individual Indians, councilmen and com-

moners, may play the patron's part in the transaction. I would wager that there are

situations on other reservations similar to the one which prevails at Brownsville. If

agency people want to get something done in the Indian community they know the few

Indians to contact, and they neglect this course of action at their peril.

IV

Mention of the contacts on the reservation used by agency people brings us to a

further element in the patron-client relationship, the role of middleman. As with the

roles of patron and client, I am looking at the middleman's role on the basis of the

behavior of the incumbent, and not necessarily on his position in the larger society.

The distinctive attribute of the middleman role which sets it apart from that of the

patron is that the latter chooses the values or conditions which are introduced into
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officer may serve as a middleman L et Areen ,.he at_hcy and
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his values which are L: i14-2: c:nsldd in tore but t:_cse c to c Bureau of

Indian Affairs (and pcssiLiy Uose c,f the Ameican cultural system at large) . His job

is to transmit faithfully the requests cr acLeplance of nis superior (who in tnis case

may be the patron) to representatives of the Indian coannunity. There nave been a

number of Indians and Whites who ha%,e perforaed this service within the patron-client

relationship which has existed between the Stewart Indian Agency and the Indian con-

munity at Brownsville for more than sixty year

There is a further distinction regarding the role of the middleman which depends

on the manner in which the conveyance of information between patron and client is

accomplished. If a middleman merely transmits messages faithfully between the two

parties he is a go-between; if he alters the messages for his own use he is a broker.

Again, each of these roles may be held by, the same individual at different times and by

distinct individuals at the same instant. Paine J.971:21) sumvarizes the perspective

thusly:

As roles, patron, broker, go-Letwcen, and also client are dependent
upon the situational context for their recognition; it is for the
same reason- -that tney are .oleo- -that the may be embraced alter-
nately and even in combination by the same person. As roles they
are neither the exclusive nor invariable properties of the persons
to whom they are attributed. However, both their embracement and
their attribution to others may be useilly conceived as strategies
of persons. Thus designation of the distinctions patron, broker,
go-between, and client becomes part of the work of mapping the variety
of perceptions of strategy in any given situation.

A middleman's position is often an awkward one, for he is at times accused of

betraying one side while supporting the other. When ere tribal council chairman failed

to embrace the demands by a resident that the town council punish two of its employees

she claimed had injured her brother, she and her' family accused them of backing away

from a confrontation with the mayor and town council. But th;, town council meeting
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at which she voiced her demands had been called specifically to plan the new sewer

system for the reservation and had nothing to do with hearing complaints from the

Indians. The tribal council chairman pointed out that he did not want anything to

delay the long-awaited service and that the woman's complaint was a private and not a

community matter. He subsequently faced severe censure from the woman's supporters for

his actions. Yet hi was clearly in a predicament: there was the danger of disrupting

the construction, which the bulk of the Indian community strongly desired. The chair-

man acted here as a broker, and did not deliver the woman's original request to the

mayor and the town council. Instead he qualified it by terming it a private matter,

effectively blocking any immediate action on the issue. His major concern at that

time was in a sewer system which would serve the entire reservation community, and not

in obtaining satisfaction for a few individuals, no matter how justified their claims

might have been. He was able to accomplish this maneuver because he was in a position

to monitor all of the communications between the Indians and the town council, a situ-

ation both parties to the relationship felt was beneficial.

At times it is difficult for the members of the Brownsville Indian community to

know if their link to the Bureau, be he tribal operations officer or superintendent,

is simply transmitting another's offering of resources or has himself selected the con-

ditions under which the offerings are made. Misunderstanding often centers on the role

of the middleman and can split the community into opposing groups, each with its own

version of what should be done. This kind of factional opposition is especially

troublesome when it concerns the actions of an Indian from the community who is also

a broker or go-between. During the years just prior to World War II an Indian man

attempted to institute some changes on the reservation by appealing to politicians and

to the agency.

But his position was so misunderstood by a large group in the community that to

this day many regard his actions as aimed solely at raising his own standard of living

and that of his relatives. What supporters of this viewpoint neglect to mention is

that his requests would have benefitted the whole reservation. What stirred the oppo-

sition was his pompous and self-centered manner, which they denounced by not supporting

him or his group. In this instance this man had tried to turn his go-between role into
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faction.

The few--r Malin' 1:: tner_! ar- t,atr-n ani his client, 'he mop,- power

lies in the hands of persons wh assam roles. W4th sing -le Indian

agent doing most of ti miudiemaa, chor--.; for th- al2:ehcy and reservation, the danger is

great that misunderstandings may d-v-lop t-cween th, parties, unsur,- as they are that

their messages are t-ing transmitt-d accurat-ly. But there has be-Al a chang- in this

pattern of communication between tne agency and th 'Indian community at Brownsville

which involves an increase in th,- number of channels between the reservation and poten-

tial outside resources. There has been a growing; number of outside sources from which

the reservation may draw, including the Council of Nevada, the state Indian

Affairs Couraission, and various depatm,nts of local, state and national governments.

Each of these agenciPs offers potential resources for tilt- Brownsville community, while

lessening the dominance the Indian agency has generally had over Indian-White relations.

This increase in channels has also put the community in a better position to establish

several relationships of mutual benefit.

V

I have argued in this paper tnat tne use of a theoretical approach which stresses

the analysis of the roles individuals 'n-brace is a valid way tc understand Indian-White

relationships. In an attempt to clear up some misunderstanding E-hout the exact nature

of the roles which agency personnel and Indians assume during their transactions I have

underscored the reciprocal nature of the patron and client roles. That Indians should

often secure resources from the federal government under colditions which they and the

Bureau recognize as Indian-oriented should not surprise us. There are clever persons

in all groups; we should not be lulled Into thi-skIng they do not somehow operate among

the "downtrodden." Indians do not need our sympath;. They have had enough of it and

they are frankly embarrassed by it. Nor do they need additional analyses by social

scientists telling them they have been systematically deprived of their lands and their 1

civil rights. They know this only too well. Perhaps we might be of some service if we

were to recognize just exactly what goes or. between Indians and Whites with regard to
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the conduct of reservation affairs--and nas been going on for quite a whiie. Indians

have more and more come to take an active part in securing resources for their own

communities and will continue to do so as tney gain the necessary training and expe-

rience to cope with a foreign political and economic system. The least we can do as

social scientists is to recognize this and to communicate our understanding to others.

Perhaps in this way we may ye,; make a contribution to the welfare of all American

Indians.

FOOTNOTES

1. John Poggie, Ricl:ard avisano, Pamela Weaver, and my wife Lorraine read drafts of
the paper and I thank them for their critical comments. I have also had the bene-
fit of a number of discussions with members of the Symposium at the Great Basin
Anthropological conference, particularly Michael Hittman, Faun Mortara, and Omer
Stewart. my thanka go to them and to Ruth Houghton.

2. I have changed the name of the reservation community to preserve the privacy of the
people among whom T have lived and worked periodically since 1964. They are the
ones who have taught me something about themselves--and myself. For that I am
truly grateful.

3. This discussion of the patron-client relationship was originally stimulated by
Robert Paine's insightful article "A theory of patronage and brokerage," in Paine
(1971).

4. In attempting to explain the nature of this type of interaction I hr concluded
that there is a different style of thinking necessary. As Margaret ...ad (1971)
remarked about the old notion that developed countries simply encountered passive
countries of the Third World and attempted to "develop them:"

What we've been trying to talk about here is the change from the
type of unilinear thinking tnat we used to have, for instance, when
you saw that a child was born and then the adults did things to it,
all the way up and finally they grew it into being an adult. We
realize now that at every point what the adult does is dependent on
what the child does, so that the mother in a strange country is bring-
ing up a baby that she doesn't know anything about and the baby has to
educate her as she goes along. . . .

We have got to see the relationship between Indians and the federal government in
precisely these terms, as one in which what each does is dependent in large mea-
sure on what the other has done as the series of transactions stretches through
time. It is Simplistic to view the relationship as one in which the Indian agency
"does things to" the Indian community; the Indian community often is in the posi-
tion to instruct the agency how to behave toward it.

5. When I asked a membcr of the Stewart Agency long familiar with the Brownsville com-
munity why the sudden surge of Bureau activity on the reservation during the 1960's
he replied that: (1) the promise of claims money from the federal government to
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the country in which hur_au to pl.,-ad with Indian communities to
support gov-rnmtsnt ;:rocrLns, h(1.0_LhL:. IncEah retance to outside
control_ over decisI( ns is mountir is tu aid Indian
communities are finding cut that the communitie:: must have some part r.lans
for the development of their own r-so'.1rcs. If Indian people are not consulted, as
has generally been the caFic, the pi'L)7'''.1fIS 2.i', _Less than enthusiastically received.
To attribute the poor snowing of s -nn g;-,vrnment efforts on reservations to the stut
bornness or iznorance of Indians o: oniy :bcuring the real reasons, which involve
a greater awareness by cemmuhiti;s cf their' own polP:ica power.

6. Paine (1971 :10) rejects the notion tnat t1 patrcn-ciir_nt contract is an asymmetric
one because each partner owes the otner kinus of thinp:s. It is not the
resources wnich balance out lut the reciprocal obligation to repay the other party's
gift. The very nature of the patron-c_i-nt r?lationship demands different resource:
to complement the different needs each party brings to too transaction. This point
was raised during discussion of th, pap?r, when I was asked if I equated the needs
of the Indian community (which are oftun for service- vital to its continued exis-
tence) with the needs of the agency for toe often "symbofc" support of its various
reservation programs. I would certainly net ?quate the two sets of needs, nor the
resources which pass from one party to The oth-r. But I would stress that each
party's needs are filled by its alter rt;latio-iship; if they are not satis-
fied then the relationship must continue, provided the ajncy or the Indians esti-
mate they may sometime get what they seek. It is this complementary aspect of the
patron-client contract whicn is equivalent.

7. Omer Stewart, a long-time student of Orea' Basin Indian groups, noted during the
discussion of the paper at the GBAC that the Brownsville reservation was originally
not supposed to even exist. The Indian people in the Brownsville region were sched-
uled to go to other already established Nevada reserlrations but steadfastly refused
to leave the environs of the town of Brownsville. The federal government spent a
half-century attenpting to convince them to reiocate--and finally purchased land
for t:lem in Brownsville in 1910. Stewart interprets this incident as support for
the notion that Inn groups have for some time exercised considerable influence
over their spec:al rlaton.. with the federal government. Their refusal to move
pr.}i eff; W.-,:,1. tr]c, _u-,au off ::, 1 to n .1 rrvat:I.in flare,.. "home they ac(!eptd
it. Stewart also remarl(ed that perhaps we have forgotten that many Great Basin
Indians Rre remaining in their communities in greater proportion than are non -
Indiana. While the McDermitt, Nevada, area has lost in numbers of non-Indians, he
pointed out toot the Indian population there has remained fairly constant. This
constancy i.; especially marked during the d cade of the 1960's. Again, these cir-
cumstances _Lend weight to the view ta.i.en here. The Indians had to make some ad-
justments to remain where thry, felt most comfortable. They accepted these conditionA
and entered into tneir present reciprocaL relationship with tne federal government.

8. For a vivid illustration of the reciprocal nature of Indian-White relations see tne
paper by Braroe (1965) and the hilarious novel about Indian life on a Montana reser-
vation by CushEan (1953).



9. The point was trou:6;nt in discussion of the paper that t about the reciprocal
relationship of patron and client, in which Indians often control the values in cir-
culation, neglects the realities of the colonial situation Whites have instituted
through conquest 3f Indian tribes. The paper was seen as omitting reference to the
power advantage whIon "Washington" enjoys in its dealings with Indian comunities.
These questions raise the crucial issue of units of analysis in our studies of Arne-
rican Indian polit'_cal behavior. I have adopted essentially a transactional. frame-
work which focuses on the roles individuals play in face-to-face interaction (Halley
i969, 1971; Barth Jq9, 19(1: Goffman 1959, Homans, 1958). Indians do control 1-1:-.n.,;

of these encoLnLer:), and ag-.ncy people do submit as clients to powerful inter,?sts in
Indian cormunitie=,, Yet from tne perspective of institutional analysis, the federal
government doe:: contl'ol many of the programs Indians find so necessary, and the Sec-
retary of tne 2nt2rtor's approJal is required when Indian tribes elect to rake major
decisions the f.:3scurces of their reservations. These two pictures of In-
dian-White reiaticri: are Loth accurate enough, yet the approaches which produced them
differ greatly. The questions asked, the data admitted as relevant, and the conclu-
sions reached also diverg-. We need both types of approaches in our attempt to
understand con:(---pora-v Indian comunities. I would argue, however, for the benefits
we derive from a r,ransaotional approach, which focuses our attention on tne encounters

have with 'alitcs and prompts us to inquire what each party receives from the
relationship.
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A 'Aar. iTIDY

aoa

partment cf Pe]lAicel Selence
Ueiversit; of Nevada, Reno

From the time of the founding- o tee Pyleard0 Lake Indian Reservation in Nevada

in 1859 tnt.ee was a eroblen, 3f ttihit. 'D:I'Lla..C1,142r1t, upon the reservation. For example,

in 1862 territoriad Governor Nye wrete the Commissioner of Indian Affairs: "One

great source of difficulty between whites and the Indians is a continued series of

encroachment: on the part of whites upon '6he reservation of the Indians. I refer to

the reservations of the Pah Utes."-

An attempt was made to solve the prcelem of trespass by the enactment of legis-

lation in 1J24 which allowed the, tr espassers (n en-Indian entivmen) to purchase the

reservation land upon which they had been living in and near the town of Wadsworth,

Nevada. The land detached from the reservation was located on one of the most fertile

sections of the reservatiop. The only consideration given in the law to the rights of

the Pyramid Lake Paiutes was that they should b-"2 monetarily recompensed for the loss

of their land.

If payment was not forthcoming in a designated period of time, the United States

government, under the provisions cf the 1924 act, reserved the right to repossess in

the name of the Pyramid Lake Paiutes. Most of the entrymen paid the purchase price and

obtained title to their land. A few, however, did not complete the necessary payments

even though the purchase price was reduc-d when they protested that it was too high.

Tnis manner of reducing the size of the Pyramid Lake Reservation followed the

pattern which had developed throughout the United States. The United States Supreme

Court has he]d that Congress has plenary authority over Indian tribes and their lands;

Congress can reduce in size both treaty reservations and executive order reservations

without the consent of the native Americans winos: land it is supposed to be.

In 1934 the Wheler-Howaru Act (Indim Reorganization Act, IRA) was enacted.

Under its provisions any Indian tribe or tiLes living on tne same reservation could

2



adopt a constit.uticn rJ r which a tribal government could be organized. iocn6 the

powers of sue:, a trba: government were the following:

lc employ counsel, the choice of counsel and the fixing of
fees to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior;
to prevent the sale, disposition, lease or encumbrance of tribal
lands, interests in lands, or other tribal assets without the con-
sent of the trite; and to negotiate with the Federal, State, and Local
GovL,,rnments. Secretary of the Interior shall advise such tribe
or its tribal council of all appropriations, estimates or federal
projects for the benefit of the tribe prior to the submission of such
estimates to Bureau of the Budget and Congress.3

The last stipulation could be described in terms of political resources as a guarantee

of information.
4

The ?yrarnid Lake Tribal Council was formed in 1936 under the provisions of the

Wheeler - Howard Act. The hypothesis of this study is that by organizing under the IRA

the Pyramid Lake Paiutes gained certain political resources that previously they had

not had. It was now the law that their land could not be alienated without their con-

sent. They were now gliaranteed the right to hire legal counsel--extremely valuable in

a political system as legalistically oriented as the American one. And the Paiutes

were now represented by a recognized governmental entity responsible to them and with

access to the wider political system.

Under the administration of Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior; John Collier,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and Alida C. Bowler, Superintendent of the Carson

Agency, new attempts were made to remove from the reservation the trespassers who had

not fulfilled the requirements of the 1924 law. The action was taken with the full

knowledge and support of the Pyramid Lake Tribal Council (PLTC). Both the Pyramid Lake

Paiutes and Miss Bowler were hopeful that this action would result in the repossession

of the land. 5

The federal district court in Reno, Nevada, found on behalf of the non-Indian

settlers and ordered that they be given the opportunity to pay the remainder of the

reduced purchase price. 6
The government appealed the decision to the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals. In U.S. v Garaventa Land and Livestock Co. et al, in 1942, the

appellate court reversed the decision of the lower court and ordered that the land be

returned to the United States as trustee for the Pyramid Lake Paiutes. The court



decis:lon pointed oui, that the Unit_i Sta-.es ;iu ;...a tent in allowing the

settlers seventeen years to pay their jeLi,. court un 1-o say: "The settler

knew or should have known, when settlement, and irrprcv. ment was made, that he could

acquire title to the lands as against th- appellant, only by legislative grace. "?

Again it seemed that the trespass issue on the Pyramid Lake Reservation was settled;

this time favorably to the Pyramid Lake Paiutes.

In the Garaventa decision previously quote,J., the words "by legrislative grace"

were used. The ambiguous nature of the relationship of native Americans to the Ameri-

can political system is characterized by this phrase. Another characterization of

this relationship is that Indian rights are "political questions."
8

Article I, Sec. 8

of the United States Constitution gives to the Congress the powe. "to regulate commerce

with foreign nations and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes." One of

the criteria that the courts use to determine tne justiciability of a case is whether

or not there is wording in the Constitution which specificall- delegates authority

with respect to a certain issue to one of the three branches of government.9 The

United States Supreme Court over the years has limited the issues involving Indian

tribes and their relationships with government which it considers justiciable. That

is, the Court will generally acr, on cases involving the interpretation of an act of

Congress with respect to Indians (as it did in the Garaventa and Depaoli cases), but it

will not make a decision as to the constitutionality of the act. By doing the latter,

the Court has taken the position that it would be deciding a political question which

should be handled by its co-equal branch of government--the Congress. The following

quotation from Lone Wolf v Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 553 (1902) illustrates the foregoing

points: "Plenary authority over tribal relations of the Indians has been exercised by

Congress from the beginning, and the power has always been deemed a political one, not

subject to be coh6rolled by the judicial department of the government."

If Congress passed legislation in 1924 which allowed non-Indians to purchase

part of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, it could do so again. Senator Patrick McCarran,

Democrat, Nevada (1932-1954) acting upon tne belief that it was the intent of Congress

for the entrymen to have the land, introduced such a bill in each Congress beginning



in 196 through ris last. term in 1954.
10

one bill changed numbers with each Congress,

but its intent was always the same--to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to

issue patents to the entrymen who had not fulfilled the provisions of the 1924 law.

Senator Pat McCarran was a formidable opponent. He was a member of the Judiciary

Committee, and later its -..hairman. Many political patronage positions must pass

through the j.,diciary Commit-tee for approval. He was als.J cnairman of the Subcom-

mittee of the Appropriations Committee which reviewed the budget of the Department of

the Interior, including the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He has been quoted as telling

a Bureau of Indian Affairs official about something he wanted done, "Now, look it!

I'm chairman of the subc::m-,jttee that handles your dough. And if you don't _do this,

why you're going to be cat of luck when you want to get some more money. "11

The first five hills McCarran introduced passed the Senate, but were killed in

the House of Representatives largely through the efforts of Nevada Representatives

James Scrugham, Maurice Sullivan, and Charles Russell. The Pyramid Lake Tribal Coun-

cil organized letter-writing campaigns'to educate those and other legislators as to

the Council position and to gain support among various interest groups. Among the indi-

viduals and groups whom they activated and who supported them were: Oliver TeFarge,

John Collier, the American Civil Liberties Union, various chapters of the Daughters of

the American Rev3lution, Will Rogers, Jr., Eleanor Roosevelt, and various newspaper's

(not local) which carried favorable editorials.

The Pyramid Lake Tribal attorney, James Curry, and the National Congress of Ame-

rican Indians, to which the Pyramid Lake Tribal Council belonged, checked the progress

of the McCarran bills in Congress. Representatives from Pyramid Lake were finally

given the opportunity to go to Washington, D.C. to present their case to Congress in

person. This type of representation before Congress came out of the fact that the

tribe was now organized and able to send spokesmen who had the authority to speak for

the tribe.

In 1949 the Pyramid Lake Paiutes through their Council's mobilization of public

opinion and with the assistance of sympathetic Senators were able to prevent McCarran's

bill for the 81st Congress, S. 17, from being voted upon in the Senate. The Council's



attorney, acting as a lobbyist, kept a constant check on S. 17. Senators favorable to

the Paiute position and those hostile to McCarran for a variety of reasons (e.g., his

stands on immigration and displaced persons) combined to keep the bill from coming up

for a vote. Their numbers dwindled as pressure was brought to bear but a sufficient

number withstood the pressure to prevent the passage of the bill.

The tribal attorney, James Curry, noted in a letter that with respect to S. 17,

"McCarran has failed to induce Congress to overrule the courts and award the land to

trespassers."
12

Curry went on in this letter to hypothesize that McCarran would use

his influence in the executive department (i.e., having transferred Superintendents of

the Carson Agency favorable to the Paiute cause) to achieve his goals.

Curry's assessment of the situation was accurate, for McCarran wrote a friend in
1950: "I have no use for this fellow Freer [sic] [S. Reesman Fryer] who is Superin-

tendent of Indians [Carson Agency]. I am laying the groundwork toward getting him re-

moved, but I don't know if I can get him out before September [McCarran's primary elec-

tion for Senate]."13 Again the Pyramid Lake Tribal Council promoted a public relations

campaign and was able to prevent Fryer's transfer. However, Fryer later accepted a

higher-paying, more prestigious position with the State Department, which served Mb-

Carran's goal of removing Fryer just as nicely as a transfer.

After S. 17's defeat in the Senate, McCarran introduced a similar bill two more

times. Each time the bill was not acted upon by the Senate and died there.

The fact that the Pyramid Lake Paiutes were organized under the IRA added to their

ability to prevent the passage of McCarran's bills in several ways. The tribal council

was empowered by the IRA to negotiate for the tribe with the federal government. The

tribal council was thus accorded legitimacy aid authority within the political arena.

The spokesmen for the tribal ccuncil could go to Washington, D.C. and say, "We represent

our people, and they want and need their land." Their words were given added weight by

the provision of the IRA which forbade the alienation of Indian land without Indian

consent. The officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (which opposed McCarran's

bills) and later the Paiute representatives referred to the guarantees of the IRA in

their testimony in committee hearings.



By being organized, the Pyramid Lake Tribal Council was able to coordinate and

focus the public relations campaign so as to achieve maximum effect. They also gained

experience in the way that public policy is influenced in the American political system.

As pointed out earlier, information is a valuable political resource. The fact that

McCarran introduced three consecutive bills to exclude Nevada Indians from the IRA

lends support to the idea that tne resources gained by tne Pyramid Lake Faiutes were

somehow haapering his efforts to acquire the Pyramid Lake Reservation land for the

trespassers_

Shortly after the defeat of S. 17, McCarran evidenced interest in the major effort

by some Congres,;men and some Interior Deportmen6 officials to control more closely the

tribal attorney contracts.
14

Among the issues raised was the assertion that tribes

needed attorneys who were based in Washington, D.C. If one were cynical, one could

presume that this stand was motivated by a wish to prevent tribal councils from being

able to keep too close a check on the progress of legislation. The importance of

having Lawyers to represent the interests of a particular group in the American polit-

ical system cannot be overestimated. The above controversy over tribal attorney con-

tracts in the early 1950's emphasizes this point.

The guarantees of the IRA seem to have been more effective political resources

in this instance than the right to vote. The franchise allowed the Pyramid Lake

Paiutes to indicate their displeasure with McCarran's behavior, but it did not have

much impact on policy.15 McCarran was apparently more concerned with retaining the

Italian-American vote (tne trespassers were of Italian descent) than he was with get-

ting the Paiute vote at the Pyramid Lake Reservation, as indicated by the following

quotation from McCarran: "Maurice Sullivan lost a beautiful flock of votes with his

activity against my bill to let white settlers pay up on Indian lands. . . . He will

carry Nixon [the town on the reservation], but the waps [sic] will give him the

Tommy-hawk.
" 16

In conclusion, since the conflict over the Pyramid Lake land had to be won in

Congress, the IRA did profide the Pyramid Lake Paiutes with the types of political

resource necessary to engage in such a conflict. Under the IRA they achieved the



organization necessary to carry out a successful lobbying effort. It would be naive to

assume that organization is all that is needed to solve the problems caused by discrim-

ination, but it is a necessary first step, particularly in a political system in which

demands are channeled into the policy formation sectors by group action.
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TIE STA7LIS CF INDIANS IN NEVADA LAW
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Understanding the patterns of relationships among various racial groups, now and

in the past, 15 a sighif?cInt task of contemporary social science. For those who

define political scienca as a discipline which studies the allocation of values in a

society,
I

..naer.-3tanoiri racial ^eiationships can be a proper concern of political

science. In recent years, it has become increasingly clear that values are distributed

unequally in American soc,_-ty on a racial basis. To put it more directly, ours is a

White racist society;` groups defined by our society as non-White occupy inferior posi-

tions, in various ways and in iarious degrees. An adequate understanding of White

racism requires a full inscription of patterns of relationships among various racial

groups, with historical depth and a theoretical explanation of these relationships.

No existing work on the Gr.-at Basin attempts such an understanding, but Edward H.

Spicer's Cycles of Conquest is an exemplar of this approach for Northwestern Mexico

and the Southwestern United States for a period of several centuries.3 A Spicer-like

study of the Great Basin, which also takes into account the Black component of the popu-

lation, is badly needed.

In the meantime, a number of specific studies of race relations which fill in

gaps in the total picture are needed. This paper describes one such area; White atti-

tudes toward American Indians in one state, Nevada, from 1861 through 1971, as reflected

in the law of the territory and state. It is assumed that statutes adopted by legis-

latures, decisions of courts, and opinions of Attorneys General during this period both

influenced the conduct of people living in Nevada and reflected the viewpoints of

governmental leaders.
4

Without specific studies of actual behavior, it is often impos-

sible to tell what impact on conduct a statute may have had, but at least formal law

is of importance in understanding; attitudes of officeholders. For this reason, reso-

lutions of the legislatures, which do not have the force of law but express attitudes,

are included in the data reported here.



I. Overt White Racism, 1861-1500

When Nevada became a separate terrItavy Its oyster': clearly placed

all non-Whites, including Indians, in an 1:-.ferbr position. One of the ways by which

this was done was by laws extending rights. or privil:7-ges to Whites only. As examples,

voting and therefore the right to hold office and serve on juries were restricted to

Whites only by territorial and state laws and constitutional provisions until 1880,

even though a decade earlier the adoption of the 15th Amendment to the federal Consti-

tution invalidated the state restriction of voting to Whites. As other examples,

Nevada's first law authorizing the licensing of attorneys restricted that occupation

to Whites, militia duty was restricted to Whites by the territorial legislature, the

first state legislature provided for free tuition to the state university for "white

male persons" but not others, and only White children were admitted to a private

orphanage in Virginia City supported by state funds in the 1860's and early 1870's.5

Other early statutes treated all non-Whites as inferior, but in language which

distinguished among non-White groups. For example, the anti-miscegenation statute,

first adopted in 1861, forbade a White person to "intermarry with any black person,

mulatto, Indian or Chinese.
. ." and also forbade "fornication" between Whites and the

same racial groups. 6 (No law, however, attempted to forbid the intermarriage of any of

the non-White groups.) Similarly, various non-Whites were forbidden to testify against

Whites in various statutes specifying the non-White groups and occasionally distin-

guishing among them. The first general criminal law statute, in 1861, provided that

"No black, or mulatto person, or Indian, or Chinese, shall be permitted to give evidence

in favor of, or against, any white person."7 The same legislature forbade the testimony

in civil cases against Whites of "Indians, or persons having one half or more of Indian

blood, and negroes, or persons having one half or more of negro blood. . . .

8
In 1865,

the criminal law was amended to retain the prohibition on testimony against Whites by

Indians but to permit a "negro, black or mulatto person to testify, with "the credi-

bility of such . . . person. . . left entirely with the jury. "9

From 1865 to 1872, Nevada law prohibited the education of "Negroes, Mongolians,

and Indians" in public schools but permitted the establishment of separate schools for I
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these groups at public expense. Apparently only one such separate school was ever

established and only for one group: in 1866, a school for Black children was con-

ducted in Virginia City for six months. In 1871 the constitutionality of this aspect

of the school law was challenged in the State Supreme Court by the father of a Black

child in Carson City, and a year later the Court declared the law unconstitutional.10

Government officials seem to have regarded the discriminatory school law as applying

only to Black children, for all practical purposes.

For exmpie, the debate over the education section in the 1863 Constitutional Con-

vention presumed most of the time that the restriction of education to Whites meant,

in practice, the exclusion of Negroes.11 However, at one point its applicability to

Chinese and Indians was discussed, and delegate John W. North of Washoe County, who

expressed anti-racist views in both the 1863 and 1864 conventions, stated tnat "any man

having a negro or Indian child under his charge ought to be compelled to educate such

child." Delegate Samuel A. Chapin of Storey County agreed with North and the conven-

tion voted against including the word "whitey in the education section.12

In 1868, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction criticized the law because

it denied Black children the benefits of public education, in practice, and asserted

that "Inasmuch as neither Mongolian nor Indian children, except a few living in white

families, manifest any desire to attend the public schools, this interdict affeots

mainly the Negro race."13 The Supreme Court invalidated the school statute in a split

decision, with both the majority and minority opinions discussing the issue solely as

one of admission of Black students to the public schools. In fact, the dissenting

Justice attempted to ridicule the position of the majority by asserting that this posi-

tion, if applied literally, would void the entire school law "because it fails to

14accord to the Shoshone infant- their constitutional privilege of compulsory education. 1,

Debates of most of the territorial and state legislatures are not recorded, but

the debates of the 1863 and 1864 constitutional conventions make it clear that the dele-

gates saw all non-Whites as inferior to Whites. For example, in 1864 delegate E. F.

Dunne of Humboldt County, in arguing against the disfranchisement of persons supporting

the Confederacy during the Civil War, urged that these current rebels would probably



be loyal men at some fUture date and that he did not want the ex-rebels to be able to

say that "'You attempted to sink us down to the level of the negroes and Chinamen and

nthe aboriginal inhabitants of the country.' 15

Laws which do not mention race also bear on the question of the status of non-

Whites, because it is clear that non-Whites were subjected to various obligations

created by law at the same time that they were being excluded from any chance to parti-

cipate in choosing government officials and were being denied various benefits created
by government. For example, with the partial exception of American Indians, non-Whites

were not excluded from taxation at any time by territorial and state laws.

The 1864 Constitution required all adult males except "uncivilized American

Indians" to pay an annual poll tax, which was also a condition of voting. All American

Indians were prohibited from voting until the ratification of the 15th Amendment in

1869, but presumably the exemption of some Indians from payment of the poll tax pre-

vented some Indians from voting from 1869 until 1910, when payment of the poll tax was

eliminated as a qualification for voting. In 1873, "uncivilized American Indians" were

exempted from paying a road tax.

Delegates to the 1864 Constitutional Convention were well aware that the new govern

ment they were creating would tax non-Whites. Delegate J. Neely Johnson of Ormsby

County stated in supporting the poll tax clause that "all male citizens of the age of

twenty-one years or over, be they white or black, yellow or copper-colored, shall pay an

annual poll-tax in addition to any tax that may be assessed upon their property, for the

protection which the Government affords to their persons. I want this clause extended

so as to reach every class of individuals. n16 Likewise, and again with the oartial

exception of Indians, the criminal laws (which they were denied any part in making)

were applied to non-Whites.

II. Statutes Specifically Dealing with American Indians, 1861-1900

Beyond the statutes arising out of a general attitude that all non-Whites were

inferior, there were in the 19th Century a number of legal aspects affecting Indians

which were confined to that group, and which grew out of the fact that Indians had had

separate societies, with their own laws based on their own values, before White conquest,'



and that in E:',72 qa;,7 s ' :.itained -his separate iamtity after congst. For

variety of r'ea::-,'ns, fact that 'ne fai '1r of territorial or state law

to recognize tne rrr semi - independent status of Indian communities was

part cf the problem, tne cks2ription of state law regarding Indians has to be less

precise than I:: '7h, case irLtn 'aw affecting 7,ther rim -White groups. In a n,tri-er of

cases, even officehoders ..ear 'y wire no sure whether state laws applied to Indians

and, if e.o, In what

1. Criminal Law.

A striking illustration of *he confusions regarding Indian law is tne case of

the application of crirrana. aw to Indians. jnti., qui,;e, recently, Nevada law has

never given any recDgnition to the fact of Indian cull-Lira., differences, '7 but fcr a

number cf years it was nor ..,ear whether NeYada intended to apply state criminal laws

to Indians, and there stii' _onfusion on this point.

Part of t-he reason io his ituatioh was the de facto assumption throughout most

cf our national history that Indian affairs were predominantly the responsioility of

the national government. Specifically, the nation-_ government alone negotiated

treaties with the Indians before the abandonment of this practice in 1871, the national

government established reservations as areas specifically set aside for' ex :u.siv:.- use

by Indians, and the nationa. government assumed exclusive criminal jurisdiction cner

offenses occurring on r-2z,.eations until quite recently. kSee below.) This general

national preeminence in Indian affairs led the territory and state of Nevada to look

to the national government almost solely for military action, and undoubtedly offenses

committed by Indians against Indians on reservations were left to Indian or national

jurisdiction by Nevada governments until the 1950's. (See be_Low.) But tnere remains

an area involving several categories of offenses in which one of the parti.s was non -

Indian or the offense oc,7urred off a reservation. Early state law was confused about

the questi,n of state jurisdiction over such offenses.

No general Nevada law extended criminal law to Indians until 1885, and in 1883

the Nevada Supreme Court ruled that, partly for this reason, the criminal law of the



state did not extend to Indians at all. 18
However, this decision ignored several indi-

cations that criminal law had in fact been applied to Indians before 1883. First,

several Nevada criminal statutes specifically applied to Indians or specifically ex-

empted them. The anti-miscegenation law, adopted in 1861, has been noted above. In

1877, the State Legislature exempted Indians from most restrictions of state law con-

cerning fishing, but provided that they could not obstruct streams for fishing pur-

poses and could not be employ,, uy Whites to fish in ways prohibited to Whites.

Several early vagrancy laws specifically exempted Indians, which implied that the Legis

lature thought the vagrancy laws would have applied to them without the exemption.

In 1873, Indians were first exempted from the vagrancy statute; this provision was re-

peated in 1877, when Chinese were also exempted. Second, a number of Indians were

convicted of criminal laws not specifically applied to them before 1885. At least ten

Indians were incarcerated in the State Prison for various offenses ranging from house-

breaking to manslaughter before 1885. While it is difficult to discover how many

Indians were sent to county jails for violation of ,Iriminal laws, there must have been

several. For example, in 1866 Governor H. G. Blasdel pardoned an "Indian boy" who had

been convicted of petty larceny in Storey County.
19

While criminal law was often applied to Indians in the 1870's and 1880's, many

Whites undoubtedly approved of lawless violence against Indians. In 1966 a Nevada news-

paper reported that an Indian who had confessed to killing a White man was being held

by soldiers at Fort Churchill until they could deliver him to local authorities for

trial. The newspaper expressed the "hope" that "he may be turned over to the 'civil

authorities' of Humboldt and make an expeditious voyage to the 'happy hunting grounds'

just before he reaches the Court House in Unionville."20

In 1885, in response to the 1883 State Supreme Court opinion, the Legislature

extended all criminal laws of the state to Indians, with the sole exception of "an

offense committed upon an Indian reservation by one Iraian against the person or

property of another Indian. "21

2. Indian-White Conflict

The actual conquest of Indian groups in Nevada, a process which extended from
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the 1850's to about 1870, did not involve the territorial or state government directly

for the most part, but these governments indirectly aided the conquest in several ways.

Indian-White warfare in Nevada was highly destructive to the Indians, resulting in a

pcssible direct loss of 2,500-3,000 Indian lives,22 but large-scale battles or cam-

paigns were rare and have received little attention; only the so-called "Pyramid Lake

War" has been the subject of much study. Instead of these large-scale conflicts, there

were many violent clashes between one or more White ranchers or miners and Indian indi-L

viduals, families, or bands. Erminie Voegelin and Julian H. Steward have shown that

the acquisition of horses at about the same time as White encroachments began resulted

in the development of military bands among several Indian groups during the conquest

period; many of the clashes of Whites with these larger, mounted bands did not involve

soldiers at all on the White side.
23

Occasionally soldiers did engage in warfare with

Nevada Indians. For example, the Nevada Volunteers recruited from the state during

the Civil War actually served to protect the Overland Trail between Salt Lake City and

San Francisco from possible Indian attacks. Relatively little fighting was involved in

this, however; two of the Nevada volunteers were killed by Indians and three wounded,

compaled to 25 who died of other causes.
24

The absence of large-scale warfare and the fact that the state was not involved

directly in most of the warfare did not prevent substantial state concern over war with

the Indians, however, which was reflected in several kinds of actions. First, the

State Legislature passed a number of resolutions between 1865 and 1891 which asserted

that Indians were committing "depredations" on White settlers; these resolutions usu-

ally asked national military action to subdue the Indians. A typical resolution made

it clear that the Legislature saw military action as a means to facilitate the taking

of Indian lands, for it asserted that "roving bands of Indians" in the Humboldt Valley

in Northeastern Nevada were "making it unsafe for settlers and prospectors to improve,

settle upon, and develop the agricultural and mineral wealth of that part of the State

. . . "25 Another resolution in 1866, was more explicit about the cure for this

impediment to White settlement, asserting "the necessity of a vigorous prosecution of

the war, until these Indians are completely subjugated or exterminated. We have no
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hope of a lasting peace so long as any number of them remains." 26 The word "exter-

minated" was used deliberately in this resolution. On the 19th day of the 1866 Ses-

sion, the Senate Committee on Military and Indian Affairs reported, among other things,

that it ',lad amended an original resolution to add this word. In explaining its action,

the Committee said that

The word which proved to be very obnoxious to some of the mem-
bers of the Senate has been used as an alternative final, and fol-lowing the advice that the 'Indians be completely subjugated.' Itis presumed, from the tenor of argument already had in the Senate
on the subject, that if, in the opinion of the field or line officers
sent hither in response to this memorial,

'complete subjugation' ofthe savages is not to be accomplished short of 'extermination' (usingthe word in its fiercest force), it is the unanimous opinion of theSenate that such the expressed result of the campaign we seek tohave inaugurated .1

The Senate adopted the amendments without a roll-call vote, and several days later
adopted the resolution unanimously.

28

Second, the Legislatures from the 1860's until the 1920's sought, and eventually
secured, payment by the national government for a territorial bond issue which had been
sold to pay members of the Nevada Volunteers extra compensation, above the basic pay

and allowances provided by the national government. The Nevada Volunteers were actu-

ally paid approximately $105,000 by the territorial and state governments.29 In 1888,

the national government paid Nevada $6,559.61 of the state's claim arising out of thi,

expenditure (plus $1)1,621.31 for state claims arising out of other Indian conflicts,

in 1875 and 1878.)30 In 1910, after a decision of the United States Court of Claims

had held that most of Nevada's Civil War claims were invalid, the national government
made still another payment, this time in the amount of $12,252.34.31 Finally, in 1929
the national government paid Nevada $595,076.53 as "settlement of Civil War claims."32

Throughout this period, the Legislature often actively supported the effort to secure

these payments, eventually totalling approximately $614,000, with resolutions and mem-
orials to Congress and with acts authorizing the employment of agents in Washington,
D.C., to work actively for payment of the claims.

Third, the Territory and State of Nevada attempted from 1862 to 1892 to secure
payment by the national government of individual claims of White losses from Indian



wars. Several laws were passed creating Boards of Examiners in various countits to

compile accounts of inclividual losses to be sent to Washington, and a contract was

entered into with a Washington attorney to attempt to secure payment. The national

government, however, consistently refused to pay such claims. Apparently the State

itself paid only one such claim; in 1881, the sum of $150 was appropriated to pay

Benjamin KimhaL and Georg,-, Swa,,ovi "for hay, barley and provisions, furnisntd by them

to the Piocn2 7^11.)nr,e,_rs . . . during the 'iihite Pine Indian War . . ." of 1875.33

A related fact is tnat tne first statute to prohibit the sale of alcoholic bev-

erages to Indians also made it illegal to sell or furnish firearms or ammunition to

them.34 The provisions reating to firearms were extensively debated during the 1862

Session of the territorial legislature. Some legislators argued that the Indians

needed guns to provide themselves with food, while others argued for the complete dis-

arming of the Indians. At one point, the Council adopted an amendment to require

Sheriffs "to disarm all Indians in their jurisdiction, . . ." but this amendment was

removed in the House.35

3. Reducing Reservations

In addition to these matters, during the 19th Century Nevada legislatures made

several efforts to reduce in size or eliminate reservations which nad been set aside

for various gro.ps of Indians in Nevada. For example, in 1867 the Legislature asked

Congress to grant to the state the 22,000 acres which had been set aside near Verdi as

a timber reserve for the Pyramid Lake Indians. While this was not done, the reserve

was not maintained for the Indians, although no formal action was ever taken to change

its status. As a report in 1899 pus it, "It was . . . tacitly abandoned without any

formal relinquishment."36 Another example is the case of the Moapa Indian Reservation,

established by executive order in 1873-1874 on an area comprising approximately 24,000

acres. In 1875, the Nevada Legislature asked Congress to abolish the reservation;

that same year, Congress passed a law reducing the reservation to "one thousand acres

to be selected by the Secretary of the Interior in such manner as not to include the

claim of any settler or miner."37 Likewise, the Legislature pressed several times

during the 19th Century for the reducti or abandonment of the Walker River and Pyramid



Lake Reservations. The reasons given for these requests varied somewhat inconsis-

tently. For example, in 1869 the Legislature asked Congress to open to White settle-

ment 3,000 acres of land on the Walker River Reservation, on the ground that the

Indians living there were not farming this land but that "whites . . . would prop-

erly till and develop it to the benefit of themselves,and an increase of the valuation

of taxable property in this State. . . .

n38
In 1877, a similar resolution was adopted,

but in 1893, after Whites had begun to seek the right to prospect for minerals on the

Walker River Reservation, Congress was asked to abandon the Reservation altogether,

on the ground that it did not contain adequate lands for agricultural development.39

Another striking case of inconsistency occurred in 1877, when one resolution asked

Congress to abolish the Walker River Reservation with the claim that the Indians living

there could be moved to the Pyramid Lake Reservation, while another resolution asked

for the reduction of the Pyramid Lake Reservation.
40

The Walker River Reservation was allotted and the non-allotted lands opened to

White settlement in 1906, following a number of statutes passed by Congress in 1902-

1906. This action resulted in the loss of part of the reservation, which had previ-

ously surrounded Walker Lake, while no substantial reduction of the Pyramid Lake

Reservation took place. It is not known whether the action of the state legislature

was significant in bringing about any of these results, but it is worth noting that

the Legislature asked a number of times for reduction or abolition of several Nevada

reservations.

In one case, the Legislature reversed this general 19th Century policy concerning

reservations; in 1881, it memorialized Congress to establish a reservation for the

Washos. 14i

4. Approving Seizure of Indian Resources

One of the most important actions of the 19th Century Nevada legislatures regard-

ing Indians, which still has important effects today, is a series of actions recog-

nizing as legal the seizure of Indian lands and resources by individual White settlers.

No doubt partly because of the speed of White settlement, in Nevada relatively little

land passed from Indian to White hands through the treaty process; only the Ruby
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Valley Treaty of 186 ---186;; and the Goshute Treaty of 1863-1865 were ever ratified by

Congress. Most Nevada indians simply lost their lands without benefit of legal process

at all. While the nationai government evidently assumed that it had acquired ownership

of the land and resources of Nevada by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 (a posi-

tion denied by the United States Supreme Court in 1941), for practical purposes the

loss of the most important lands occurred without prior legal consent of the national

government. Settlers simply moved into the territory and started mining or farming,

without seeking iea,,e !nom either the Indians or the national government, and the na-

tional and state governments subsequently recognized these actions as legal. Two

notable aspects of tnis process were the actions invoiving mining and seizure of

water resources.

Mining- Althougn there nad been limited placer mining in the Gold Hill area for

several years previousiy, the discovery of the Comstock Lode in 1859 brought a rapid

influx of miners into Western Nevada. Because there were no state or national laws

governing mining at this time, the miners simply held public meetings to adopt rules

and regulations for filing and recording claims. The territorial legislature of

Nevada in 1861 recognized mining claims filed under these rules and regulations as

legal, in 1866 Congress passed a law similarly recognizing the legality of such claims,

and in 1866 the United States Supreme Court accepted the legality of claims based upon

nothing but these regulations of the miners themselves. The miners' regulations which

have survived do not mention Indian rights at ail; tacitly, they assume that no Indian

groups owned the lands they wanted to claim.

Water. In California, state courts by the 1860's had developed the doctrine of

appropriation to legalize claims to water on the public domain. This doctrine like-

wise acknowledged no such thing as Indian ownership of water, and gave Whites a legal

right to use water on the public domain based on nothing more substantial than proof

of actual use of the waters for "beneficial" purposes; the doctrine of appropriation

refused to recognize any such thing as aboriginal property rights.

A Nevada case which came before the State Supreme Court in the 1860's applied

the doctrine of appropriation to Nevada, and illustrated the basic attitude toward



Indian occupancy, although there was some confusion over tne status of the Indians.

The case involved a conflict between White ranchers over use of Desert Cr(ek in Smith

Valley. Warren Hall and D. C. Simpson had purchased from unnamed Indians for an undis-

closed amount the right to use a ditch wnich had been dug by the Indians to facilitate

the catching of fish from the creek. The first time the case was before the Supreme

Court, two of the three Justices held that the purchase from the Indians was irrele-

vant, since the California doctrine of appropriation was declared to apply in Nevada. 42

In a subsequent decision involving the same parties, however, the same two Justices

ruled that the Indians had acquired title to the use of the waters of Desert Creek by

appropriation, and therefore could transfer this title to Whites. 43 This case did not

hold, however, that the Indians had aboriginal title to the water; instead, it was held

that the Indians, as well as Whites, could acquire a right to use water by appropri-

ation after the land had become public domain (although the date when this occurrred

was not stated). Since these cases have not been overruled by subsequent courts or

legislatures, they remain the basis of Nevada water law today; 44 to this day, Nevada

law refuses to recognize that Indians have any rights to water which arise from abo-

riginal ownership, occupation, or use. This fact is of central importance in the dis-

pute over the future of Pyramid Lake (See below).

5. An Anti-Kidnappingjaw

Only one statute passed during the early territorial-statehood period specifically

protected American Indians and other non-White groups. This law probably was designed

to prohibit a kind of de facto slavery which had existed in California in the 1850's.45

It stated that it was to be considered kidnapping for anyone to "forcibly steal, take,

or arrest any man, woman, or child, whether white, black, or colored, or any Indian in

this Territory, and carry him or her into another county, state; or territory . . ."

or to remove any "negro, mulatto, or colored person, or Indian" from the Territory to

be sold into slavery "or otherwise to employ him or her for his or her own use, or to

the use of another, without the free will and conse ,; of such . . ." person.
46

The

law was passed after a bill modeled on the California "apprenticeship" law was voted

down, with one member (John D. Winters of Carson City) stating that it "would make



slaves cf the Indians.
,,47

E. Prohibition of Sale of Alcoholic Beverages

From territorial days until quite recently, it was illegal to furnish or sell alco-

holic beverages to Indians. This represented endorsement by Nevada of an early national

policy whicn was undoubtedly desired by some Indians.

To summarize for the period to 1900, in the early period of Nevada's separate exis-

tence as a territory and then a state, c.he following statements can be made about the

attitudes of territorial and state governments toward Indians:

1. Indians were included, with other non-Whites, in constitutional provisions

and/or laws which excluded them from voting, office-holding, and jury service, and from

various rights and privileges, such as the right to attend schools, to marry Whites,

to be attorneys, etc.

2. Also along with other non-Whites, Indians were subjected to a number of laws

imposing obligations or restraints. In practice, probably there was little taxation

of Indian land or property, but state laws provided for only minor exemptions for

Indians. Although there was confusion on this point, and before 1885 there was no

state statute specifically applying all criminal laws to Indians, in practice Indians

were subjected to White criminal laws, although to an uncertain extent, throughout the

19th century. There was also no recognition at this time in territorial or state laws

that Indians were members of independent or semi-independent groups entitled to have

late different from those of the White community.

3. Nevada legislators often asked Congress for military aid against the Indians,

tried to get Congress to pay damage to indiv-Ial Whites resulting from Indian-White

conflict, succeeded ultimately in getting Congress to compensate Nevada for extra pay

to the Nevada Volunteers, who were used against Indians during the 1860's and, with a

single exception, regularly urged Congress to reduce or abolish existing Indian reser-

vations in the state.

4. Territorial and state governments passed laws legalizing the theft of Indian

land, water, and other resources, and refused to recognize any concept of Indian abo-

riginal property rights.
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III. Indians in Nevada Law from 1900 to the 1940's

Gradually during the 19th Century, most of the overtly racist laws specifically

applying to all non-Whites were repealed. The 15th Amendment abolished race as a con-

dition of voting in 1869, and the State Constitution was amended to the same effect in

1880. This action opened office-holding and jury service to non-Whites. The law ex-

cluding non-Whites from public schools, except where segregated schools existed, was

declared unconstitutional in 1872, and the Legislature made no attempt to revive it.

The law prohibiting testimony of non-Whites against Whites in civil cases was repealed

in 1869, and the law against non-White testimony in criminal cases was repealed in 1881.

The early provision of free tuition to the University was replaced in 1887 with a law

prohibiting racial discrimination in the admission of students, the law requiring

attorneys to be White was repealed, and the state support of an orphanage which would

not admit non-Whites was ended in 1881 by a State Supreme Court opinion that such sup-

port was unconstitutional because the orphanage was run by a religious order. 48

The repeal of these overtly racist laws, however, did not in fact make many

changes, particularly for Indians, until the 20th Century. The reasons for this situ-

ation appear from a look at various areas of law.

1. Voting. Apparently most Indians could not vote in Nevada until 1924 because

most of them were not held to be citizens of the United States. The 14th Amendment to

the federal Constitution made all persons citizens who were born in the United States

"subject to its jurisdiction." Since the national government maintained that the

Indians were not under the jurisdiction of the United States until the passage by Con-

gress in 1924 of a law specifically claiming jurisdiction over them, Indians did not

become United States citizens by birth on passage of the 14th Amendment. Indians could

become citizens through acts of Congress; while it is not known how many Nevada Indians

were citizens before 1924, probably few were. Further, before 1910 payment of a poll

tax was a requirement for voting in Nevada, and "uncivilized American Indians" were

exempted from payment of this tax. While there seems to have been no interpretation

of this clause by either a state court or the Attorney General before repeal of the

law linking the poll tax and voting in 1910, it is likely that county clerks regarded !
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most Indians as %nci:121:-A." at this 1-ime. Finally, there was probably simply racial

preldice against Indians to add sti another barrier to voting. A revealing indi-

cation of prel,dic: is a ine-s:-ntence opinion of the Attorney General in 1900 to a

county cierk in whi_h he asserted "that I no think half-breed Indians are entitled

to register to vote in this State, ander articie II, section 1, of the Constitution."49

2c:r1Te:,,,,: made_ a Indians :itize:ns in 1924, the Attorney General ruled in

two opinions that perE_ns, coutd esa.tish resl_dence for purposes of voting by residence

on an Indian at 17q that p- ing - p aces ccucl be established on Indian reser-

vations.5° Ne4ada newspapers reported Indians voting for the first time in 1924 and

i926.

2. Ed_JcaLiJn. 872, Indian chiilren were itgally entitled to attend public

schools, and by ,aw from the school census until 1897. But in fact,

very few Indian children admitted t'- state schools until the 1920'E, and only

some were educated in 6.-..n:)cis run oy the Bureau of Indian Affairs until well into this

century. Frcm :897 to 953, state school ,aw reflected this situation, for it required

the omission from the ann.oat school census of Indian children of school age who were

not actually attending s-hool.

There were some attempts by Indians to set up schools run by Indians but on a

White model during thr, L9tt Century. In the late 1860's, an Indian namt:d Samuel C.

Brown attempted ro a in Virginia City, but tnis effort apparently ended

when Brown was sent to the State Prison for st3aling carpenters' tools and lumber. Con-

temporary newspapers treated this attempt to introduce White education as ludicrous,

and therefore accounts of it are frustratingly vague, but there seems to be Little

doubt that some Indians in Jirginia City attempted to build a school a few years after

White conquest.51 In the 1880's, Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins, daughter of Old Winnemucca,

operated a school for Indian children at Lovelock. According to her account, she

received a great deal of opposition from local Whites.52 Schools operated by the Bur-

eau of Indian Affairs were opened at Pyramid Lake in 1878, Walker River in 1881, Duck

Valley in 1882, and McDermitt in 1886.53 The Carson School (today the Stewart Institute),

a boarding school which became the Indian school in the state with the largest



attendance, was opened in 1890. 54
For most of ne 19th Century, h2wever, Indian c'II1J-

ren in the state did not attend school at all; in 1885 it was reportel by the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction tnat 1.23 Indian children were attending school

out of a total of 1,500 between 6 and 16 in tne state, and there were only 175 en-

rolled in the KA schools in 1890.

Nevada government played a role in establishment of the Carson School. In the

late 1880's the Legislature began to memorialize Congress to establish Indian schools

in Nevada, and two Superintendents of Public Instruction actively worked toward this

end. Some of the reasons given for desiring education for Indians are indicative both

of White conceptions of the inferiority of Indians and of Indian economic roles in

White society. Superintendent of Public Instruction C. S. Young indicated in 1887,

for example, that

Our Nevada Indians should be educated. They are now an impor-
tant factor in our western civilization. They should be taught
how to work, how to make a living; should be taught the principles
underlying our government, and the duties of citizenship. .They
should be taught not only to read and write, but ;he various
trades, domestic work, ranching -- all kinds of handiwork. Then
they might be substituted for Chinese servants, or other people
foreign to our institutions and obnoxious to our American civil-
ization.55

In 1887, the Legislature authorized Ormsby County to issue bcnds in the amount of

$10,000 to acquire land and construct buildings for an Indian school in the county.

An Indian School Commission was appointed to carry out the intent of the act, and the

land and buildings were to be donated to the national government if it would agree to

operate an Indian school there. 56
In 1890, the land and buildings were turned over to

the national government and the Carson School began instruction. In 1897, the Legis-

lature donated another 38.66 acres to the school and authorized Ormsby County to sell

bonds in the amount of $8,000 to pay off indebtedness remaining from the original bond

issue. Several resolutions asking for increased support of the Indian school at Carson

City by the national government were adopted by subsequent legislatures, and in 1919

the Legislature passed a law to compel the attendance of Indian children at the school. I

Beginning in the 1920's and accelerating after the passage of the Johnson-O'Malley

Act of 1934, Indian students were admitted to the public schools and the BIA- run school!



were closed down or converted to schools attended chiefly by non-Nevada students.

Today, most Nevac ndlan children are in school, attending public schools which

receive modest sibs -dies from the national government. This has been a long process,

however, and it was nearly 60 years after the repeal of the law prohibiting their

education in the public schools before more than a few Indian children were admitted

to the state's schools.

3. Other Areas. 7n other areas, Indian law in Nevada changed little from the

19th Century until recent years.

A. Criminal Law. After 1885, the state claimed criminal jurisdiction over

Indians 11 all cases except that of an offense committed by an Indian against an Indian

on a reservation, but apparently not all the situations which might have occurred actu-

ally came before the tours or the Attorney General, and there was still some confusion

over the question. In 1915, the conviction of a White man living on the Pyramid Lake

Reservation was sustained by the State Supreme Court,57 an Attorney General's opinion

in 1925 held that the State Police could arrest either an Indian or a non-Indian on a

reservation, with the one exception provided in the 1885 act, in 1948 an Attorney Gen-

eral's opinion reaffirmed this, and in 1950 the Attorney General ruled that state gaze

wardens could arrest non-Indians on the Pyramid Lake Reservation and upheld the validity

of hunting, fishing and boating regulations enacted by the Pyramid Lake Tribe. However,

also in 1950, the Attorney General ruled that "'a State cannot enforce its fish and

game laws within the domain of an Indian reservation situated within the boundaries of

the State'"58 and in 1948 the Attorney General had ruled that the State Athletic Com-

mission had no jurisdiction over athletic contests held on an Indian reservation.59

To further confuse the situation, Congress did not give its consent to state

jurisdiction of the wide sort claimed by Nevada in 1885 until 1953. The Legislature

essentially reenacted the 1885 law in 1953, but before passage of the Congressional

act, and therefore was forced to reenact the law in 1955. Since 1955, the state has

assumed both criminal and civil jurisdiction over reservations not excluded by action

of the Governor in 1955. (There is no provision for excluding reservations after 1955.)

Three of the four largest reservations, by population, are excluded from State



jurisdiction.
Co

Th Nevada law does not l=rovide for consultation with Indians, througn

tribal councils or otherwise, and therefore is in conflict with a 1968 re-:vision f the

1953 Congressional Act, which allows state jurisdiction only "With the consent of the

tribe occupying the particular Indian country or part thereof which would be affected

by such assumption."
61

Opinions of the Attorney General since 1953 also indicate_ con-

siderable confusion about the effect of the 1953 Act and Nevada's 1955 law.

In recent years there have been differences of opinion between state officials

and tribal councils over whether state law applies to Indian reservations in partic-

ular c?ses. The Pyramid Lake Tribal Council, for example, protested a Governor's

executive order closing the part of the Truckee River which runs through their reser-

vation to fishing for several months in 1972, and asserted that the order did not apply

on the reservation. 62

B. Fish and Game Laws. A number of statutes applying to Indians provided

1a1 rules for Indian fishing. In 1911, a law allowed fish or game wardens to ask

for assistance of private persons to enforce fish and game laws against Indians if the

Indians "shall be in such numbers as to be beyond the reasonable power" of the warden

to control, or in case of forcible resistance to the enforcement. . ." of the law.
63

In 1923, however, the Legislature passed a law granting free fishing and hunting licen-

ses to Indians,
64

and this and subsequent legislatures until 1955 passed Ific allowing

Indians to sell fish caught in Pyramid, Walker, and Winnemucca Lakes. Beginning in

1933, the Legislature provided special fishing seasons for Indians fishing in Pyramid ;

and Walker Lakes.

C. Alcohol. Laws prohibiting the sale of alcohol to Indians were continued

until recent years. Penalties were increased or decreased several times during the

19th and 20th Centuries, and in 1903 the law was changed to require the turning over

to national authorities of anyone apprehended selling liquor to an Indian who was a

ward of the government.

Curiously, while the Legislature in 1905 asked Congress to change national law to

make it illegal for Indians to purchase alcoholic beverages, the state szitute itself

was never changed to make it criminal for Indians to buy such beverages. In 1915,
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however, it was made illegal for an Indian to solicit anyone to purchase "intoxicating

liquor."

D. Peyote. Beginning in 1917, Nevada law attempted to prohibit the sale of

peyote in the state, although in a confused manner. In that year, it was made illegal

to sell or offer to sell "anhalonium (peyote or mescal button)" except by prescription.6

Evidently the lawmakers thought peyote and mescal were the same.

E. Anti-Miscegenation. In 1919, the anti-miscegenation statute was amended

to exclude Indians from the marriage section but nit the fornication section. After

1919, it was legal for a White person to marry an Indian but not to cohabit with an

Indian. In 1921, a White man apparently married an Indian woman with whom he had been

living with the hope that this would result in the dismissal of criminal charges which

had been brought against him for alleged violation of the anti-miscegenation law. How-

ever, "After the ceremony Assistant District Attorney Harlin Heward announced that it

would have no effect on the prosecution of the charge and that his office would proceed

with the case just the same'66 The outcome of the trial is not known.

F. Pro-Indian Resolutions. In a rumber of cases in the late 19th Century and

the first part of t 20th Century, the Legislature adopted resolutions asking aid from

the national governmmt for Nevada Indians; in some cases, these requests involved bene-

fits to Whites as well. In the 1870's and 1880's, for example, the Legislature adopter'

numerous resolutions and even some laws to try to fait the c'u:rping of sawdust into the

Truckee River by sawmills in California. At one point, Governor L. R. Bradley visit-d

the mouth of the river at Pyramid Lake and reported that "the river is closed by an

impenetrable barrier" of sawdust "at least a half-mile in length, three hundred yards

in breadth and three feet in depth.
67

In the early 1890's, the California Fish and

Game Commission stopped the pollution of the river by sawdust, and these resolutions

stopped.

In 1909, after the building of Derby Dam across the Truckee River, the Legislature

asked Congress to provide fish ladders at the dam, to prevent the extinctiun of fish in

Pyramid Lake and along the Truckee. In the 1920's the Legislature asked Congress to

establish fish hatcheries at Pyramid and Walker Lakes. In 1913 and 1915 it requested
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Congressional aid for the Washos, and in 1925 it requested better medical services

for Nevada Indians. During the 1930's and in 1'2,41, the Legislature repeatedly requested

Congress to provide for destitute Indians and/or assume all costs of various kinds of

public assistance for Indians in the state.

G. Pyramid Lake Squatters. Finally, in 1937, the Legislature supported

White squatters upon the Pyramid Lake Reservation, who were resisting paying for the

lands they were farming, although these had never legally been removed from the reser-

vation. (See the article by Faun Mortara in this volume.)

IV. The Modern Period: An Anti-Racist Stance

Beginning roughly in the 1940's, the Legislature began to repeal the remaining

racist laws and to enact laws against non-discrimination and other statutes which

favored non-White groups, especially Indians.

It has been pointed out that 19th Century Nevada law failed to recognize in any

way the validity of Indian values and customs which might differ from those of the

dominant society or to recognize that Indian tribal councils have any lawmaking power.

The latter point is still not recognized, but several statutes have acknowledged Indian

cultural differences. In 1943 and 1945, the Legislature passed laws recognizing Indian

marriages as legal; that is, persons could be recognizci as legally married under dif-

ferent rules than the general rules if they were Indians. For example, no marriage

license or specific ceremuly is required. In 1969, the State Supreme Court, basing its

decision partly on expert testimony by anthropologist Warren d'Azevedo, upheld the

validity of these laws and interpreted them broadly; the statutory requirement of regis-

tration of the marriage, for example, was held not to be mandatory. 68
The partial

recognition of Indian cultural differences provided by these laws has had the effect of

confusing the situation somewhat, however, tacause it is only partial. In a memorandum

prepared for proceedings in the Ponina case, Prof. Sven Liljeblad of Idaho State Uni-

versity pointed out that the effect of the state recognition of the validity of Indian

marriage in this instance was to require rules for inheritance of the property of the

couple which were at variance with aboriginal customs: "'Indian marriage' and Indian

inheritance rules are compatible; 'Indian marriage' and modern probate procedures are



not rompatl. ."

In 196(,, after h-_-ari t,:stic;ony from Prof. d'Azevedo and Inaian peyotists, tne

Legislature specifica_iy exemptcd peyote from the list of hallucinogenic drugs whose

use is forbidden by taw; in , this statute was changed to exempt peyote only when

it is "used as the sacrament in religious rites cf any bona fide religious organiza-

tion.- tt this is .he repeal of the ban on the sale of alcoholic beverages

to Indians; in 1945 the Legislature asked Congress to repeal the national law, and in

i947 the 4ao -47a -d.

Beginning in 1953, legislatures passed laws designed to protect historic or pre-

historic ar7ifacts oc oire:, imuaing those of Indian origin. Excavation or collec-

tion of Indian artifaci::-, )n public lands is now Jegat only if a permit has been issued

by the State Museum, with some ,,xceptions.

The Legislature has recent...3T supported efforts to preserve Indian arts and crafts.

In 1945, the Legislature appropriated $1,500 to purchase a collection of baskets made

by the famed baskornake: Dat-So-La-Lee, in !97i $L0,000 was ai_propriated to pur-

chase the artifact coliection of R. F. Perkins at the Lost City Museum in Clark County,

if $90,000 could be raised i private contributions, and in 1967 a law was passed to

prohibit the sale of "imltation Indian art or craft articles" not so iabeied.
70

In 1955, the Legislature passed a resoLution opposing the policy of "terminating"

Indian groups, and repeated this action in 1960 and 1961.

In 1965, the Indian Affairs Commission was created, as the first state agency spe-

cifically concerned .;jth Indian affairs. At least three of the seven members of the

Commission must be Indian., and in prc.:tice the Chairman of the Commission has been

Indian since it was created. The Commission has a small staff, headed by an Executive

Director, and has not been given important functions, but it does serve as a spokesman

for Indians within the state government. The Executive Director has been Indian from

1965 to date.

In 1961 a law was passed to prohibit mechanical harvesting of pin nuts, with the

specific statement that this was partly designed to protect a source of food for exis-

ting Indians. In 1969, the Legislature asked the Bureau of Land Management to exempt



Indians from a regulation limiting the fr,:- narvesting of pinon nuts to 25 pounds per

person, and in 19(9 Indians were exerrptecl from a 1937 law prohibiting the picking or

destruction of wild plants if the Indians were gathering plants for their own use. In
19(9 the Legislature amended a law allowing public agencies priority in purchasing sur-

plus equipment from the Highway Department to include Indian tribal councils as agencies

eligible for such purchases, and in 1971 this statute was amended to permit donation of

such surplus equipment to the Indian Affairs Commission for use by Indians if no other

public agency wished to buy such equipment.

Indians were also affected by the enactment of prohibitions on racial discriminatic
.

In 1959, the Legislature prohibited discrimination on a racial basis in employment by

all public agencies in the state, and passed two minor elaborations of this policy in

1963 and 1967. The 1959 Legislature also prohibited racial discrimination by contractor

performing work for public agencies, and the 1960 Legislature passed a law prohibiting

racial discrimination in apprenticeship programs.

In 1961, the Nevada Commission on Equal Rights of Citizens was created. Though it

lacked enforcement powers, initially, the Commission was charged with carrying out the

Legislature's stated "public policy . . . to foster the right of all persons reasonably

to seek, obtain and hold employment and housing accommodations, and reasonably to seek

and be granted services in places of public accommodation without discrimination, dis-

tinction or restriction because of race, religious creed, color, national origin or

ancestry. 71

In 1965, laws prohibiting racial discrimination in most public accommodations and

in employment were passed, and the Equal Rights Commission was given the duty of enforc-

ing these laws. In 1971, the public accommodations law was extended to cover practically

all such businesses, and a fair housing law, also administered by the Equal Rights Com-

mission, was adopted. Although these major anti-d scrimination statutes since 1965 were ,

adopted primarily to deal with discrimination against Blacks, and it is not clear that

they have had major impact even on discrimination against this group, they also apply to

American Indians and undoubtedly have had some effect on White discrimination against

Indians. There needs to be a survey of existing discrimination against Indians, but



it seems likely that denial of public accommodations, employment, and housing to Indians

on a racial basis is a relatively minor problem today.

V. Remaining Issues

In most respects, the 19th Century pattern of racist laws in Nevada has been

reversed; instead cf laws discriminating against non-Whites, there are now a nl.imber of

Laws against such discrimination. Nevada's legal system can still be charged with

racism, however, for several reasons.

First, some racist Jaws still remain. Of most importance to American Indians

today is that Nevada law still does not recognize aboriginal property rights, a fact

of current reLe-ance because some resources still remain to be taken from them and may

be taken 'because of the absence of adequate legal protection for their property rights.

Water rights are the most important area involved in questions of this sort, and the

fate of Pyramid Lake has become a nationwide symbol of the continuing conflict between

Indians and Whites. Pyramid Lake, which lies completely within the Pyram-a Lake Reser-

vation, is drying up because of diversions of water by the Truckee-Carson Irrigation

District and other upstream users, for irrigation, recreation, and wildlife purposes.

The Indians, in attempting to preserve their lake, are faced with two sets of problems.

First, some of the White diversions are illegal even under existing laws; the use of

Truckee water to maintain Lake Lahontan for recreational purposes and to maintain ild-

life refuges, for example, is not authorized under existing law. The first problem of

the Indians, then, is to secure enforcement of existing law; it is obvious that this is

a problem only because Indians are involved. As a White friend of the Indians said in

1964, "'If this property had been owned by six hundred white stockholders in an irri-

gation company, would this property have been taken without compensation, or at all? "'72

Second, the Indians need to secure a clear statement of their legal rights to

enough water to maintain the present level of Pyramid Lake and its fisheries. There is

no basis in state water law or which this can be done, but the Indians can rely on a

national principle of law known as the Winters Doctrine. The United States Supreme

Court has ruled in a number of cases since 1908 that the national government, when at

established reservations for Indians, intended to preserve the water resources these



reservations need, for future as well as pre set purp:ses. 73 Whilc the Indians c[)nrict

assert constitutional right on their own, they can insist that the national gov,rnment

obey the law by protecting tneir water rts a.: established by the Winters Doctrity,.

Th- compleities of the Pyramid Lak,- contp3versy cannot be gone into h,r t

but it is important to realize that the Indians would clearly be forced to see thtir

lake dry up if only state law were involved. The failure to change 19th Century water

laws, in ethe words, still `enormous l_mp.)rtanct- in threatening current deprivations

of Indian rights.

2. Second, there is the difficult question of the extent to which Nevada law

should recognit Indian communities as entitled to have their own, separate values and

their own legal systems. In other words, this is a question of the extent to which

pluralism in the sense of parallel institutions for different racial groups will be per-

mitted by state law. At the momnt, as has been noted above, White law recognizes the

validity of Indian marriages and of peyote use in Indian religious ceremonie but has

not gone beyond this. This question is one, of great complexity, and there will be no

attempt to deal with it fully here, but several aspects of the question require comment.

It seems to me racist for the question of the degree to which pluralism is to exist to

be determined solely by the White community. Only if decisions about the relationships

between two or more racial groups are made freely and voluntarily by all the groups can

racism be avoided. It is clear that Indian groups still do not have sufficient power

to have genuinely free choice on this question to a significant degree.

3. A final aspect of the legal position of Indians in Nevada society is the ques-

tion of superiority-inferiori-:y. At present American Indians are the poorest ethnic

group in the country, and this poverty is a direct result of the conquest of Indians by

Whites and the destruction of resources previously owned and used by Indians. The

gilesLion is conplex and cannot be dealt with fully here, but again several comments can-

not be avoided. The material standard of living in aboriginal times of many Indian

groups, notably those of the Great Basin, was simple and would have been considered to

be at a poverty level by most Whites. It seems improbable that the concept of poverty

can applied to these societies, however, at least e long as starvation was not



present. If Nevada Indians chose to live in an oboriginal fashion today and if 1-2S

were possibl-, lt inappropriate to regard persons living in this way as

poor. However, it is tiious that very few, if any, Nevada Indians can live tDday

a strictly aboriginal fashion; the resources left to them are too few to supp:rt rlry

than a few people living as Nevada Indians lived in 1850. Beyond this, it is also ob-

vious that most Nevada Indians have developed a desire for at least the basic material

aspects of modern White society; probably most present-day Nevada Indians would con-

sider themseiw-s po:r if they lived by strictly aboriginal standards. In short,

whether they are traditionalists or adopt a viewpoint modified by contact with White

society, a gr-at deal of poverty is the lot of Nevada Indian groups, because of deci-

sions made by White society. (As illustrations, the allotment of the Walker River

Reservation resulted in average land holdings of less than 20 acres per' household, the

Orr Ditch Decree allocated water for irrigation to Indian farmers at Pyramid Lake on

the basis of water for five acres per household, and the papers in this volume on Rye

:a a , is

became farmers, had far less land per household than the average White farmer.)

In short, a non-racist society, with respect ,c American Indian-White relation-

ships, seems to me to require that Indians be allowed enough power to make their own

decisions on the question of pluralism, but also that the resulting -iatterns rot sys-

tematically condemn a large propo n of Indians to poverty against their will. alt

law can still be considered racist as long as it contributes to frustration of these

goals.
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INDIAN TRIRAI, GOVERNTalTS IN NEVADA
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The Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 was an important result of a major shift

in government policy towards Indians. Some discussions of this can be found in the

anthropolutjcal literature.' Spicer (1962) attributes the new policy to a change in

the way the acculturation process was viewed--in that the Indian community rather than

the individual was seen as the most effective agent of change. The object was politica_

and economic assimilation, but efforts were to be directed towards the tribe or reser-

vation rather than towards the individual or family as in the past. Others have sug-

gested that the policy shift was also based on the discrediting of naive 19th century

racism and ethnocentrism. Attempts to force change in religion, language and family

patterns were thus being abandoned in favor of directing change towards political assim-

ilation and economic self-sufficiency. In fact, the Indian Bureau's most obvious

attempts to repress native religious expression did cease with the Collier administratic

and attempts were made to encourage retention of native languages and art forms. More

of the government's Indian program was directed toward economic development and, espe-

cially beginning with the Economic Opportunity program, there was an increased tendency

to seek economic solutions for what had been long recognized by Indians at least to be

economic problems.

The attention of a number of Indian political activists has focused in recent

years on tribal councils and in general upon the provisions of the Indian Reorganiza-

tion Act (IRA) (Costo 1970; Deloria 1970, 1971). Although councils are vulnerable to

the charge of Bureau domination and therefore subject to the criticisms leveled at the

B.I.A., many activists have pointed out the potential of these tribal governments and

corporations for preserving the Indian land base and distinctive features of tribal

life. It is also possible that effective defense of the tribal land base through tribal

governments would lessen dependence upon the Indian Bureau, which is generally recog-

nized, for all its imperfections, to be the only government agency committed to tl-e

defense of Indian land (Cahn 1969).
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It would seem then that a study of tribal councils organized under the I.R.A.

provisions would contribute to an understanding of directed culture change. Relatively

little has appeared in print,
2

particularly for Nevada reservations and colonies, and

therefore some of the findings of a recent study conducted by Inter-Tribal Council of

Nevada are summarized here.3

Nearly every colony and reservation in Nevada has a governing body formally organ-

ized under the provisions of the I.R.A., which empowered local native groups to incor-

porate, adopt constitutions and by-laws, and elect a tribal or business council. These

councils were specifically empowered to negotiate with federal, state or local govern-

ments, but no other formal links to state and local governments were provided and link-

age with the federal government was clearly channeled through the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. This is in contrast to other forms of local governments in the United States.

Large sections of the Revised Statutes of Nevada, for example, deal with counties,

cities, and unincorporated villages. Powers of the state are formally extended to or

specifically restricted from these governmental units. Procedures are spelled out in

detail. The only recognition of Indian tribal governments in Nevada state law consists

of three relatively minor and quite recent statutes (E. Tiusco 1973). As far as Nevada

law is concerned, tribal councils probably more closely resemble property owners' asso-

ciations than -ocal governments.'

In general, Nevada tribal councils are organized on a reservation or colony-wide

basis, but there are two broader organizations that have incorporated on a tribal basis.

The Washo Tribal Council, one of the first to organize and incorporate, had its con-

stitution and by-laws approved January 24, 1936. The Washo Tribal Council embraces all

members of the Washc Tribe in Nevada and California and has three sub-councils under

it. The Carson Colony Community Council, the Dresslerville Community Council and the

Woodfords Community Council, governing bodies of the three communities with predomin-

antly '4asho population, are sub-councils of the Washo Tribal Council. In addition, a

large number of Washo live on the Reno-Sparks Indian Colony and are represented and

governed oy the Washo Tribal Council. The Te-Moak Western Shoshone Council, under a

constitution and charter approved Aug. 24, 1938, is the governing body for those



Shoshones living on the South Fork Reservation, Odgers Ranch and Ruby Valley, and on

the Elko Colony. Under the Te-Moak Western Shoshone Council are two local sub-councils,

Elko Colony Council and South Fork Community Council.

The other colonies and reservations in the state are organized on a local basis,

the majority of them formally (under the provisions of the I.R.A.). Seventeen of the

twenty-four tribal organizations it the state were formally organized and recognized

within eight years after the passage of the act and thus have had three decades of

local self-government and community political activity under its provisions. Six were

organized in the last decade and one has not gone through the process of formal organ-

ization. In addition reservation and colony residents throughout the state have

special-purpose groups and committees both under and independent of tribal councils.

The form and powers of Nevada tribal governments vary only slightly from one com-

munity to another. The provisions of the I.R.A. spell out the functions in great detai2

and prescribe the general form, and in addition the Bureau of Indian Affairs was given

the responsibility of providing counsel to the local tribal groups during the prepara-

tion of constitution, charter and by-laws. There are nonetheless fairly significant

differences. Some of the constitutions provide explicit guarantees of certain rights

to individuals, some provide for recall, referendum and/or initiative. Constitutions,

charters, and by-laws for six tribal organizations were examined during an 1:kLreseard

project. (Two of the target communities had not formally organized.) Two of these pro-

vided a bill of rights; three provided for recall; two for\referendum and one for ini-

tiative. Only one, the Constitution for the Washc Tribal Council, one of the first

approved in Nevada, has all four of these provisions.

The responsibilities and powers of local councils vary slightly from council to

council. In general, they are responsible for the resources of the tribe and to tribal

members; they assign lands tr, individuals and see that they are properly cared for.

Constitutions and by-laws commit the councils to an interest in the economic and social

welfare of the members of the tribe and to fostering programs which will improve con- I

ditions on the reservation or colony. _All acts of the councils must be within the

guidelines of the constitution and by-laws, and must be approved by the B.I.A. In

I



addition, all decisions invoiving either reservation resources or agreements with off-

reservation organizations or individuals must be approved by the Secretary cf the

Interior through the B.I.A. The Bureau acts as counselor on matters pertaining to

tribal_ government and resource development.

In November, 1963, deiegates from six tribal councils adopted the Constitution

and By-Laws of the Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada. This was the culmination of meet-

ings and discussions held over the previous five or six years (Dressier n.d.; Forbes

1967). Membership in this co.lmil is open to all recognized Indian tribal groups in

the state. Since that time 19 of the 24 tribal councils in the state have joined Inter-

Tribal Council and have representatives on its Executive Board.

The Inter- Tribal Council, prohibited by its constitution from interfering in local

council affairs, is charged with protecting the rights, preserving the heritage and

promoting the welfare of the Indians of Nevada. It is responsible to its member or-

ganizations and has no formai relationship to the B.I.A.

The Executive Board is the political and administrative arm of the total organi-

zation, responsible for all programs and actively concerned with national and state

policy affecting Indians. With funds from the Office of Economic Opportunity, the

Board hired an Executive Director in 1965. At the 1972 annual meeting, the Director

reported that Inter-Tribal Council (usually referred to as I.T.C.) was administering

$2,551,032, largely in federal funds. With a staff of 85 including the Director,

deputy director, accountant, editor of the Native Nevadan (a monthly newspaper pub-

lished by I.T.C.), program directors, clerical personnel and a large staff of field or

outreach workers, I.T.C. has become the largest single employer of Indian people in

the state.

The new statewide inter-tribal organization also did not establish formal linkage

with the state or federal government. 1,,u goals to "improve communications . . . be-

tween Indians and non-Indians" and to enable Indians "to participate more fully . . .

in the institutions of free government in the State and communities in which they

live" (I.T.C. Newsletter 1964), suggest the recognition of a need for such linkages,

however. The federal programs administered by I.T.C. establish a direct link with the



federal government which bypasses tne Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Ti,,2Ftadj:u:ie ly I.T.C. in 1970 (Dressler and M. Rusco 1971) found that linkage

be:,ween tribal councils, Inter-Tribal Council and certain local and state agencies has

developed informally over the years and that use has been made of the power to negotiate.

Findings also suggest a trend towards increased willingness on the part of Nevada In-

dians to participate in state and loyal politics and an active involvement with tribal

and inter-tribal politics. In each of the eight colonies and reservations included in

this study, some state, county or city agencies regularly channelled cm.lunications to

colony or reservation members throujh the triba'. governments. This was usually an

informal policy of specific individuals -- a social worker, sheriff, county extension

agent, or fire chief who routinely attended the tribal council meeting or informed coun-

cil members or the chairman of a special committee when he had information to dissem-

inate to the Indian community. Some governmental agencies -- usually state send press

releases to the Native Nevadan. Local agencies more often have notices posted on

tribal council bulletin boards.

This was not found to be the practice of all -- or even most -- governmental agen-

,ies, nowever. Our study indicated that a more common method of disseminating infor-

mation on reservations is by word-of-mouth, often referred to as the "moccasin tele-

graph." There was at least some indication that agencies which used tribal government

channels were more successful in communicating with tribal people than those which

relied on the word-of-mouth method. Colony and reservation residents were asced how

they got information about government programs or policies or services. Word-of-mouth

was often mentioned as a source of information, but in general less often than official

tribal government sources (meetings, council members, Native Nevadan, I.T.C. staff).

One question asked informants to indicate how frequently they consulted various infor-

mation sources, and tribal government channels ranked consistently highest. Other

(non-tribal) meetings ranked relatively high, the B.I. P significantly lower, other

sovernment agencies lower still and Indian and non-Indian individuals the lowest of

all.

Mbst of the non-Indian informants, who were selected to include those non-Indians I



who ccme :ontac- in their judged word-of-mouth cc e

-a7 ociony or reservatii 4!an'n residents. 1:; :nem 'ndi-

cat--d 1-.,at n: 1 diss-minate information in the Indian e-)mm.inity they would

tell an Ind:an -r-y r: n; an 'n:y were confide.it word would "get around."

As a part of -ne pr"leot the staff identified a group of Indians and non- Indians

in the targe- app t-ared to be m-:..3t ac:le to assume a eading role in cooper-

aI %/i -f_f ,r: we,n -n- re3er,a-ion and the surrounding non -Indian con amity. They

were or responses t interviews and on trIF, responses of

other local informants and the observations of Staff members The non-Indians, with

few exceptions , .;z-,Je-umnt empoyees whose work required them to communicate reg-

ularly with c.m:Dny or reservation residents. Their responses to questions about how

they communicate win 71-:-"t'cl-3 of the Indian c=unity were significantly different from

the non-Indian same .e as a whole.

For example, they reputed reading the Native Negadan regularly, compared to 56

perc':n7: at tri; ron-=ndians inTer-AEwed; ail were familiar with local tribal organ-

ization many of them having attended council or I.T.C. meetings), compared to 68 per-

cent of the total non-Indian all knew local tribal leaders by name, compared

to 65 percent of all non-Ind_ans interviewed.

In addition to using tribal_ government channels of communication, some of these

agency personnel work with oganizatfons or committees with Indian and non-Indian

members.

Limited as these practices are compared to the formal relationships of city govern-

ments to counties or states, they dc pro,Ilde the basis for some cooperative activities

and appear to provide more effective delivery of golicrnmental services to the reser-

vations and colonies than are provided by those agencies which have not established

these

Participation of the reservation people in predominantly non-Indian organizations

was found to be relatively rare and usually limited to Christian or Mormon church atten-

dance. However, participation in politics -- at least to the extent of voting -- was

greater than expected. The study ',:o,leight areas, Indians are interested in



and vote in 'tribal, local, state and national elections. The greatest number, per-

cent, reported participation in tribal politics; voting in national, state and local

elections was reported by from 31-37 percent of tilt Indian informants. Although Indian

turn-out at the polls is probably somewhat lower than the state's population as a whole

(E. Rusco 1966), Nevada politicians are clearly sensitive to the "Indian vote." Polit-

ical ads and announcements appear in the Native Nevadan, particularly near elections,

and general meetings attract a fair number of high elected officials.

An interesting point about Nevada Indian political activity is the large number

of women who participate. Only one of the ten councils involved in our survey (eight

local and two tribal) did not have women serving as members at the beginning of the

pilot project year -- and that council had two women elected to it in an election held

a few months later. Female involvement is more than token. At the time of our study,

three of the eight local councils had three or four female members each out of from

five to eight total members and all eight had female officers. Four councils had women

serving as vice-chairmen and one had a woman as chairman. Findings of our survey cor-

roborate the high level of female political participation. Voting in national, state,

local and tribal elections is as common for women as for men, and of the 28 respondents

who reported participation in political organizations, service clubs, or committees, 27

are women.

The study yielded some data on political values held by the target area populations.

Over 50 percent of the total Indian sample expressed a strongly-held value of political

participation. An even greater number (72 percent) indicated that they were optimistic

that desired changes and solutions to social problems could take place through the mu-

tual involvement of Indians and non-Indians in their area. There was no reluctance to

suggest the names of individuals, both Indian and non-Indian, whom they judged to be

capable of active participation in such a joint effort.

Local councils were subjected to greater criticism than any other agency -- 33

percent expressed dissatisfaction with their tribal councils. A variety of complaints I

were expressed, including charges that the Council is family- or clique-dominated, or

too tradition-bound, has too close ties with the B.I.A., or limits the participation I



of ,'our pebp_Le. A plausible interpretation of tnis cri'icism, whn it is ccnzidred

with the frequently expressed belief that "everyone should be involved in triLai

affairs," is that it is a facet of the va.ue placed on political participaticn, of

the importance of councils and of the potential effectiveness of expressed criticism

in bringing about change.

These limited data suggest that tribal governments in Nevada play a significant

role in the delivery of services (especially governmental) to the Indian people.

This is probably espe2ia_dy true for the past seven years since the Inter-Tribai Coun-

cil began to administer directly various governmental programs. Links with other

local and state governmental agencies have improved communication and apparently led

to better delivery of services.

A study of the historical development of these tribal governments, their role in

economic development, community welfare, and defense of tribal assets, might offer a

better assessment of the process of directed culture change as well as an evaluation

of this institution as an agent for political and economic adaptation which could pre-

serve ethnic identity and those features of tribal culture most hig:-.1y valued by the

Indian people.

FOOTNOTES

Griffith Durham, research assistant on the 1.roject, made a substantial contrib-
ution to the part of the research on which this raper is based.

1. For example, see EMbree (1949), Dobyns (1965), Forbes (1969), Levine and Lurie
(1965), Provinse et al (1954), Spicer (1962), and Wax (1971).

2. The Washo Tribal Council is briefly discussed by Downs (1961, 1966) and dealt
with substantially by Mordy (n.d.). The Council at Duckwater is discussed briefly
by Harris (1940); Forbes (1966) discusses Nevada tribal governments in slightly
greater detail. Work in various stages of preparation on several Nevada tribal
groups is expected to contribute more to this topic.

3. This study was part of an action research/community organization project supported
in part by the Social and Rehabilitation Service, Research Grant No. RD-2793-G-PG,
Division of Research and Demonstration Grants, Social and Rehabilitation Service,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C.:

"Pilot Project to Develop Methods of Community Organization and Information
Systems Which Will Contribute Toward the Social and Vocational Rehabilitation of
Indians Handicapped by Economic, Cultural and Social Deprivation."
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John H. l.ressier, 1.1.C.; Prcgram Dev-.Loper: Mary Ruses,Univer. vada, itnt_ioLlgist: Warren Pk:eyed°, University
of N :;:,no; Pr- ElTam 17.onsultant: ELain- ,:altroek, EP-1 Warr,n School of Public
Hoaltn, rsity of California,

Fir id r=,searc,-. inc_Lndel a cf int,rv1==ws conducted e.IgLt rservations
and C'O.L:di, and n-arby non-Indian comaruLities and participant observation -- partic-
uiarly attenianc- at tribal councl-, c,,mmitte., and 1.T.C. metinzs Ly staff members
during the project year. Local Indian interviewers, trained and supervised by the
project staff, conducted most cf the interviews on colonies and reservations.
In .p.,:merai, tnesu and Indian staff memi,ers interviewed Indian informants, and non-
Indian staff nits.Lcrs interviewed non - Indian informar:ts.
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COMMENTS ON THE PAPERS

The rest of this volume consists of comments on the papers by four persons.

Warren Emm and Leah Manning are Nevada Indians who attended the symposium and partici-

pated in a very useful discussion with the authors of the papers and others present.

Unfortunately, the transcript of this discussion is too long for publication in its

entirety, but some of their comments have been selected for inclusion here. Mr. Emm

is a graduate of the School of Law of the University of New Mexico, and has been a

rancher and school teacher. Ms. Manning has been a teacher and has been employed in

a number of positions in which she has worked with Nevada Indian people. Warren

d'Azevedo, of the Thiversity of Nevada, Reno, and Joseph Jorgensen of the Jniversity

of Michigan, are anthropologists who have done extensive research on Indian life in the

Great Basin.
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COMIENTS BY WARFE1:

In trying to identify myself as an Indial, I have tried to do some research to

find out who we are. In doing this, I read the Cherokee cases -- Worcester v. Georgia

and others. And in them I think you find the basic policies that have been handed

down since the coming of the White man. You find out from these cases that Indian

policy is pretty much the same today. I think it is a matter of power. Previous to

Columbus' landing, we had all the power, basically. This was the situation with the

Cherokees; in the Treaty of Hopewell it was basically stated that the Cherokee Nation

was a sovereign state or a sovereign nation, and they could form treaties. And so the

treaty situation evolved. The United States government found this an instrument to

use in dealing with Indian peoples. But, it finally got to the point where power

shifted to the other side.

There is an area I am researching now which might be interesting to some of you.

In the Confederated Ute Case, it developed that there is a federal statute that says

that any lands that the federal government has designated as public domain and which

have not been turned over to private persons, can be reclaimed by the Indians. It's a

strong statute, and Colorado got special legislation to get exempted from it because it

would involve some of the choice land in Colorado. Maybe this law applies in Nevada.

Maybe we can claim some of the land that we used to own. We can go back to some of

the early documents. For instance, take the Reese River area out in central Nevada.

There's documentation to the effect that the chief said that "All of these lands are

ours." He was standing on the biggest peak in the area when he said this. They have

4,000 acres on the bottom of the valley floor at the present time. Maybe they can

claim a lot of Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service land.

I'd like to comment on the Pyramid Lake situation. Let's speak of it in terms of

property. If we follow the concept of free enterprise, which we pretend to do, we're

capitalists, supposedly. Each one is trying to get ahead and trying to get all the

property he can and so on. It's really good until you start taking it without
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compensation, and tnen it becomes a question f cower. You have that same situation in

the Pyram1-1 Lak,-_ case. You have the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District sitting there

saying: "Okay, God sent this water from the nountains and it's coming down here for us

to use." Really, whose property is it? If you go by the system as it is established,

under the Winters Doctrine, the Pyramid Lake Reservation owns tne water, basically, to

irrigate alp if the land that's irrigable on the Reservation. You can figure out how

much water belongs to the Reservation by the number of acres that are irrigable.

But the whole system that we talk about, that we use, is a system of power. I'd

venture to say that Pyramid Lake is going to dry up just like Winnemucca Lake. I hate to

see it, but what are 300 Indians going to do against a quarter of a million people in th

western part of Nevada?

It seems to me that the system that we talk about is really not a system for all th,

people. It is a system for the majority, for the people who have power. And I would say,

that the Indians would be in the same situation if they had the upper hand. I think it'

a matter of numbers and power; this is the crux of the whole problem.

There is talk about Indians using the system. I don't like the system for one

reason; it's based on power. If I can't get what I want here, I can come in here and I

can threaten you with burning down this building and ask you for a certain amount of

money. I can extort maybe $10,000 from you because you want to save your building. Tha'

system isn't acceptable to me. It seems to me that we ought to base it on justice and

equity. And if we're going to live by the Constitution of the Uni,;ed States then we

ought to respect everybody's rights and property and everything else under that Consti-

tution. Society and Congress have the obligation-to protect the rights of the Indians,

and not only the Indians but all minorities, all people as far as that goes. But, I

don't think they're doing this.



COMMENTS BY LEAH MANNING

One of the first things that came to my mind after hearing the papers and com-

ments from the audience was that the status of Indians in Nevada has changed from the

tine that I was a little girl. Then, people didn't want to be Indians because of the

discrimination and the prejudice. And now, in 1972, people are proud to be speaking

up as Indians and other people who were never known as Indians are saying they are

part-Indian. The children are becoming more verbal and are participating in schools

even though they are still having some problems in public schools with Indian partici-

pation in some areas.

I was the first Indian allowed to o to school in the public schools of Nevada,

because everybody had to go to boarding school when I was young. P' aunt, who was my

second mother, who raised me, was working for a Dr. Hood, who was very influential in

Reno at that time, and he helped her to keep us at home, rather than sending us away,

as she said, "at a crucial time when families needed to be together rather than separated

for nine years or so." Until I was orphaned, I went to school in the Reno public schools,

walking back and forth to the Indian Colony every day and going to school on the west

side of Reno. And when she died, I went to an Indian High School and Junior College in

Oklahoma, and back to New York for the last two years. As a teacher, I always wanted to

come back to Nevada, and this is where I came to teach at the public school at Owyhee,

which had mostly Indian students.

I was hired as a secondary education teacher. But, because this was my first year

of teaching, they said they were sure I couldn't handle this position. So, they created

a job as a first grade teacher with the non-English speaking students, since I still

retained my language, Paiute, and could understand Shoshone.

Later I went to graduate school in Chicago, in social work, until my husband-to-be

came back; then I married before I got my master's degree. So, I came back 20 years

later to the University of Utah to get my master's degree, not because I wanted to go

to school so much as that no one would listen to you unless you had that behind your

name.
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since t.1:2-1, teen in social work in Nevada. We set up the first inter-?ribal

Council agehcy to op>rate the Indian general assistance program. We contracteA A'itr

bureau cf Indian Affairs :nd set up an agency with a staff of ten pe.opie, most_Ly Niada

Indian peop_Le. We couldn't get another Nevada person with a mastf's, so we havi a

Cherokee in thf,re, who is now directing t,-!e program. After the program was set up, I

had to move back to t:ie Bureau of Indian Affairs, at Stewart.

I should make some comments about voting. Many Nevada Indian people, especially

traditional Indians, are suspicious about voting. Then, too, voting does not have the

same connotation as it does for Whites. For instance, at one time on our reservation

there was a petition circulated critical of the principal of the school. So, the In-

dian p,,,opie went around and got all these names that were required to petition to bring

the matter to the council's attention. Well then, the principal got Someone on his sta

or somebody in his friendship circle, to go around to their relatives, and they had the

same amount of petitioners on that one as they did on the original petition, because of

kinship. People feel they have to stand together with their family. They don't have

the same connotation about voting and this kind of thing as you do, because it's kin-

ship-based.

This has been true for a long time. The three different tribes in Nevada -- Paiut,,

Shoshone, and Washoe -- were not very closely united, because of the kinship groups.

Nevada Indians were more loyal to their band than they were to a tribe, even though

other tribal members lived close by. This is still true today; their loyalty is with

their kin, wherever they may be living.

Another thing abort voting is important. The Indians used to require a unanimous

vote. (Even the women spoke; although they were not on the council, they spoke at

home.) They had to hear every person's voice, not Just take a majority vote. There

were necessarily problems of transition in moving into a majority-vote system. Some of

those Indians who didn't vote for a councilman will never support him, no matter how

long that person serves or how well he serves. Republicans and Democratt can fight lila

cats and dogs when they are running for office; they can say the worst things about each'

other. But, when one wins, the opponents concede and go along and support him. The 1

majority will support this. But, Indians will not do this. They want unanimity or they-

don't accept an election.



SOME RECENT STUDTES OF NATIVE AMERICAN POLITICAL RELATIONS
IN THE WESTERN GREAT BASIN: A COMMENTARY'

Warren L. d'Azevedo

Department of Anthropology
University of Nevada, Reno

It is noteworthy that with the renewed interest in ethnographic study of Indian

peoples of the Great Basin over the past decade major attention liven to the

important and much neglected aspect of political relations and leauership. Earlier

ethnographers were concerned primarily with reconstruction of the general features of

aboriginal culture as it might be presumed to have obtained before or during first

contacts with European and American intruders. A greater part of this work was car-

ried out in the early twentieth century following fifty to one hundred years of contact

between the cultures, and involving conditions of vast ecological and social change.

Ostensibly aboriginal patterns were reconstructed from reports of informants who

had never themselves lived in the pre-contact or even early contact setting, but who

presented from memory what they had learned from older persons. The implication was

continually reinforced that the acculturative process had destroyed all but the most

minimal vestiges of the previous way of life and that what remained in the contemporary

situation constituted a congeries of degenerated social forms unworthy of, or irrelevant

to, the ethnographer's task. A predilection for assembling the artifacts of a "base-

line" phase often led the ethnographer to omit from the record the fact that many of

the features reported to him as being aboriginal were still viable at the time of

observation.

Invaluable as much of this early work is to our understanding of the Indian past

- - work that becomes more and more difficult to supplement or validate as time goes on

- - we are left with a serious negative consequence of the earlier ethnographic orien-

tation which has taken us a long time to recognize and assess. In the Great Basin

area, at least, there has been until very recently an almost total absence of study

of ongoing Indian communities -- of reservations, colonies or scattered settlements.

It is as though Indian culture and social organization does not exist except in the
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abstracted and timeless sphere of ethnographic interpretations.

Th-, vast hiatus which exists between tree body of ethnographic scholarship and the

kind -f data which is needed today by students of society, administrator* and by the

rapidly emerE' c.political consciousness of Native American peoples has become

increasingly .2ppart,ic to those who have been in the field during the past few years.

It is particularly disturbing to discover how little Indians themselves know of their

own recent history and how strong their reaction is against the fact that those who

have come among them to study their way of life have left so little chronicle or analy-

sis of their social experience in the century after conquest, but only of a pristine

past devoid of the actions of real persons taking part in real events -- that is,

devoid of history. To a considerable extent this reaction accounts for the widespread

view among Indians (and other minorities, as well) that anthropologists are antiquar-

ians with a romantic investment in preserving the past rather than a dynamic interest

in the processes of change, growth and conflict that have brought the people to their

present condition.

Equally disturbing is to discover (or rediscover) how deeply ingrained are many of

-le shibboleths that persist among whites and Indians alike concerning the supposed

fragility of native cultures in the face of the white onslaught. Certain obscure,

though purportedly fundamental, elements of aboriginal Great Basin social organization

are claimed to have limited its creative accommodation and development in the period of

traumatic and enforced acculturation. The failure of many whites and some Indians to

take seriously the new tribalism and national political movements as anything but symp-

toms of a pseudo-nativism of passing importance represents a vestige of an orientation

which precludes vitality and integrity to post-contact Indian social organization and

culture.

In a recent article by Shimkin and Reid (1970) the authors present a most impres-

sive and timely exposition of sociocultural continuities among a population of Nevada

Shoshoneans. They show that the rapid transformation of the conditions of Indian

life over the past century has not obliterated a number of important features of abo-

riginal culture, nor have the Indian societies failed to adapt and develop tenaciously
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despite the drastic impact of subjugation and oontinued oppression. The authors con-

clude with the folLsw1hc: statement which, hopefully, will be taken to the bosom of all

future Ftudehts D: Great Basin Indian peoples:

In sum, then, 11 is clear that the quest for social identity and
for meaningful behavior, as well as physical survival, may lend a
tougaless and adaptability to human groups far exceeding those pre-
dicted by mechanica3. mod-is of diffusion, acculturation, and displace-

ment, Doleful prognoses anticipating the demise of cultural identities

are often premature. Shimkin and Reid, 1970:194) .

The papers rot :Y2 Great Basin Anthropoogical Conference, collected into

the present volume (Houghton, 1973), are a welcome contribution to a new phase in the

study of Greac Basin, social organization. Each of them is based upon intensive recent

field work and intimate knowledge of contemporary Indian groups in Nevada and adjacent

states. Ail the papers are concerned, in one way or another, with the problem of

local Indian political crganizaLion, an tirnation of its role in maintaining an Indian

culture or identity, and its effectiveness in coping with the conditions imposed by a

dominant white society.

It is, perhaps, a most promising sign of the present era of Native American rela-

tions with the larger society that none of the authors entertains, even as a tacit

assumption, the idea -- so common in past decades -- that Indian social forms were

obliterated through degeneration or assimilation, or that Dcal organization is a mori-

bund remnant of catastrophic acculturative trauma. Neither is there an exclusive pre-

occupation with government programs and administrative structures as though Indian

political organization, itself, is negligible or dependent upon them entirely for a

precarious survival, To the c:entrary, there is in most of these papers a recognition

of a strong adaptive current in the society and culture of Native American groups, a

momentum of intrinsic vigor that has carried four or five generations of Indian peoples

into the present era through periods of devastating poverty and degradation experienced

by members of minute and powerless communities.

In his paper on the little-known situation among the modern Goshiute, Richard

Cleuner points out that there has been, over the past thirty-five years or more, a kind

of dual structure to the political organization of this Western Shoshone group. One
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of these he refers to as the "Traditiora_L leadership" whicn sterns from the militant

policy of old Chief Temoke (TUmuk) and his confederates wno led the struggle for estab-

lishment of "The Western Shosnone Nation" during the treaty period of the second half

of the nineteenth century. The other is the Tribal Council which emerged from the

Indian Feorganization Act (IRA) of the 1930's. The former has consistently opposed

the concept of American citizenship status on the basis that the treaty of 1863 conveys

sovereignty to the Western Shoshone Nation and that the laws of the United States are

not binding on them. For this reason they have denounced the Claims Cases and demanded

unrestricted hunting and fishing rights, and use of the public domain. Their policy

has brought them frequently into conflict with state and federal authorities as well as

the official Tribal Council. The latter, as a product of the IRA, has close ties with

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and is primarily concerned with welfare and develop-

ment programs sponsored by the federal government.

In Cleaner's view, these seemingly divergent and factional forms of leadership

have actually provided valuable alternatives to the expression of Goshiute political

interests. Far from representing a condition of apathy and debilitating fractional-

ization (which white administrators and observers are prone to blame for the failures

of their well-intended programs) the situation appears to offer subtle and flexible

instruments for Indian effectiveness in dealing with the government and in preserving

community-based integration. One of the most significant aspects of this situation is

the survival of the older type of leadership along with the new, and the occasional

cooperation which takes place between them around specific issues.

The author sees this as the emergence of a new political indeperdence and sophisti-

cation in which Native Americans are not only aware of themselves as a uniquely influ-

ential minor,.ty despite their numbers, but also as a people with a heritage and social

potential that can give them a special place in American society. He attributes the

disinclination of the Goshiute to become involved in either of the two major American

political parties (though there have been intensive campaigns to attract the Indian

vote) to the preference for and the effectiveness of local Indian political forms in

recent times.
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This exposition is a refreshing departure from the conventional interpretation of

social relations in small reservations and well deserves attention from those studying

other groups where similar processes may be at work. I am particularly impressed by the

fact that this is one of the very few serious treatments of the Western Shoshone

"traditionalists" I have seen in the literature. In reports -- as well as in general

discourse -- they are usually dismissed as a relatively inconsequential sect of irre-

sponsible or opportunistic nativists bent on obstruction of positive channels of Indian-

white commurioatim.

"Traditionalists" and dissidents of various other groups have fared little better

in the IBA era of government-created TribaL Councils patterned after European concepts

of organization and representation. It has been an era which has accomplished with

remarkable success the task of convincing most Americans (and some Native Americans)

that the reservation way of life as reorganized after 1936 is the immutable Indian

way of life. Either assimilation or relocation was expected to remove the "Indian

problem" from its disturbingly exotic place on the roster of urgent social issues to

the more commonplace one of class structure and ethnic minority logistics in a complex

industrial society. But new nationalist movements and efforts toward coalition have

raised the spectre of challenge to the model of official Indian tribal organization,

and reservations have not faded away.

Regardless of the eventual resolution of these trends, it should be noted that few

if any observers in the past clearly anticipated the present turn of events. Yet the

roots of these developments were already embedded in the cultures of reservation

.settlements, in the religious sect activities and factional disputes over policy that

were seldom recognized by outside observers as important resources of potential

political energy and goal orientation. The selective use of terms such as "tradition-

alist," "nativist," "conservative," or "progressive," as applied variously throughout

writings about Indian communities, often reveals a bias in which any cultural reviv-

alism is categorized as a kind of reactionary conservatism, while the polity of

official tribal organization, sponsored by governmental agencies, is deemed progres-

sive. This is not necessarily a matter of the specific political orientation of tne
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observer, iut more often a conventional set of i-signations current in a dominant

society which considers its social legislation and its secular structuresias models

to be emulated by all in the interests of democracy and the illusion of perpetual

improvement.

It occurs to me, for example, that the political functions of Peyotism among

modern Great Basin peoples have not been addressed by investigators, nor has there

been any appreciable study of the relationship of this and other related movements to

national urban and reservation militant activities over the past few decades. Peyotist

leaders (though they were seldom publicly known to be such) have often been the most

outopoken critics of federal Indian policy, of the conduct of the Claims Cases, and of

the official Indian leadership's dependency on the BIA. At times they have been the

most vociferous defenders of local Indian rights. I was interested to note that all of

the more aggressive political and legal activities that Clemmer attributes to Goshiute

leadership were, to my knowledge, also participated in by leading Peyotists over a wide

area. How is it that so little attention has been given to these realities by inves-

tigators?

Drawing upon her intensive study of a Northern Paiute reservation, Ruth Houghton

analyzes the effects of new government-sponsored funding programs (such as 0E0) on

local sociopolitical structure. She shows that the goals of these programs were im-

peded rather than furthered, over the past ten years or so, by the requirement that

funding and implementation be controlled by existing community structures. The result

has been the usurpation of program resources for the exclusive benefit of a sector of

the community which has dominated the internal organization of the reservation for

decades. It is, essentially, a few large families, connected by intermarriage, whose

members have had major access to tribal resources in the past, as well as to the new

aid and jobs provided by government programs and industry. This group has controlled

the Tribal Council which, until very recently, has been the only designated political

body of the community since 1936.

Houghton views this problem as a consequence of misguided policy on the part of

government agencies, and suggests that the thrust of new programs should have been
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directed to encouraging the reorganization of existing political strictures in the com-

munity. Just how this could be done without repeating the bureaucratic and patronizing

sins of the past is not discussed. But the author implies that the formal political

structure of the community, created and maintained by the BIA, has been peculiarly vul-

nerable to the kind of misuse or corruption of authority and representation obtaining

in the situation. And though the author takes care to avoid such judgements, one's

impression is reinforced that the BIA is, by its very nature, quite capable of coun-

tenancing the existence of unrepresentative and often despotic establishments where

there is the necessity to foster at least the semblance of local adherence to the model

o' IRA reservation structure and a responsive leadership susceptible of manipulation.

It is hoped that the author of this paper will, in the near future, draw from her

extensive ethnohistorical knowledge of the reservation to provide some insights con-

cerning the potentials and alternatives present in the pre-reservation setting that

might have productd different and more creative structures had they been recognized and

encouraged. What, for example, were the conditions in 1936 that made it possible for

the present order to come into being? Moreover, it would be of considerable value to

learn of the role of unofficial leaders or groups in the community, now and in the past.

To what extent do they, as latent or active forces, constitute intrinsic potentials of

change, or repositories of alternative values and forms?

Robert Lynch, dealing with another Northern Paiute reservation community, which he

has studied in great detail, presents a theoretical argument for viewing the relations

between the Brownsville reservation and the BIA as one of recipro2ity in which each

party may assure the role of patron or client at different times. He takes issue with

the widespread notion that the relationship is always a one-sided one with the agency

as patron and the Indian community as client, or that the patron is always the party with

the higher position in society. He outlines a number of situations in which Agency

officials seemed to solicit resources from the Indian community and were forced to com-

promise elements of policy in order to succeed. Furthermore, he identifies other sig-

nificant "unofficial" roles in this process involving "middlemen" and "brokers" in

transactions. These latter roles constitute a crucial phenomenon historically and
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structurally in the relations between Indians and whites, but there has been little

analysis of them as factors in modern Great Basin social organization and accultur-

ation.

There are, however, in Lynch's cogent paper, a number of implications that pro-

voke questions from this reader. The theoretical framework he employs is a useful

instrument for analyzing the kind of transactional system he has isolated for discus-

sion. But, inadvertently or not, he gives the impression that the kind of reciprocity

he is writing of involves separate but equal partners in the exchange. I must confess

that I cannot see that such an assumption could be derived from either the data or

theoretical orientation. While he has made a strong case for the "mutual give-and-

take" aspects of relations between Indian leadership and non-Indian agencies, it does

not necessarily follow that we must "visualize the needs of both parties as complemen-

tary, and the outcome of their relationship as mutually beneficial over time."

How can we dismiss the artificial symbiosis of government agency and reservation

relations by the euphemism of "complementary needs?" These "needs" involve drastic-

ally different levels of motivation and aspiration in each case! The BIA (or any other

external agency, for that matter) is motivated to implement its charge adequately, to

justify and perpetuate its own existence, and (in the case of some of its more dedicatee

personnel) perhaps to producing evidence of positive changes in the lives of the people

whom it is administering. These are the institutional needs of bureaucratic structures.

Now, it might be said that the "needs" of the Brownsville Tribal Council are not

only complementary but identical to those of the BIA, and this would merely characterize

the Tribal Council as a bureaucracy (should that be the case). The point is, however,

that Lynch speaks of the "Indian community" as one of the parties, and, I trust, he is

not subsuming community under Tribal Council. The needs of the Indian community are

urgent and longstanding. They involve matters of human survival such as health, diet,

reproduction, income, education, housing, and a minimal portion, at least, of a sense

of dignity and hope. The two constellations of "need" can only be viewed as "compl,--

mentary" in the sense that a desperate and entrapped people have had no alternative

but to attempt accommodation with the agencies and programs of an impersonal government.
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Th,se t,t-cam.F., for reason; of expediency, have a'so had to adapt and

acdify to scm-:. extent ,:ithin the sitlation. Sut I think it goes too far to _ay that

this ha?. Leon -- or' even is -- a situation demonst.cating complementary mutuality!

Lynch argues chat the BIA is not always in a position to control the relationship

through the r,,-.scurce .17, commands and offerF to the Indian community. "Resources alone

an not mak sverlay," ho writes; for "urjess th:i are accepted by the client with

condiions imposed on t-.em by `:re patron they g :ve 11Ictil.o advantage." Instances are

described where tribal :aders successfuily resisted elements of Agency policy, or bar-

gained for aa,mrtage But those instances are not very convincing illustrations of the

iaea that the indian J_caaerb have by these acts ascumed the role of patron of the Agency.

The author do,,s, reirark that "there is c_ early one sense in which the patron

doeo controJ the tra(,:-a:?tio:; in try.: relationshap, for :lc is he Wilo determines which

values are to be put Into circulation." In an historical setting where the American

governirent vitri reference to its own value system, what limited resources

are to ho made avaiJabie to Indian peoples and under what conditions, how can we say

that there has ever been any normal period of relations in which Indians have provided

negotiable resources or values that represent patron status equivalent to that of the

agencies of the dominant society?

Moreover, I am puzzled by the notion that the "values" of the transactional

system are "the conditions er stipulations accompanying the resources offered,' and

that "the client's acceptance of the resources confirms his acceptance of these values."

Brownsville cannot be so unique a community that its members have not frequently (and,

often as a matter of course) accepted proferred resources with no clear idea at all of

the "conditions or stipulations" as interpreted by Agency officials. Opportunism, com-

petition, manipulation, and subversion of original requirements must be as much a part

of the fate of many of these transactions as it is in any situation where need is ur-

gent and resources scarce. People just do not always accept the values of a donor of

goods along with the goods -- even if this was a stipulated condition of the exchange.

This can also be said (in the present context) for government officials as well as

Indians, particularly where cultural differences and a century or more of alienation
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have produced complex and weep- rooted barriers to communication and trust.

It is possible that I have misrepresented some of the points made in Lynch's paper

by assuming that his analysis is meant to hold for the entire period of the relation

between Brownsville and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, wnereas it may be directed in the

main to the most recent decade when, as he states, there has been "an increase in the

number of channels between the reservation and potential outside resources." Certainly

the new status of Native Americans as an articulate and politically effective minority

has improved their bargaining power with regard to a vast array of government programs

and agencies whose existence depends upon justification through Indian cooperation.

The BIA is no longer the sole arbiter of Indian relations with the federal government,

and in the past few years it has had to defend itself against a growing sentiment for

dissolution or drastic reorganization.

Under these conditions, many Indian groups throughout the country (and many other

minority groups, as well) might be considered as patrons to the clients of governmental

agencies who must await their turn in line for a hearing. Native Americans now have

alternatives. They now have a modicum of power due to the stresses and strains in the

dominant society which can no longer contain (by the old methods) the avalanche of

minority awakening in America. But this very recent phenomenon must not be confused

with the miserable past of American relations with Indian peoples on and off reser-

vations. A clear historical perspective cannot confuse it, and we can be sure that

Indian peoples will not confuse it, now or in the future.

It is a quite different matter, however, to point out -- as Faun Mortara has done

in her paper about the Pyramid Lake Reservation -- that the enactment of the Wheeler-

Howard Act (IRA) in 1934, and the conferring of a new form of tribal organization, did

provide Indians with a legal basis for defending their lands and for access to the

wider American political system. This is, of course, what the act was originally in-

tended to do. The Pyramid Lake Paiute have been remarkably successful in holding their

reservation and natural resources intact against continual encroachments. They were

also fortunate to have had a series of vigorous and dedicated lawyers who helped them

exploit the provisions of the law to the fullest and to mobilize public opinion which

4



brought them the support of important members of the United States Senate.

The placement of Pyramid Lake as one of the great natural resources and tourist

attractions in the West, and the dramatic role of the Northern Paiute of this area in

the history of white conquest and settlement, has done much to arouse public sympathy

in their favor. These circumstances have given them a negotiable "resource" in the

sense in which Lynch uses the term. Indeed, they have been frequently in the position

to act as the "patron" of state and federal agencies, to establish a degree of equiv-

alence in some reciprocal relations, to control certain transactions, and to "deter-

mine which values are to be put into circulation."

But it would be a mistake not to recognize that this relatively potent and favor-

able state of affairs has been the experience of very few Native Americans in the Great

Basin. Many were placed on small reservations containing improvident and commercially

worthless lands. From the mid-nineteenth century to very recently they have been sub-

jected to the isolating ignorance, hostility, patronization, and the peculiar romanticism

of the racially segregated caste structure of the rural West. One needs only to read

Elmer Rusco's excellent resume of the history of Indian legal status in Nevada to realize

how intensive and how thorough was the exploitive oppression of Indian people in that

state from the 1860's to the mid-twentieth century. Of utmost importance is his roster

of "remaining issues" which reveals how far Nevada Indians have yet to go before they can

be said to have surmounted the last barriers of racism and exploitation.

It is no doubt true that the policies of the Collier administration of the BIA

introduced the first defensive buffers against the destruction of a people. Belated and

inadequate as it was, it was a step ahead. It was an heroic attempt to halt the ruth-

less stampede for remaining Indian lands and removal of the last vestiges of their occu-

pation of it. But the IRA proposals were applied unevenly throughout the country,

depending upon the degree of real commitment of local BIA personnel, or cooperation from

resident whites and Indians. Powerful interests influenced state and federal govern-

ments to undermine the basic provisions of the law. After a brief flurry of aggressive

activity in behalf of Indian rights during the late 1930's and early 1940's, most Indian

agencies subsided back to routinized bureaucratic lethargy.



In Nevada, one has only to recall the conditions and the atmosphere of reserva-

tions and scattered Indian settlements in the 1950's to realize what the impact of these

vacillations and disappointments of government programming has been to the people In-

volved. The land claims litigation was the only ray of hope for many, while others

deeply distrusted the motives of government and foresaw the imminent dangers of com-

pliance. It is all the more remarkable that so many Indian people continued to work

conscientiously within a system that has given them so little reason for confidence and

so few real opportunities. There is something outrageous about the prevailing assump-

tion that Indian survival and occasional advances are to be attributed to enlightened

government programming or "the era of the IRA." The actual history of Indian survival

does not scan that way, and we are still ignorant of much of it.

During the past decade a new era of Indian-white relations appears to have begun.

In the 1960's, government administrations, beset by an upsurge of demands by ethnic

minorities and by general political unrest, began to make available large-scale sources

of aid for urban and rural welfare. Numerous new agencies and channels for the dis-

semination of information were created. Profound changes began to take place in the

attitudes and entrenched behavior of Americans on both national and local levels. The

situation provided new alternatives in the choice of strategies, open access to new

resources, and a new voice for previously entrapped and powerless groups. Native Ame-

ricans were quick to take advantage of this unprecedented state of affairs and, despite

the crippling effect of the organizational strictures they are heir to, have succeeded

in making fundamental improvements in their way of life on reservations and colonies.

In Nevada, the changes over the past ten years are obvious. There is ev'm optimism and

involvement on the part of youth. But these developments are but a few years along.

One can sympathize with those who reflect upon the ins2onstany of governments and the

record of racial minorities in American society and who turn their attention to the

growing movement for national expression and coalition. They are making an investment

in the future based upon the lessons of history as they see it. Perhaps, in a similar

way, social scientists should not let their observations of social relations in the

present decade obscure their critical estimation of the past. It is useful to ask



ourselves rhi i1 at,ur7ptions b.s, and what cur orirtaic! wi_l hc, in

the -;u4d,,, t:n t'i:ny years from no,;.

Mary Ruls':o's pap-r se tr-ba_ gc7orhmhs in Nevada prese nts C'T- of

a stud; tra-, raz61-11- b2COM the ode:_ for m:,.2h future res-sar-Je

throughout the region. she ;111., th-re has teen soafe_y any mat:.-1-ai

ab 1e In pcint ?ri the f:tru-'rui',:, of 1.-121a,_ gsysinPri,:s, tee procesie of

whicn characterlzP soc231 relati_,ec nich define the integrtive le-Tel of

commanitleh b-,si tt )fo.! '.5:1-7ey of the twent-u-`,1-iree or more

colonies and r-servation:. in Nevada that were organized under provisions of the IRA,

including some tea: otganlz-A r.czently, and one or two that a_v, yet

unorganized, A pr...rt.r..y ant,r-2stie:z d-v,loome(lt described by iThe author is the

formation the of N--.-adh. in 1963, an orga7izatior, be-

come toe Jai-gest snr.L- rnployer of jndian ps.-,'e in the state and whacn no formal

ties to the Btti d o= 7.ndian Affairs OT any other state or federal agency. .iirsteon

of toe t,;,-.T,ty-fm)r have -,.:;:ix.ect this crgarii:-...3.1:1.0..1 it was

initiated and opilatDr.' entireJy by Native Americans.

In 1.970 the Inter-Tribal Council (=Tr) solicited a ,rant from thP :Cepartmcnc of

Health, Education and '&71fare in order to ,endue;, a study of the proolems of o-'ania-

tionai effectiveness in and arnvrig Nevada -Indian groups, and also c,o ec,v

methods of communication and local :_xpression. The project was conce'ved hire

John Dressler, a leader of th? Wash° peop and founding co.:i_an of the ITC. Under

his guidance, a group of outside consultants and assistants helped to prepare tee for-

mal instruments of The study and prolnded oaolcground information frair r,7:,i2ective

fields of experience.

One of the most impressive aspects of the study, apart from its finuiris. :s

fact that it constitutes (to my knowledge) the first large-scale research ampng

Indian peoples which was essentiaLy formu.lated and carried out by Indians td-emsr?i:es.

The face-to-face relations between members of reservation communities and inve6tigators

involved, almost oxclusiveLy, contacts between Indians. A few white t.ivestjgators were

included for the purpose of interviewing members of the local white population.. Indian
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participants regularly reviewed and critically rh=Niis-,_d questionnaires and other Instru-
ments of the research. Training sessions were 11,-.Ld for interviewers and the results of
work wer- periodically subjected to analysis and interpretation in open s-ssions. Fre-
quent meetings were held with reservation residents and leaders in order to incorporate

their suggestions.

In my view, the findings of this study and its recommendations are some of the most
significant that have been presented in recent years. Though only a few of these are
outlined in the paper, the reader is referred to the more extensive and detailed report

issued by the ITC (Dressler and Rusco, 1971). Where previous commentaries have often

oversimplified or distorted the processes of decision making and communication within
and between local Indian groups, the results of this investigation clearly reveal how
effective these processes are, and in what way they have been misconstrued by non-
Indians.

Of special interest is the finding that participation in local, state, and federal

political activities is much greater than was thought to be the case. Also, women were

found to be as active as men, and frequently had leading roles in tribal councils and

other associations. Considerable insight is provided with regard to formal and informal
patterns of Indian leadership and the values which operate in political as well as

general social relations from the Indian point of view. The study reveals how little
of this insight has reached into the local, state or federal agencies which come regu-

larly into contact with the people. Data arty presented which detail the high degree of
mutual failure in perception between Indians and non-Indians, about styles of behavior,

expressive symbols, and the divergences in orientation about the selection of procedures
to get things done. The final proposals for identification of Indian and non-Indian

'communicant leaders," and for new structures to accommodate the expanding political and
cultural consciousness of Indian peoples on and off reservations would, if implemented,

constitute a more fundamental advance in local and statewide social relations than has
occurred in the past one hundred or more years of Indian-white contact.

Other papers have been submitted to this valuable collection, but unfortunately

I have not yet had the opportunity to read them. It is hoped that the collection will

I
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receive a wid- amcng in::,==rested p-,rsons in Nevada and ei,7;ewherE. it major

contribution, it -y opl.Lon, is that it is bound tc. en-,ou2aEe researci. along these

iine2 wl)ich wil_ Tp-ify meagre sor-: Df. kri.formatbn concPrning the natuze of

politicai 'behavior and 1--cidership amo4,z Kati';- Americans, and the relations between

them and the larger society.

Tre paper's wh]:.:, hopefully, will be undertaker: by students

in the near f:':.1_,re 11 perhaps accJvc, ail, detailed ethnonistorical accounts of

particu:ar de7e:opment. Such studies shoul.d provide

the link between what archeologists, ethnographers and historians have already learned

about at r'= '17.e, and In.: br-s--:n. C:rtainly, this is not a task for

anthropo3ogistF r)r, hato..-ians a;.one, cut fo: s:ciologists, economists and political

scimtists, eF examp.io, wer- th:s bniciaJ conditions, events and issues

that 3haracterized peri'ids el ',:ne pre-reservation, reservation, and IRA phases

of Indian life in any pafticuThr locale? What nas been the succession and types of

leadership, v; r of g. cups at 3)-J:I ;;I:::von point in

time? Can we still c...or:struci meaningfu biographical profiles of various kinds of

leadership figu-e:, as w=s,:_ dz?scripions of act a] situations involving the exercise

of authority, or the nF,t!...Te of :he decision-making process within specific; groups in

the past? To what ,,..xt:nt can toe cmcc the continu:ticfs of major ,-colo.4ical, ;oci.-2.1 and

cultural cnanges over th: past cne hundred years -r more (a riativel5, brief historical

period) so that this knpwleage can ehriGh o'.zr understanding and serve to clarify our

analyses of modern Nat;i,:e American life?

These and many additional q1:t:stion3 have heen raised in my mind bi r.h;.s collection

of papers, as vrdouotedly w111 be the case with other::. I fully expect that in the next

few years we shall see (for many reasons) a substant111 increase in scholarly research

of this kind and, let 1::s hope, more of it by Native Americans themselves.

FOOTNOTES

1. This article is th product of notes prepared for a discussant's response to
papers presented in a symposium on Native American politics at the Great Basin

Anthropological Conference, University of Utah, September 2, 1972. Though I
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was unable to attend the Conference, l am ..)cJ_iod Pron,ssor Ruth Houghton,
organizer of the symposium, for request is rLat s,Aumit these more extended
comments to the present collection of the papers published under her editor-
ship. I regret that there were two or three of the papers that I did not
have the opportunity to read prior to writing this contribution.
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oosepn

Depart7len,-

Uri.v ers f rL.an

*F-= 7,1)'coo g::ner:1-f.c- -or :31: ,Jt=bda In:tans, ari the case

analyses by t:ne partf cip'intc Li-, Li::: provide us with more data aiid more

unrierstng Ct7:,Ln InTaan 2(J7ticai _2!'e have beer available here-

tofore.

(''sns firs, Elmer' Rusco's focus on

racism, parrfcularly ato1.7,7 aga2ns N-vada M\i'lars, is enlightenine;. In

Rusco's survey of the Jear1-, to %t TnZ=uns witnout legal redress.

Indians also wc-.1-:- Inon vagrancy :_aqis pr:1-21.1-rel Lv because T.ndlans were not expected

to have mohey; that is to soy, Indians acid :::.cv,..rtu navr., 3:2r,o1-7F!ous, ev,:,r. in the eyes

of the Jaw. for .2,e . 1C 1,(:: L. Y!._ f C inc Gance , what condi -

tions brought ahout the w:-fing of a law that e%cju,f.e Indians from vagrancy charges.

We also .learn that Indiaus coin,' rarry -on-'1,httes, but vould not marry whites.

Whereas racist policies per ,F,e are no longer and nicist le.6islation has

been rescinde:1, somk- practices once assured .:uch le,z1slat(-)n

In particulaa. I was struck by bow Indians c.ontinJz: 1' :'e tnef: resources tc

whites, with or without rbcibL iegislatic,n, and :low pbwei-fu_ wn:i.toi.: continue to centralize

ownership or control of the productive resources in Nevdda Tt seems to ME that it is

now time to delve into political econory and at!.;e,00t to account for th: sweep of Nevada's

laws toward and about Indians by looking at the forces hat 11-1fluence Nevada's economy.

I do not think that the Oreat Basin is in need of a Cycles of Conquest, or accultur-

ation interpretation of white Indian relations. [See Spicer, 1961 and 1962, Linton,

1940. -- ed.]

Mary K. Russo points out the willingness of tribal governments to get involved

with local, county, state, and federal governments, and the willingness of Indians to

work with non-Indians to solve social problems. Among Utes and Eastern Shoshones the

il9
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sane wiiiingn,:ss holds. Indeed, fLr twc UL,nd,rs InI s,o.7ht

lessen this discrimination they suffer fr,:m ccmmun.cat! b tt of

Indians to whitRa. They !,ave net souc'ht s parate political inlit'It],ns

that are unwilling to cooperate with tbeir nti,JALurs (see mu Sun Dance

This desire to work with whites which .-L. 71S to hay,. as in, :oaf :f 1,hltes,

has bR en found among Indian students involv,d in orating iative American Sld,:Les

grams (se Frank Miller's account of thc goals st by Indians at the Univ,n_;it; of

Mjnnescta in Waddell and Watson, 1971) . The objects of discrirination, then, are often

the very people who are willing to influence changes by working with non-Indian agencies

and governments.

A paradox emerges when Indian willingness to cooperate with local, state, and fed-

eral governments is contrasted with Indian criticism and lack of cooperation with

tribal governments. The paradox exists beyond the borders of Nevada and obtains among

Shoshones and Utes in Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, and Idaho. It has been my ,xp,o'.

tribal governments (family-dominated as Ruth Houghton demonstrates for one LII,Lan com-

munity) are often considered even by Indians, to have more power than they possess in

fact, and when tribal governments cannot deliver desired programs, or control the tribal

finances, the tribal members often despair. Indeed, sniping and back-biting are ubiqui-

tous in duscussions of tribal politics. I think Ms. Rusco is a little loose with her

analogy when she likens tribal councils to property owners associations (even though

Houghton's example shows that one tribal council is de facto a cattleman's asso-

ciation). Whf',,, property owners do not have to appeal to the BIA and the Secretary of

the Interior in order to make final decisions about the disposition of their property,

whereas tribal councils do. It is may opinion that tribal unhappiness about tribal

governments per se is linked to underlying factors which have created tribal governments

and maintained tribal governments as neocolonial organizations (a discussion of neo-

colonialism as it occurs on three Ute and two Shoshone reserves can be found in my

Sun Dance Religion).

Faun Mortara provides an interesting paper which serves as a good bridge between

the case studies and the overview papers. I think that the application of Mortara's

A
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approach would be helpful in analyzing the background for all of the other case studies

and for the more general pieces in this volume. In arguing that the Indian Reorgani-

zation Act (IRA) allowed the Pyramid Lake Faiutes to thwart Senator Patrick McCarran's

several attempts to provide title for Indian lands to whites who had once squatted on

it, Mortara assesses a considerable amount of evidence that makes it very clear that

McCarran wound have extinguished Indian rights to certain land in favor of Nevada entre-

preneurs if he could have pulled it off. The evidence directly linking IRA provisions

to McCarran's failure is not solid, but Mortara's probing of McCarran's politics is

provocative evidence for the persistent class-oriented politics that attempts to dom-

inate Indians on large and small economic issues. It is this type of analysis that

would be useful in the extension of Elmer Rusco's good study.

In passing I should mention tnat the provisions of the IRA have not helped the

same Pyramio Lake Paiutes exercise their water rights. I suspect this is so because the

economic issues and the political influences are much greater in the water case than in

the squatter case.

Michael Hittman's paper on pervasive factionalism at Yerington is another example

of diffuse infighting among people who lack power and influence and has been noted

several times in reservation Indian analyses. The fluidity of personnel moving between

the localized factions, and the waxing and waning of issues -- mostly money and land --

that exercise the factions, do not speak well for the forces that created and maintain

Indian domination, nor for the Indian government created through the provisions of the

IRA that is supposed to control these forces.

Richard Clemmer's analysis of the conflict and compatibility of "council" and

"traditional" leadership among several Western Shoshone and Gosiute groups is instruc-

tive. Clemmer avers that the two groups -- one populist and within the bureaucratic

channels of the federal government, the other philosophic and providing a constant

challenge to bureaucratic excesses and the abrogation of Shoshone rights -- produce

well together, although they are very different in outlook. The traditionals have a

sense of history and community; the council has a sense of pork barrel and immediate



I . tv13 :: 1: a ;-2. 211* lr tradition-

r att. fuL:uss..-d pIL:h1-'n.3 in process proLitms that

1' t .r.t-,J by fed,!rh:._.. acts.

-11,..-rt.3 analysis plays dmfl factionaism and suggests that constitu-

-3 Loth council and tiaditionai uvyriap. He does not suggest that the

0,;t3r,uen nastines that Jbtain:, : t f E r. -_'',' tu.1 factions obtains for the Western

Shoshehs. At Yerington h to anDther d: pending on whether

tip_y Li\,fd in the coLon, or' at the hi-Inch. CJ./S gen-ral theme of Indian unity and

th compIrrientary rules played by pragmatists and ideologists gets to the quick of the

"oi,rvasive factionalism question. it seems ro issues, not deeply entrenched factior-,

that animate Western 3hoshonys. Tne too dpprcl-.,:s to most issues allow neither total

euphoria and optimism, nor total despair and p-!ssimism. Ratner, the traditionalist and

council approaches to issues provide a constant dialectic within conditions of poverty,

which conditions themselves are fraught with contradictions between federal promises

and act,laiity.

Tictert Lynch h paper' on the BlA as partner 02 patron takes the narrow transaction-

aiist view or relationships among two or' more "partners." The emphasis is on the mode

uf exchange of information and the structural relations of the transacting members. In

short, Lynch's analysis points out that the BIA is nut patron, and the Indian subjects

are not clients, and the local BIA operalives, as middlemen, can pass information both up

tny BIA chain-of-cornrror.d and throughout the local Indian community that in some instance

help both partiec. It 4hch's view to point out that the so-called

12,trt, i., often by the

14nch's dF, ails about transactions shod light in some dark corners, but I wonder

why anyone woui(:: conzddcr the BIA to he patron and the local Indians to be clients in th-

irst place? Lfter aki, ElA is a carctaXt:q or4anization dependent on the federal

uv,,,rnment for budget, the ::ecrotary of Interior' for direction, and Congress for legis-

iation. raw_ BIA has always been involved in it ; own contradiction: on the one hand it

nas beer authorized to oversee Indian land and serve as one mediator between tribe and

government, but charged with developing Indians until they can direct themselves; on
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the other hand the BIA has needed Indians in a dependent state in order to maintain

itself. The "patron" has never been its own cause, yet it has been charged with its

own destruction. t has never been the producer, or entrepreneur, or controller of

resources who ultimately controls the c.Lient. The BIA can best be likened to middle-

range management batt*tag not to be caught making any major faux pas before retirement,

and tc co this the patron mIst be careful indeed because his very life depends upon

his specific clients. Thoe BIA does not go out in search of more clients from a general

reservoir of 2:f maintenance of the patron's very life depends upon his spe-

cific clients, and if this means joining together with these "clients" to battle

termination, cr being used by these "clients" to help resolve intra-Indian disputes,

it can be said cl-,at this is done because Indians and the BIA have a mutual need, to wit:

maintenance of federal do:e (all salaries, services, and the like) of both. The next

step ir. T.inchistransac;ionalit analysis should be to incorporate the Department of

Interior, Congress, and the major lobbies into the patron-client package.

Ruth Houghton's anal:sis of the relattonship among kinship, post-IRA political

power, and relative economac control amid long-term poverty on a Paiute reservation is

excellent. There seems to be little doubt but that one large network of interrelated

families has controlled the tribal council and tribal resources for thirty-five years,

and that whereas tnis network seems consonant with traditional Basin Indian ethical

practices of sharing with kin, this ethic apparently does not spread to the entire com-

munity and those that have a little have worked to maintain what little they have.

I look forward to subsequent analyses of this community that will delve into an

economic approach to kinship and point out what ethics are preached in the household,

whether these sane ethics are practiced, and whether those who have the least resources,

power, kin ties, and such like, resent those who have the most. Finally, I wonder if

the current practices on this reservation violate the pre-reservat..).1 Basin ethic which

seems to have been communitarian? At what point is it acceptable to withhold resources

from kin or non-kin? An enlightening contrast might be made with the kinship, ethics,

and practices of a white cattlemens' association in the vicinity.

Because I have been asked to comment, and because my comments have been based on
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Grief samples cf research conducted by the authors, I hope that the authors will feel

free to criticise my opinions and publish more extensive versions of their work in this

vehicle or somewhere else.
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